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Auction Bidding Options

There are several ways to bid in our auctions (if you cannot 
attend in person). Bids can be made by email, telephone,  
and through our Web site.

Written Bid Form
You are invited to bid before the auction, using the bid forms 
enclosed with the catalogue.
●    Write down the lot numbers of interest to you and your 

bids on them
●   Complete your personal information
●    Sign the form on the last page of this catalogue  

and send it either:  
•   by email: accounts@davidfeldman.com 
•    by post: David Feldman SA, P.O. Box 

Route de Chancy 59  
1213 Petit-Lancy 1, Geneva, Switzerland

Please note that written bids close one day before the auction 
takes place. Early bids made by telephone are subject to 
written confirmation by post.

Phone Bids During the Auction
If you wish to bid by phone, you should confirm in writing 48 
hours before the auction indicating the lot numbers you wish to 
bid on and phone number(s) where you can be reached during 
the auction. Due to the availability of multiple other bidding 
options, telephone bidding is accepted at the discretion of 
David Feldman SA and may be subject to additional charges. 
One of our philatelists will call you a few lots in advance of your 
first lot of interest, and bid for you directly during the auction.

Online Bidding 
Participate in any David Feldman auction from the comfort of 
your home, office, or while travelling.

New Clients 
If you are a new client, please follow these steps to save your 
pre-auction bids and/or create a live bidding account. 

●    Select "My Account" on davidfeldman.com and follow the 
steps to create your personal account

●    During the account creation process you will be sent a 
request to complete a new client registration form, where 
you will be asked to confirm your contact details and 
provide credit references and proof of identity. 

Pre-Auction Bidding
Once your details have been confirmed, you will then be able to 
enter any bids in advance of the auction via our web site.
●    Log-in to your account 
●    Browse the auction lots to find those items that interest you 
●    Enter the maximum amount you want to bid for any lot 
●    Click the "Bid" button 
●    Repeat for each desired lot
●    Monitor your bids to see if you have been outbid

Live Auction Bidding
You may also bid live in any of our auctions via the Internet and 
our mobile applications. Follow your targeted lots on screen 
and enter your bids with the confidence that you will be bidding 
as if you were in the auction room itself. 
●    Click on the "Live Auction" button on the home page or via 

our mobile applications
●    Log-in to the auction 
●    Follow the auction and click the "Bid" button to register your 

bid with the auction 
●    Defend your bid(s) as needed 

Reminder. These are the instructions for existing clients 
who have already made auction bids with us using existing 
credentials. If you are a new client, or an existing client who 
has not bid via the internet before, please ensure that you 
create your account at least 48 hours before the auction  
and ensure that provide us with the information requested 
during this process without delay. New client registrations will 
not be accepted on the day of an auction.

Download the David Feldman 
Auctions app on your mobile 
device to view our catalogues  
and participate in the live auction.



Spring General Auction Series
Geneva - June 13th-17th, 2022

David Feldman 
International Auctioneers

Tel +41 22 727 07 77 

info@davidfeldman.com 
davidfeldman.com

�   Egypt. VI The Third Issue and Officials

�   Italy and Italian Postal History Abroad

�   France and Colonies

�   Great Britain and British Empire

�   The Jack Thompson Collection of Puerto Príncipe

�   Olympic Games and Football

�   All World Collections and Lots

Greece. 1896 Original 20l artist’s  
handpainted essay; ex Dr. Caruso.

1900. Boxer War, unique usage of an Italian value accepted  
by the German P.O. in China to forward Italian military mail.

1812. One of just two letters recorded from Moscow  
sent by an Italian soldier in the “Grand Armée”.

Puerto Príncipe. One of two covers recorded  
with 10c on 1c; ex Dr. Kouri.

GB. 1d Black pl.2, spectacular 
block of four; ex “Mayflower”.

50th
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Auction Bidding Agents
Commissionnaires / Kommissionäre

David Feldman SA is pleased to handle your bids, representing you as if you were present in the auction room. 

However, if you would like to be represented by a professional bidding agent, we list below a number of persons who regularly bid 
at our sales on behalf of clients. 

Germany
Jochen Heddergott   Tel   +49 89 272 1683
    Mobile   +49 151 4040 9090 
    Email   jh@philagent.com

Lorenz Kirchheim   Tel   +49 40 645 32 545
    Email lorenz.kirchheim@t-online.de

Great Britain
Lancaster    Tel   +44 192 326 9775 
Auction Agency   Email   michael.read2@hotmail.co.uk

Trevor Chinery   Tel   +44 7527444825
Auction Agency   Email   trevortrilogy@aol.com
    Website philatelic-auction-agent.co.uk

Nick Martin   Tel   +44 120 546 0968 
    Mobile   +44 770 376 6477
    Email   nick@loveauctions.co.uk
    Website loveauctions.co.uk

Italy
Giacomo Bottacchi   Tel   +39 02 718 023
    Mobile   +39 339 730 9312 
    Email   gbstamps@iol.it

USA
Charles E. Cwiakala   Tel   +1 847 823 8747 
    Email   cecwiakala@aol.com

Purser & Associates   Tel   +1 857 928 5140 
    Email  info@pursers.com

Frank Mandel   Tel   +1 212 675 0819 
    Mobile  +1 718 873 5702

David Feldman SA prend soin de vos offres lui parvenant 
directement et vous représente au mieux de vos intérêts comme 
si vous étiez dans la salle des ventes.  

Dans le cas où vous préféreriez néanmoins passer par un 
commissionnaire, nous listons ci-après certaines personnes prenant 
régulièrement part à nos ventes en représentant des acheteurs.

David Feldman SA ist gerne bereit, Ihre Gebote so zu 
vertreten, als wären Sie selbst im Auktionssaal anwesend. 

Wenn Sie jedoch von einem professionellen Bietagenten 
repräsentiert werden möchten, finden Sie unten eine Liste  
von Personen, die regelmäßig bei unseren Auktionen im 
Namen von Kunden mitbieten.



museumofphilately.com

Keep your collection alive
The digital solution: Museum of Philately

A modern presentation of collectors, their collections and their rarities  
via the latest internet technologies

Through our auctions, which have spanned over fifty years, we have presided over the dispersal of hundreds of Grand 
Prix and Large Gold medal collections, formed by collectors with the passion and resources to pursue their chosen fields 
over decades or almost entire lifetimes. To complement the best collections, we have for many years published a series 
of traditional deluxe hard-back publications called the Great Philatelic Collections. To bring these collections into the 21st 
century, we created the online Museum of Philately. The Museum allows us to host many more collections via its website 
and dedicated Apps (both Apple and Google), and uses modern presentation technology to showcase the collections  
and their collectors, in a manner not possible by print.

Consigned collections from clients owning Grand Prix or Large Gold Medal exhibits are automatically added  
to the museum; these clients can also request a traditional printed publication.

The Museum of Philately allows you to eternalise your collection, and to share your philatelic achievements with friends 
and family, but also the rest of the world. Please contact us to have your prized collection added to the Museum.

50th
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Payment Instructions
Instructions de Paiement / Zahlungsanweisungen

Late payment: 2% monthly recovery fee will be charged on overdue accounts / Retard de paiement : 2% de frais de recouvrement par mois seront débités de votre compte 
/ Zahlungsverzug: 2% Zusatzgebühr, pro Monat, werden Ihrem Konto belastet

Bank Transfer / Transfert Bancaire / Banküberweisung
Credit Suisse - 8 Paradeplatz, Zürich 8070, Switzerland

Post Office / Poste / Post

Cheque / Chèque / Scheck

Credit card / Carte de crédit / Kreditkarte

Swiss Francs (CHF)
Account 0316-398878-81
IBAN CH02 0483 5039 8878 8100 0
Swift / BIC  CRESCHZZ80A
Beneficiary David Feldman SA

Euros (EUR)
Account 0316-398878-82-3
IBAN CH81 0483 5039 8878 8200 3
Swift / BIC CRESCHZZ80A
Beneficiary David Feldman SA

US Dollars (USD)
Account 0316-398878-82
Iban CH65 0483 5039 8878 8200 0
Swift / BIC CRESCHZZ80A
Beneficiary David Feldman SA

British Pounds (GBP)
Account 0316-398878-82-4
Iban CH54 0483 5039 8878 8200 4
Swift / BIC CRESCHZZ80A
Beneficiary David Feldman SA

Euros (EUR)
Account 91-285892-6
Iban CH04 0900 0000 9128 5892 6
Swift / BIC POFICHBEXXX 
Beneficiary David Feldman SA

Swiss Francs (CHF)
Account 12-4880-0
Iban CH27 0900 0000 1200 4880 0
Swift / BIC POFICHBEXXX
Beneficiary David Feldman SA

If you wish to pay by cheque, please contact our accounts department: accounts@davidfeldman.com or +41 22 727 07 77.

Accepted credit cards  
For invoices of less than CHF / EUR / USD / GBP 2'000

●   Visa
●   MasterCard
●   American Express (charges made in CHF only)



Great Philatelic Collections
The print solution

Award-winning philatelic treasures for every philatelic bookshelf.
Thirty-two titles published so far, and many more to come.

Deluxe hardbound numbered limited Editions

In addition to being  
a valued keepsake  
for collectors and their 
families, the “Great 
Philatelic Collections” 
series of limited editions 
represent a “must have” 
for every enthusiast 
collecting any of the 
subjects comprised  
in the series.

David Feldman 
International Auctioneers

Tel +41 22 727 07 77 

info@davidfeldman.com 
davidfeldman.com

Consult the published titles at
davidfeldman.com/dfsa-shop

50th



Viewing in Geneva
By appointment only

Contact us today to make  
an appointment to view the lots

David Feldman  
International Auctioneers

Route de Chancy 59 
Building D, 3rd floor  
1213 Petit-Lancy, Geneva

From 9am to 7pm daily.  
Viewing of lots on weekends  
or evenings can be arranged.

David Feldman 
International Auctioneers

Tel +41 22 727 07 77 

info@davidfeldman.com 
davidfeldman.com

50th
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Introduction

Dear Collector and Client,

It gives us enormous pleasure to present to you our latest Great Britain and British 
Empire catalogue, which features over 1,100 lots.

The Great Britain section includes several Line Engraved rarities, with highlights such 
as the Penny Black mint block of four, a complete mint row from the 1840 Plate Two Penny 
blue, as well as a unique used corner marginal strip of three with plate number from the 
same plate. The Surface Printed section features an extremely rare mint horizontal pair 
from the 1855 4d carmine, and in the King Edward VII reign we have one of the rarest 
stamps of Great Britain in the 10s ultramarine “I.R. Official” in mint condition.

The British Empire section features the great rarity of South Australia with the only  
two unused examples of the “3 PENCE” omitted error in private hands in a rejoined pair. 
We are delighted to offer some wonderful material from the “Overstrand” collection of 
British East Africa including more than 170 lots with proofs, essays, varieties and postal 
history with a focus on cancellations, as well as a section of the Uganda with the famous 
missionary stamps.

We will be having a viewing again in London at Adam House on 6th to 7th June with all 
the Great Britain and British Empire single lots and selected large lots. Please contact 
us in good time if you intend to come to make sure we will be bringing the lots you are 
interested in seeing. We look forward to seeing you there.

Finally, we’d like to thank all our vendors for showing their faith in us to present their 
items and collections in the best way possible to maximise the potential of their lifetimes’ 
work through our skills in lotting, describing  and estimating to produce a catalogue 
worthy of displaying their philatelic treasures in their best possible light. 

Geneva, May 2022    The David Feldman team





Stamp Boxes

Stamp Boxes 60000 - 60027



Contact us today to make  
an appointment by phone or emailDavid Feldman 

International Auctioneers

Tel +41 22 727 07 77 

info@davidfeldman.com 
davidfeldman.com

Viewing in London: Adam House
June 6th to 7th, 2022

50th
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Stamp Boxes

60000 18 
English Silver Boxes: 1892 Birmingham two compartment box by Deakin & Francis, heavily embossed 
throughout with floral and curlique scrolls, the hinged lid at top opening to two sloped compartments; 
fine and scarce.

100 - 150

60001 60003

60001 English Silver Boxes: 1893 Birmingham silver and tortoiseshell stamp case and letter clip combined by 
Horton & Aliday, the tortoiseshell base mounted with a spring loaded filigree silver clip with central case 
attached opening to a single compartment with a tortoiseshell rod inside to hold the stamps; fine and 
most attractive. Very rare, being the first of this type we have seen.

400 - 600

60002 18 
English Silver Boxes: 1894 Birmingham three compartment box by Deakin & Francis, heavily embossed 
throughout, the hinged lid at top showing a scene of a lady being carried in a Sedan chair opening to 
three sloped compartments; a fine and most attractive box.

300 - 400

60003 English Silver Boxes: 1897 Silver stamp box in the shape of a bowl with three stamp compartments 
with sprung hinged lids, engraved “July 1898”, made by W. Thornhill & Co. with engraving on base, 
Birmingham assay marks, some small dents on the base and one lid out of shape so doesn’t lie flush 
(also has the window fixing loose), still an attractive and scarce stamp box.

300 - 400

60004 18 
English Silver Boxes: 1897 Silver stamp box with three compartments and sprung hinged lid, ornate 
curved feet, gilt interior (slightly worn), hallmarked Birmingham with Levi & Salaman maker’s mark, 
very fine.

100 - 150

60005 View the images online. 
English Silver Boxes: 1899 Birmingham silver two compartment stamp and card case combined by A&J 
Zimmerman, plain flat design with a hinged lid at top opening to two sleeves for stamps mounted on 
the underside; fine and scarce.

50 - 70
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60006 View the images online. 
Group of 5 silver stamp boxes incl. 1903 Birmingham silver three compartment box in the form of a 
trough with a decoratively engraved hinged lid a top with three windows showing stamps; fine; 1902 
Birmingham silver and wooden three compartment case by C. D. Saunders & J. F. H. Shepherd, silver lid 
with windows for three stamps, the wooden base is broken; US sterling silver small flat case to be worn 
on a chatelaine, the fromn embossed with a flower, the reverse showing postal rates for letters, printed 
matter and newspapers, etc., the top edge with a slide-out compartment for stamps; 1912 Birmingham 
silver two compartment case by Ahronsberg Brothers, plain flat design with a green stone set into the 
sliding drawer opening to two compartments; 1895 US Sterling silver single compartment spring loaded 
case, the front and reverse embossed with floral and curlique scrolls, with one side opening to a single 
spring loaded compartment.

80 - 100

60007 60009

60007 English Silver Boxes: 1907 Silver stamp box in the form of a wheelbarrow, 25mm tall, with sprung 
hinged lid and gilt interior, hallmarked Birmingham with “D&J”(?) maker’s mark, very fine and scarce 
novelty stamp box.

400 - 600

60008 18 
English Silver Boxes: 1908 Silver & glass stamp box and damping well, with hinged lid and double stamp 
compartment, hallmarked London with Cohen & Charles maker’s mark, fine and attractive desk item.

100 - 150

60009 English Silver Boxes: 1909 Birmingham silver novelty stamp box in the form of William Shakespeare’s 
desk as seen at his house in Stratford Upon Avon, the lid of the desk opening to two sloped 
compartments; a fine example of this very rare and popular design.

500 - 700

60010 18 
English Silver Boxes: 1913 London silver and alabaster three compartment box, the base and hinged 
lid attached to a silver collar, the lid also inlaid with marble and opening to three sloped compartments, 
the alabaster with a shaved corner, fine and very rare.

100 - 150

Additional images from larger lots
may be available at davidfeldman.com
If a lot of your interest is not pictured in our website, you may request images at info@davidfeldman.com
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60011 18 
American Silver Boxes: Sterling silver three compartment box, plain design with an applied floral pattern 
for the feet and on the hinged lid opening to three sloped compartments; very fine and most attractive.

100 - 150

60012 20 
American Silver Boxes: Sterling silver stamp box with double compartment, lid in relief depicting a 
cherub holding a lady, very fine and rare.

100 - 150

60013 20 
American Silver Boxes: Sterling silver two compartment case by Tiffany & Co, with embossed flowers 
and ferns all around, gilt sloped interior, very fine.

100 - 150

60014 20 
American Boxes: Silver-plated two compartment box embossed throughout with a floral and curlique 
design, the hinged lid at top opening to two sloped compartments; fine and scarce.

100 - 150

60015 60018

60015 American Silver Boxes: Sterling silver box with filigree patter, with two sloping compartments inside, 
very fine.

100 - 150

60016 20 
American Silver Boxes: Sterling silver gilt stamp coil dispenser by Tiffany & Co, very fine.

50 - 70

60017 20 
American Silver Boxes: Sterling silver and enamel coil dispenser, the plain base with a hinged lid 
showing a very fine yellow guilloché enamel top, fine and scarce.

50 - 70

60018 Continental Boxes: Dutch silver 1905ca. three compartment box, the base embossed with scroll work 
and standing on paw feet, the hinged lid at top embossed with a high relief scene of sailors on board a 
ship, opening to three sloped compartments; fine and rare.

200 - 300
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60019 60023

60019 Miscellaneous material: Tortoiseshell six compartment box, rectangular design the hinged lid at top 
with a silver applied motif of two peacocks back to back, opening to six individual compartments; fine 
and attractive.

400 - 600

60020 Miscellaneous Materials: Celluloid stamp and nib box combined, plain rectangular design the hinged 
lid at top showing a unicorn head, opening to two single compartments for stamps and a larger one for 
nibs; fine and rare.

50 - 70

60021 Ephemera: 1909 London silver stamp moistener, plain tubular design with a screw top lid to the water 
reservoir at top the base with a roller and wetter attached; fine and scarce.

50 - 70

60022 View the images online. 
Ephemera: 1908 Birmingham silver and inlaid wood ladies postal scale by Levi and Salaman, the two 
sides inlaid with a garland pattern with the silver letter plate at top, celluloid scales at front, right side 
with a drill hole otherwise fine.

50 - 70

60023 1894 Silver salt/pepper shaker in the form of a postbox, 76mm tall, showing enamelled sign in red and 
white with “V (Crown) R” below, slightly rubbed Birmingham hallmark with maker’s mark “H T”, very 
fine and attractive.

300 - 400

David Feldman is also your partner 
in Numismatics
Buy & Sell coins from the same trusted team via our partnership with Numisor SA. 
From single rare coins, to complete collections and investment gold; Numisor offers 
both an auction route managed by David Feldman, or direct purchase.

Please contact us at info@davidfeldman.com.
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60024 60025

60024 1908 Silver pepper shaker in the form of a postbox, 64mm tall, with signed reading “PEP / PER” 
downwards, hallmarked Birmingham, very fine.

300 - 400

60025 1905 Silver money box in the form of a postbox, 105mm tall, with hinged top closed by a latch and 
padlock, owner’s engraved monogram, Birmingham hallmark slightly worn with “C*S” maker’s mark, 
fine and attractive item.

300 - 400

60026 View the images online. 
Group of three silver items incl. 1902 Chester silver card holder with hinged lid at top (hinge broken), 
1925 Birmingham silver cigarette case by Frederick Field with engraved pattern, fine; and white metal 
pill box with embossed lid showing two cherubs, and edge depicting various scenes with cherubs, fine.

40 - 60

60027 View the images online. 
Group of three stamp boxes incl. 1911 silver double compartment stamp box with hinged lid, 
hallmarked Birmingham with (rubbed) Cornelius Saunders & Frank Shepherd maker’s mark; 1911 
double compartment stamp box in the form of an envelope, hallmarked Birmingham with “A&LLd” 
maker’s mark, very fine; and white metal box with “U.S. Mail” in the shape of mail bag, fine to very 
fine group.

100 - 150

Through our different partnerships, we can also assist you to sell and buy 

Other Collectibles
If you or someone you know wish to sell coins and banknotes, old books 
and manuscripts, Olympic memorabilia, watches and jewellery, classic 
cars, etc., please contact us at info@davidfeldman.com





Great Britain

Great Britain 60028 - 60452
Postal Notices 60028 - 60029
Literature 60030 - 60036
Postal History 60037 - 60053
1840 Mulreadys & Caricatures 60054 - 60075
Hand Illustrated and Printed Envelopes 60076 - 60077
Line Engraved Essays, Plate Proofs,  
Colour Trials and Reprints 60078 - 60090
1840 1d Black and 1d Red plates 1a to 11 60091 - 60180
1840 2d Blue (ordered by plate number) 60181 - 60187
1841 1d Red 60188 - 60213
1841 2d Blue 60214 - 60222
1847-54 Embossed 60223 - 60232
1854-70 Perforated Line Engraved 60233 - 60240
1855-1900 Surface Printed 60241 - 60293

1855-57 No Corner Letters 60241 - 60242
1862-64 Small Uncoloured  
Corner Letters 60243 - 60244
1865-67 Large Uncoloured Corner  
Letters, Wmk Large Garter & Emblems 60245
1867-80 Large Uncoloured Corner  
Letters, Wmk Spray of Rose 60246 - 60250
1867-83 High Values 60251 - 60256
1873-80 Large Coloured Corner  
Letters, Wmk Small Anchor & Orbs 60257 - 60265
1880-83 Large Coloured Corner  
Letters, Wmk Imperial Crown 60266 - 60267
1880-81 Provisional Issue  
and 1881 1d Lilac 60268 - 60272
1883-84 & 1888 High Values 60273 - 60274
1883-84 Lilac & Green Issue 60275 - 60283
1887-1900 Jubilee Issue  
& 1891 £1 Green 60284 - 60293

1854-1900 Postal History  
of the Perforated Line Engraved  
and Surface Printed Issues 60294 - 60328
King Edward VII 60329 - 60348
King George V 60349 - 60391
King Edward VIII 60392 - 60395
King George VI 60396 - 60405
Queen Elizabeth II 60406 - 60432
Officials 60433 - 60437
Postage Dues 60438 - 60444
Booklets 60445 - 60449
Postal Stationery 60450
Channel Islands - Jersey 60451
Isle of Man 60452
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Great Britain
Postal Notices

60028 S  /  26 PN10
A notice to all post masters, sent by ES lees from the General post office Edinburgh dated April 1841, 
enclosing specimens of the 2d postal stationery envelope (only one was affixed to the notice); a fresh 
and fine example of this scarce notice (S.G. £2250).

900 - 1’200

60029 F  /  View the images online. 
1856 (Jul 24) Stamped Postage Envelopes printed document of nine pages, printed by order of the 
House of Commons, detailing returns relating to stamped postage envelopes, British Parliamentary 
paper HC392, mentions De La Rue and John Dickinson for production of Postal Stationery, sales, 
fascinating item with historical significance, in clean and remarkably fine condition.

400 - 500

Literature

60030 1822 Plan For Expediting The Mail From London hardback printed book, relating to the mail from London 
to Edinburgh to ensure it arrives at one o’clock on the second day, printed for William Blackwood, by 
Balfour and Clarke, Edinburg, 36 pages, in very good condition, a rare book, not often seen.

700 - 800

60031 1840 Post Office Reform book containing 29 pages within a red material bound contemporary book, in 
immaculate condition, and a scarce record of the time.

350 - 400

60032 1840 Post Office Reform bound book containing 60 pages within a blue material contemporary book, in 
very fine condition, and a scarce record from this transitional period in the history of postage.

350 - 400

60033 1841 Results of New Postal Arrangements - Rowland Hill book containing 25 pages within a red material 
contemporary book, in immaculate condition, and a scarce record from this important transition in the 
post system.

600 - 700

60034 View the images online. 
1843 ca. Photographic portrait of Sir Henry Cole (1808 to 1882) who devised the concept of sending 
greetings cards at Christmas time, and is credited with the introduction of the world’s first commercial 
Christmas card in 1843; photo mounted and framed on paper, footnoted Lock and Whitfield, Woodbury 
Process.

150 - 200

60035 26 
1862 Rowland Hill Carte de Visite (50mmx100mm) photographic portrait in black and white, mounted 
on thick card, Mayall of London and Brighton, in very fine condition, few known, and a classic image of 
the father of postage stamps.

1’100 - 1’300

60036 1864 Results of Postal Reform book containing 36 pages within a red material contemporary book, in 
immaculate condition, and a scarce record from this significant change in postal arrangements.

300 - 400

Postal History

60037 F   
1798 (Apr 27) Entire letter sent within Scotland to Inverness with a fine strike of the double ring undated 
“KINCARDINE / O’NEIL” hs (Auckland AB300) with fine red wax seal of the Aboyne family on reverse, 
minor perimeter faults, scarce.

100 - 150

60038 F   
1799 (Dec 26) Folded entire from England to Bologna, Italy, bearing s/l “BATTLE” and ms “foreign post 
paid” alongside, fine.

50 - 70
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60038A F   
1818 Entire from Yarmouth (Isle of Wight) to San Sebastian, Spain bearing "YARMOUTH MR 3 / 
1818" cds and French transit "Angleterre", reverse "DEB. 64 BAYONNE" (Pyrénées-Atlantiques) and 
manuscript "16 mars 1818", due to being mistakenly sent to Bayonne, France, a very rare use of this 
déboursé postmark on a letter from GB in transit to Spain, a unique combination.

150 - 200

60039 F  /  26 
1828 Entire sent within Wales from Denbigh to Newcastle, rated “1/8”, reverse with “SHIP LETTER 
/ PLYMOUTH” hs, contents refer to the sender having just visited New South Wales as well as the 
recruiting of missionaries to Australia and complaining about the weather there, fine.

200 - 300

60040 F P   
1830s Essay or proof of the Registered Letter green wrapper which enclosed registered mail, with the 
instruction printed on the inside of the wrapper which states that it is only to be used for Registered 
Letters sent by Cross Posts, dated 183- and thought to be based on the white/blue wrappers for Money 
Letters, ex Alan Holyoake RDP FRPSL.

1’000 - 1’500

Bidding Steps  All bids in British Pound (£)

 50-100 5
 100-200 10
 200-500 20

 500-1000 50
 1’000-2’000 100
 2’000-5’000 200
 5’000-10’000 500

 10’000-20’000 1’000
 20’000-50’000 2’000
 50’000-100’000 5’000
 100’000-200’000 10’000

Bids between these steps will be adjusted accordingly to the next higher bid step.
The bidder is bound by his/her offer until a higher bid has been validly accepted.
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60041 F   
1841 (Mar 6) Envelope from Edinburgh to Sydney with “Registered / EDINBURGH” handstamp, with 
despatch cds, London tombstone and oval “PAID SHIP LETTER/8 MR 8/1841/LONDON” all in red on 
front together with manuscript 1/8 charge mark for 1s registration fee and 8d Ship Letter, a further 
manuscript 7 pence charged on arrival in New South Wales with black “SHIP LETTER /J Y 6/1841/ 
SYDNEY” cds on reverse (the registration only applied to that part of the journey within Great Britain), the 
earliest known registered cover under this system to be sent abroad, ex Alan Holyoake RDP FRPSL.

2’000 - 3’000

60042 F   
1841 (May 11) White wrapper used to carry a Registered Letter from London to Bedwin, with London 
despatch, BEDWIN undated circle on the inside and Marlborough transit on reverse, believed to be the 
only recorded example of the emergency usage of white paper for what should have been green 
wrappers for registered inland mail after the start of the new system on January 6th 1841, ex Martin 
Willcocks June 1999 (lot 1089 Sold for £9410) and Alan Holyoake RDP FRPSL.

2’000 - 3’000
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60043 F   
1841 (Nov 11) Cover sent registered from Edinburgh to Vera Cruz with “Registered / EDINBURGH” 
handstamp in red with 2/- in red manuscript denoting cash payment of 1s registration and 1s postage 
(no indication of further charge for internal delivery within Mexico), very Rare believed to be the earliest 
known transatlantic registered cover to Mexico, ex Alan Holyoake RDP FRPSL, cert Holcombe (1999).

2’200 - 2’600

60044 F   
1842 (c.) Registered Letter wrapper, unused, with design showing “GPO” on the address panel (2nd 
type), the form divided into two with one portion to be signed by the recipient and retained at the post 
office the lower portion to be returned to London, rare, ex Alan Holyoake RDP FRPSL.

750 - 850
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60045 F   
1842 (Jan 31) Wrapper sent registered from Ireland to New York, endorsed “p Halifax and Boston 
Steamer” and on the flap “If too late for Steamer forward by Private Ship” along with a superb strike of 
Cahir despatch cds, the address side with fine strikes of square Dublin datestamp (1.2), “Registered 
Letter” in red and handstruck “Registry / Postage” with manuscript values of 1/0 each for a total of 2/-, 
manuscript 39 rate mark in red ink (arrival postage) and Boston Ship transit (12.3), an appealing cover, 
paying 8d ship letter and 4d postage (up to 2oz) plus the 1/- registration fee, rare and the earliest 
registered letter to America, ex Alan Holyoake RDP FRPSL.

2’000 - 3’000

60046 F  /  26 
1842 (22 Dec) Registered letter receipt no.54 for a letter to London bearing a Halifax cds and a Halifax 
crown bag seal struck in black signed by the postmaster William Craven, very fine and an early date 
for the type 2 receipt (note that there are several variations of the type 2 receipt which differs from type 
1 in that the “Postmaster, or Letter Receiver’s Signature” is in one line), ex Alan Holyoake RDP FRPSL.

140 - 180

60047 F   
1843 (May 30) Stampless entire letter to Edinburgh boldly marked “Registered Letter pd” at top, rated 
1/2 (for 2d postage and 1s registration) with Oban despatch and Edinburgh arrival ds, the letter having 
contained some promissory notes, clean and fine and free of filing folds, ex Alan Holyoake RDP FRPSL.

120 - 150

60048 F  /  26 
1843 (Jul 7) Envelope sent registered from London to France with Old Cavendish Street Maltese Cross-
type datestamp and red “(CROWN) / REGISTERED” handstamp, charged 2/3 for 1s registration fee, 
5d British single rate and 10d French double rate for letter up to ½oz (fixed by the Postal Convention 
of 1843).

240 - 280

Additional images from larger lots
may be available at davidfeldman.com
If a lot of your interest is not pictured in our website, you may request images at info@davidfeldman.com
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60049 F   
1846 (Dec 5) Registered Letter wrapper, first type, used to carry a registered letter from Liverpool to 
Ripon with despatch and arrival ds, rare as few of these have survived, ex Alan Holyoake RDP FRPSL.

750 - 850

60050 F   
1846 (Dec 4) Stampless envelope sent within Scotland to Edinburgh, twice marked “Registered Letter” 
and with 1/4 rate mark (paying 4d postage and 1s registration), Inveraray despatch and Edinburgh 
arrival cds, clean and fine, ex Alan Holyoake RDP FRPSL.

100 - 120

60051 F  /  26 
1847 (Dec 16) Registered Letter receipt no.217 from the Charing Cross Office for a registered letter to 
Sydney with two strikes of the red Maltese Cross type datestamp one being for the wrong date and 
cancelled by the Post Offices Bag seal in the same red ink, ex Alan Holyoake RDP FRPSL.

300 - 400

60052 F   
1853 (Mar 21) Stampless commercial entire to Bordeaux, endorsed “Registered” with number “164”, 
rated 2/7 with London despatch cds and tall crowned registered hs in red (this type showing a more 
elaborate crown serif letters), Calais transit and reverse with Bordeaux arrival, clean and fine, ex Alan 
Holyoake RDP FRPSL.

100 - 120

60053 F  /  26 
1857 (Feb 12) Envelope from Wrexham to Havana, Cuba, initially charged as ordinary mail and by 
cheapest route via New York at 1s 2 ½d per ½oz, sender wanted speed and hence carried by British 
Packet (West Indies Line) at 2s 3d per ½oz rate with rate markings corrected, sent registered with 
seldom seen Wrexham “(CROWN) / REGISTERED” handstamp (note that registration would only have 
covered the letter as far as the steamer), an important cover which is the earliest known registered 
letter to Cuba, ex Alan Holyoake RDP FRPSL.

1’000 - 1’500

You can view our catalogues and bid during the auction
via our website, davidfeldman.com
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1840 Mulreadys & Caricatures

Unique Mulready Advertising Essay Sent the Day Before Official Use

60054 F   
1840 (May 5) Mulready letter sheet (Forme 2, stereo A30) addressed to “Her Majestys Board of 
Commissioners for Stamp Duties, Somerset House, London” posted one day prior to the first Official 
day of usage, rated “1” for prepayment in cash with red London “Paid” date stamp for MY.5.1840 and 
“T.P. /King William St.” receiving office hs, with the interior prepared as an essay for printed advertisers, 
mocked-up using contemporary company advertisements and inscribed at lower right “The above slips 
are promiscuously taken to show the outline of what the system will be in all probability soon become if 
generally adopted. The print must be supposed imprinted on the cover itself.”, an extraordinary item of 
major philatelic importance, ex “Wills”, Grunin and “Mayflower”, cert BPA (1989).
Note: Illustrated in the Stanley Gibbons Queen Victoria Volume 1 Part 1 on p.30.

20’000 - 25’000
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60055 F  /  26 
1840 (May 13) 1d black Mulready lettersheet, stereo A2, sent to Wigan, cancelled by a very fine 
Warrington red Maltese Cross, in a vivid red shade, soiling, tear top, creasing in parts and rubs front, 
scarce early used and attractive cancel (S.G. £1’200).

150 - 200

60056 F  /  34 
1840 (May 22) 1d black Mulready lettersheet (A67), used locally within Edinburgh, cancelled by an 
orange Maltese Cross, some soiling, two vertical creases, worn around the edges, good early use with 
attractively vibrant cancel (S.G. £1’200).

150 - 200

60057 F  /  34 
1840 (Jun 7) 1d Mulready lettersheet (A27) sent to Warwick, cancelled by a fine upright Leicester 
Maltese Cross in orange, with dispatch on reverse in same colour, vertical and horizontal filing creases, 
rubbed centrally, wrinkled and soiled, but early provisional use.

75 - 100

60058 F  /  34 
1840 (Sep 15) 1d Mulready lettersheet (A64), sent to London, cancelled by a brown Maltese Cross of 
Harleston, with dispatch cds on reverse in the same shade, and faint arrival to back, some soiling, and 
vertical and horizontal creases worn in places, rare coloured cross on this issue (S.G. £18’000).

250 - 350

60059 F  /  34 
1841 (Mar 5) 1d Mulready wrapper sent locally in London to Sir Frederic Madden at the British Museum 
(who studied historic writing systems and the deciphering and dating of historical manuscripts), neatly 
cancelled by a “broken points” London MC in black, reverse with Edmonton and London ds, fine.

100 - 150

60060 F   
1841 (Apr 5) 1d Mulready envelope (forme 3, stereo A161) from Limerick to Newcastle, neatly cancelled 
by a fine strike of the distinctive Limerick Maltese Cross in black, the reverse showing an arrival cds for 
the following day with an unusual error where the “N” of Newcastle is reversed, very rare with only one 
other Mulready recorded with this cancel by Rockoff and Jackson, cert. RPS (2013).

800 - 1’000

Find the bid form on the last page of this catalogue.
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60061 F   
1843 (Aug 10) 1d Mulready lettersheet, form 3 stereo A54, sent from London to Knaresborough and 
neatly cancelled by a superb strike of a London “8” in MC, reverse with despatch and arrival cds, light 
filing folds nevertheless a very presentable example of this scarce cancellation, ex “Mayflower”, cert. 
BPA (2010) (SG Spec. ME1g, £2’250).

1’500 - 2’000

60062 F  /  34 
1843 (Aug 28) 1d black Mulready lettersheet, sent to London from Newcastle Under Lyme, black 
Maltese Cross, with “More to Pay” instruction in black to front, indicating it was overweight, manuscript 
“2”, some soiling and minor imperfection, rare mark on a Mulready.

150 - 200

60063 F  /  34 
1844 (May 20) 1d Mulready wrapper, stereo A2, sent from Gateshead to London with ms “OHMS” at 
top and sent to the Secretary of Stamps & Taxes, cancelled by 1844-type “309” numeral, reverse with 
despatch hand arrival bs, minor soiling and fold strengthened at top, fine and scarce official usage 
(S.G. £850).

200 - 300

60064 F   
1868 (Oct 10) 1d Mulready envelope from Worsley to Grasmere, Britannia uncancelled with Manchester 
transit cds at lower left and neatly endorsed alongside “2” postage due charge, a spectacular late 
usage of the Mulready, cert BPA (2008).

800 - 1’200
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60065 F   
1840 1d Mulready lettersheet, Forme 1 stereo A8, sent locally from Shefford (Bedfordshire) to Ampthill 
cancelled solely by a red “Shefford / Penny Post” handstamp, extremely rare and only possible when 
mail was sent between two small villages without passing through a parent Post Office, very fine, cert 
BPA (2003).

3’000 - 4’000

60066 F  /  34 
1840 1d Mulready envelope sent to Peterborough, cancelled by a red Maltese Cross of Dorking, with 
undated circle of the same town, both in an attractive maroon shade, tear top centre, otherwise fine 
and most appealing.

200 - 300

60067 F   
1840 (May 12) 2d Mulready lettersheet, forme1, stereo a105, sent from Boston to Spalding and 
cancelled by neat red MC, no datestamps on reverse but dated internally for May 12th 1840, very fine 
and very rare “May Date”, one of only two recorded 2d Mulreadys used on this date, ex “Mayflower”.

2’000 - 3’000
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60068 DFE   
1845 (Nov 24) 2d Mulready lettersheet front with POSTAGE flap, stereo a104, sent registered to 
Winchester, endorsed “Registered 29” in black and 1/- in red crayon denoting the registration fee paid 
in cash and confirmed by red London “PAID” tombstone datestamp, Britannia with several black ink 
dots but otherwise uncancelled, wax seal on front at right may indicate that this was used as a label 
on a larger package, has been re-backed for strength and there is some creasing, a very rare item, ex 
Alan Holyoake RDP FRPSL.

750 - 950

60069 F  /  34 
1846 (Mar 6) 2d Mulready lettersheet from London to Lyndhurst, neatly cancelled by a fine strike of 
the London “2” numeral with despatch and arrival ds on reverse, a fine and attractive late usage of the 
Mulready.

400 - 500

60070 F  /  38 
1841 (Nov 17) 2d Mulready envelope, stereo a210, sent locally in London, cancelled by a London 
“Broken Points” Maltese Cross, with “T.P. Charles St West” two line mark in blue, dispatch mark in red 
to back, some soiling, and faint vertical creases not obvious, scarce cover (S.G. £2’000).

350 - 450

60071 F  /  38 
1840 Southgate No. 5 Pickwick Caricature hand-painted front unused, some soiling, but rare and 
attractive.

350 - 400

60072 F  /  38 
1840 Southgate No. 2 Political Caricature envelope unused, some minor soiling, otherwise in fine 
condition.

150 - 200

60073 F  /  38 
1840 Fores’s Comic Envelope No. 1 used front with “Store St.” straight-line in black and an unused 1d 
black pl. 8 GB, three margins, fixed to the top right corner, stuck to page, some apparent creases and 
tears, soiling but scarce and appealing.

700 - 800

60074 F  /  38 
“Fores’s Racing Envelope No.5”, original unused envelope, fine and scarce.

100 - 150
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60075 F   
1870 (Jun 30) Mulready caricature advertising the famous French stamp dealer Arthur Maury (house 
founded in 1860), showing the dealer himself as Britannia, sending letters around the world at top and 
women and children collecting stamps in the lower two images, sent registered from Paris to Munich 
(only a few months before the Franco-Prussian war) with registration cachet, “CHARGÉ” and “P.D.” hs 
in red, Paris despatch adjacent, reverse with transits and Munich arrival, the postage could have been 
paid by stamps that have fallen off or by cash, some imperfections, a highly attractive and extremely 
rare early stamp dealers mail.

1’500 - 3’000

Hand Illustrated and Printed Envelopes

60076 F  /  38 
1845 (Sep 20) “Hartley’s Racing Calendar Office” printed envelope depicting horse racing at top, franked 
with 1841 1d red KA, close to very large margins, tied by “255” numeral with Doncaster despatch ds 
below, Exeter arrival, fine and very attractive cover, ex Lady Mary Buiri.

300 - 400

60076A F  /  38 
1870 (Oct 21) 3d red (die 22/65) private postal stationery wrapper with rare advertising ring "The Home 
News / Grindlay-London", cancelled by clear Birmingham "75" duplex, addressed to the famous 
stamp dealer JOHN WALTER SCOTT (1845-1919 called THE FATHER OF AMERICAN PHILATELY who 
founded his business in 1866), New York USA, very fine and rare, an interesting transatlantic use related 
to the early history of stamp collecting.

400 - 500

60077 F  /  40 
1880ca. Two illustrated covers both unused with 1d reds fixed, one a clean uncreased Inniskilling 
Dragoons envelope with hand-drawn Jack in the Box illustration and 1d red pl.140 applied, and the 
other a printed Queen’s Head pub scene with policeman and cleaner with 1d red pl.213 applied, vertical 
crease and wrinkled in places and some staining, a scarce and attractive duo.

400 - 500

Line Engraved Essays, Plate Proofs, Colour Trials and Reprints

60078 A  /  View the images online.   
1812-39 Whiting & Branston colour background essays, three examples in two colour printings, one in 
green and pale-rose, one is purple-brown and rose and the with three smaller essays in blues and red-
browns, some faults but in the main fine and scarce.

200 - 300
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60079

60083

60080

60079 1837 William Wyon City Medal in bronze, 55mm, to celebrate Victoria’s first visit to the City of London 
after her accession to the throne, one side showing the Queen’s head which was the model for the 
head on the line-engraved postage stamps of 1840–79, including the Penny Black, 1847–54 embossed 
stamps of and the postal stationery from 1841–1901, fine and scarce, with only 350 examples struck 
in bronze, see SG Spec Vol 1 pg. 7, an ideal frontispiece to a Line Engraved, Embossed or Postal 
Stationery exhibit collection.

1’000 - 1’200

60080 1837 William Wyon City Medal in bronze, 55mm, to celebrate Victoria’s first visit to the City of London 
after her accession to the throne, one side showing the Queen’s head which was the model for the 
head on the line-engraved postage stamps of 1840–79, including the Penny Black, 1847–54 embossed 
stamps of and the postal stationery from 1841–1901, slight rubbing to high lights otherwise fine and 
scarce, with only 350 examples struck in bronze, see SG Spec Vol 1 pg. 7, an ideal frontispiece to a Line 
Engraved, Embossed or Postal Stationery exhibit collection.

1’000 - 1’200

60081 A  /  View the images online.   
18389 ca. Four examples of background trials by Ebenezer Bacon and Co. London, printed in black on 
wove paper (138 x 226mm) showing various designs mainly circular in nature with fine printed details 
used to illustrate their capabilities in reproducing granular detail, in good to fine condition just some 
minor aging and the odd blemish to the outer edges, scarce examples.

200 - 300

60082 A   
1840 Perkins Bacon background trials, eight pieces from the archives illustrating the complex machine 
turned design they were capable of producing, these being similar in design to the background trials 
illustrated in the GB QV Specialised volume I; condition is very mixed, soiling, age staining, tears; a 
fascinating accumulation.

150 - 200

60083 P   S.G. DP20B(d)
1840 1d Rainbow trial (state 2) in drab on bluish laid paper from the foot of the sheet, pos.3/2, showing 
“tiny dash” in SE corner, very fine.

800 - 1’000
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One of Two Recorded Rainbow Sheet Trials

60084 C P   S.G. DP20C(b)
1840 1d Rainbow trial (state 3), complete sheet of 12 impressions printed in dull blue on white wove 
gummed paper, the lower left endorsed in the hand of Edwin Hill “Sup. Specimens No. 2”, very rare 
exhibition showpiece being one of two recorded sheets in private hands on gummed paper (this 
example endorsed “2” with another single sheet known to exist endorsed “No 1”, listed but not priced 
in SG), ex Atkinson and Baillie.

20’000 - 25’000
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60085
60086 60087

60085 P   S.G. DP20C(b)
1840 1d Red-Brown Rainbow Trial (state 3) imperforate horizontal pair from the right of the sheet on 
white wove paper, showing part of the paper makers watermark; very fresh and fine. Rare.

1’800 - 2’000

60086 P   S.G. DP20C(b)
1840 1d Red-Brown Rainbow trial (state 3) on white wove paper from the top of the sheet; fresh and 
fine (S.G. from £3’500).

800 - 1’000

60087 P   S.G. DP39a
1878 1d mauve fugitive ink trial, pl.191, AD, from the top of the sheet showing small part inscription, 
large part o.g., stunning colour and a beautiful example of this very rare trial printing.

1’800 - 2’000

60088 P   S.G. DP44
1841 2d red-brown trial printing on “Dickinson” silk thread paper with void corner and letter squares; 
large part o.g., an extremely fine example of this major exhibition quality rarity, of which only 24 
examples were printed, eight of which are in the Royal Philatelic collection and many of the other 
examples in other institutionalised collections, cert. RPS (1969) (S.G. £35,000).

8’000 - 10’000

60089 1865 Department of Science and Art prize medal, 55mm, bronze, with Wyon’s portrait of Queen Victoria 
on one side with “QUEEN VICTORIA BY THE GRACE OF GOD” surround and prize legend on reverse, 
very fine.

200 - 300
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60090 P   S.G. DP46a
1871 2d Ormond Hill die proof in deep blue on thin white wove paper on card (60 x 60mm), with un-
inked “NEW DIE” and “1” reversed at top, a fine example of this very rare proof, ex Shaida.

6’000 - 8’000

1840 1d Black and 1d Red plates 1a to 11

60091 H   
1840 1d. black, a superb used set of the twelve plates (1a-11) each with large balanced margins 
and beautifully cancelled by superb strikes of the black Maltese cross; a few minor faults though an 
exceptional set which is extremely difficult to replicate in this quality (plates 7-11 illustrated above).

3’000 - 4’000

60092 60093 60094

60092 H   
1840 1d grey black pl.1a CA, four margins, cancelled by a complete upright Maltese cross in red; very 
fine.

190 - 280

60093 H   
1840 1d grey-black pl.1a (heavily worn plate) GD, with good to huge margins, neatly cancelled by red 
MC, tiny scuff at lower right and faint trace of a corner bend, a striking example.

100 - 150

60094 H   
1840 1d intense black pl. 1a JA, four margins, red Maltese Cross, wmk small crown inverted, constant 
variety blind “A”, very fine used and rare example, cert. Brandon (2017) (S.G. Spec. AS1g £4’000).

1’000 - 1’500
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60095 60096 60097 60098

60095 H   
1840 1d black pl.1a LB-LC pair, four margins, cancelled by a Maltese cross in red, pairs on this plate 
are scarce; very fine.

450 - 650

60096 H   
1840 1d grey black pl.1a LE, four margins, cancelled by a Maltese cross in red; fine.

150 - 200

60097 H   
1840 1d grey black pl.1a NH, four margins, cancelled by a Maltese cross in red; fine.

85 - 120

60098 H   
1840 1d grey black pl.1a QK, four margins, cancelled by a double strike of a Scottish Maltese cross in 
black, scarce on this plate; very fine, (SG Spec AS2f £1’200).

300 - 380

60099 60100 60101 60103

60099 H   
1840 1d grey black pl.1a SI-SJ pair, four margins, cancelled by a Maltese cross in red, Brandon 
certificate states “vertical crease in margin between stamps”, pairs on this plate are scarce; very fine.

450 - 650

60100 H   
1840 1d grey black pl.1a SJ, four margins, cancelled by a Maltese cross in black, scarce on this plate, 
clear profile; very fine, (SG Spec AS2f £1’200).

300 - 400

60101 H   
1840 1d black pl.1a TK, large margins all round, lightly cancelled by a Maltese cross in red, leaving a 
clear profile; very fine.

200 - 300

60102 F  /  38 
1840 1d Black pl.1b FE, fine to very good margins, tied to 1840 (Nov 17) entire from Maidstone to 
London by two strikes of red-brown Maltese Cross, with despatch ds adjacent, London arrival bs, cover 
has been cleaned, fine.

150 - 200

60103 H   
1840 1d black pl.1b FK, four margins, cancelled by a Maltese cross in red; fine.

160 - 200
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60104 F   
1841 (Jul 12) Envelope to London with 1840 1d black pl.1b HD, small to good margins and just touching 
at top, well tied by a brownish red Maltese Cross with Emsworth despatch cds alongside, boldly marked 
“38 Registered” and 1/-” rate in red-brown ink, with London Paid tombstone, a very rare usage with 
this being the only recorded example of a plate 1 used on registered mail and a very late use of the 
red Maltese Cross which should have been changed to black in February 1841, ex Alan Holyoake RDP 
FRPSL, cert BPA. (2010).

5’500 - 6’500

60105 60108 60109

60105 H   1
1840 1d intense black pl.1b HF, four margins, cancelled by a complete upright Maltese cross in red; 
very fine.

200 - 280

60106 H  /  40 
1840 1d black pl.1b OG, four margins, tied to piece by an indistinct 1844 numeral cancel, with town 
dated Malton and York to top part of piece dated MR 11 1849, very late use of a penny black (S.G. 
Spec. AS6za £3’000). 

400 - 600

60107 F  /  48 
1840 (Dec 19) Cover sent to Manchester franked with a 1d black pl.1b QB, four margins, tied by the 
Magenta Maltese Cross of Preston, horizontal filing crease not affecting stamp, cert. Jackson (2021) 
(S.G. Spec. AS5vd £8’500).

800 - 1’000

60108 H   
1840 1d black pl.1b RE, with variety watermark inverted, lightly cancelled by a Maltese cross in red; fine 
and rare (SG Spec AS5i £2500)

200 - 300

60109 H   
1840 1d black pl.1b TE, very large margins all-round, cancelled by a Maltese cross in red; very fine.

200 - 300
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60110 F  /  40 
1840 (May 15) reduced Cover, franked with 1d black pl.2 CE, margin close to touching top and good 
to fine, cancelled by a Maltese cross in red; sent from Gloucester to London, (SG Spec AS15tf £3’500).

350 - 650

A Wonderful Used Block

60111 G J   
1840 1d Black pl.2 FI-GJ without ray flaws in block of four, fine to good margins, beautifully tied to a 
piece by crisp red MCs, hint of a pressed crease at foot (not mentioned on the accompanying cert.), a 
spectacular multiple, rarely seen so fine.
Provenance: “Mayflower”
Expertise: Cert. BPA (2010)

9’000 - 12’000

60112 60114 60115

60112 H   
1840 1d black pl.2 HB, four margins, cancelled by a Maltese cross in black, scarce on this plate; fine, 
(SG Spec AS16a £650)

150 - 300

60113 F  /  40 
1840 (Jun 1) Envelope to London franked with 1d black pl.2 PH, four margins, cancelled by the orange-
red Maltese Cross of Chertsey, with “Laleham/Penny Post” mark to front, dispatch Chertsey and 
London arrival to back, dates indistinct, a good to fine envelope (See Encyclopaedia of the Maltese 
Cross Cancellations of Great Britain and Ireland, Volume III, by Rockoff and Jackson).

100 - 150

60114 H   
1840 1d black pl.2 PK, four good to large margins, cancelled by a Maltese cross in red; very fine

180 - 220

60115 H   
1840 1d black pl.2 RH, four margins, cancelled by a Maltese cross in red, with a manuscript cancel, 
faint vertical crease.

50 - 80
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60116 60120 60121

60116 H   
1840 1d black pl.2 TF, close to huge margins, neatly cancelled by 1844-type London District Office 
“61” numeral, vertical crease and some light staining, good appearance and very scarce (S.G. AS14za, 
£3’000).

300 - 500

60117 G   
1840 1d black pl.2 TJ, four good to large margins, cancelled by a Maltese cross in red; tied to a small 
piece; fine

100 - 150

60118 F  /  40 
1840 (August 1) Cover franked with 1d black pl.3 EI, four margins, tied by a Maltese cross in red, 
Shrewsbury to London, with “Too Late” instructional mark, attractive uncreased cover; very fine.

180 - 280

60119 F  /  40 
1840 (Jun 30) Cover sent from London to Cromer with 1d black pl.3 IB, four margins, tied by a Maltese 
Cross in red, includes extensive letter, attractive uncreased entire.

250 - 350

60120 H   
1840 1d black pl.3 OC, four good to large margins, cancelled by a complete and upright Maltese cross 
in red; superb.

200 - 280

60121 H   
1840 1d grey black pl.3 SA, four margins, cancelled by an upright almost full Maltese cross in red, 
attractive; very fine.

200 - 300

60122 F  /  48 
1840 (Nov 15) Wrapper sent within Scotland from Edinburgh to Linlithgow with 1840 1d black pl.4 FG 
with good to large margins tied by neat red MC, reverse with despatch cds, a very fine large-margined 
example of a penny black on cover.

400 - 500
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Extremely Rare Plate 4 Mint Block of Four

60123 C J   
1840 1d black pl.4 HD/IE mint block of four with part original gum, close to very good margins, some 
creasing and a few small thins or other minor faults though in absolutely no way detracting from this 
attractive and extremely rare multiple, cert. Behr (2016) and J-F Brun (2019) (S.G. Spec. £100’000).

20’000 - 30’000
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60124 60125

60124 H   
1840 1d black pl.4 KI-KK strip of three, four margins and part of KH to left, cancelled by Maltese 
crosses in red, cert. Brandon, scarce and very fine.

1’200 - 1’600

60125 H   
1840 1d black pl.4 PH-PI pair, four margins, cancelled by two clear Maltese crosses in red, tiny hinge 
thin top, attractive.

300 - 400

60126 60127

60128

60129

60126 H   
1840 1d black pl.4 RJ, four good to very large margins, part of RK to right, cancelled by a Maltese cross 
in red, very fine.

180 - 250

60127 H   
1840 1d intense black pl.4 TH, four margins, cancelled by a Maltese cross in red, fine.

150 - 180

60128 H   
1840 1d black pl.5 DK-EK vertical pair, four margins, cancelled by clear Maltese crosses in red, “vertical 
pairs” are scarce, light fold in margin between stamps, fine.

350 - 450

60129 H   
1840 1d black pl.5 EA, large to very large four margins, part marginal to left, cancelled by a light but 
crisp Maltese cross in red, superb.

500 - 650

David Feldman is also your partner 
in Numismatics
Buy & Sell coins from the same trusted team via our partnership with Numisor SA. 
From single rare coins, to complete collections and investment gold; Numisor offers 
both an auction route managed by David Feldman, or direct purchase.

Please contact us at info@davidfeldman.com.
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60130 60131 60132

60130 H   
1840 1d black pl.5 EG, four margins, neatly cancelled by a Maltese cross in red and the Handsworth 
“P.P. No 15” in blue, fine and rare (SG Spec AS25yc £3’500).

180 - 250

60131 H   
1840 1d black pl.5 HG, four margins, cancelled by a fine strike of the double-lined Stonehaven Maltese 
cross in red, very fine (S.G. Spec. AS25uf £4’500).

450 - 550

60132 H   
1840 1d black pl.5 IA, attractive marginal with inscription, four margins, cancelled by a crisp Maltese 
cross in black, vertical crease, superb looking example.

380 - 550

60133 DCE   
1840 1d black pl.5 LB unused, fine to large margins, very fine and scarce, cert. Behr (2016) (S.G. 
£12’500).

1’700 - 2’000

60134 60135 60136

60134 H   
1841 1d Red pl.5 SB state 2 with very thin B, good to very good margins, almost complete black MC, 
very fine and attractive example (SG Spec. AS32, £500).

100 - 150

60135 H   
1840 1d intense black pl.5 TE, four margins, cancelled by a Maltese cross in red, very fine.

180 - 250

60136 H   
1840 1d black pl.5 TI, four good to large margins, cancelled by a Maltese cross in red, very fine.

180 - 250
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60137 F   
1841 (Feb 15) Wrapper from Dublin, Ireland, to London, with 1840 1d black pl.6 AE/BF block of four, 
just cut into in places, neatly tied by black MCs, reverse with despatch and arrival bs, cover refolded 
for display, some minor cover imperfections, a rare usage from Ireland with a block of four and a very 
early usage of black ink for the Maltese Cross.

2’000 - 3’000

60138 60140 60141

60138 H   
1840 1d black pl.6 AK-AL pair, close to large four margins, cancelled by Maltese crosses in red, fine.

280 - 400

60139 F  /  48 
1840 (Dec 18) Cover from Maxwell Town to Gatehouse (Scotland) franked with 1d intense black pl.6 
CL, four margins, cancelled by a Scottish small centred Maltese Cross of Dumfries, boxed dispatch 
mark on reverse, horizontal filing crease in the lower part of the wrapper, a good to fine envelope (see 
Encyclopaedia of the Maltese Cross Cancellations of Great Britain and Ireland, Volume III, by Rockoff 
and Jackson).

100 - 150

60140 DCE   
1840 1d black pl.6 DB unused, fine to large margins, very fine and scarce, cert. Behr (2016) (S.G. 
£13’500).

1’700 - 2’000

60141 H   
1840 1d black pl.6 FL, four margins, cancelled by a crisp and complete Maltese cross in deep red, fine.

150 - 200

60142 F  /  40 
1840 (Nov 23) Cover sent to Stroud franked with a 1d black pl. 6 GE, four margins, tied by the yellow-
ochre Maltese Cross of Oxford, backstamped in the same colour, some reinforcement to the top, 
attractive and rare, cert. Brandon (2008).

800 - 1’000
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60143 60144 60146

60143 H   
1840 1d intense black pl.6 HI-HJ pair, four margins, cancelled by fine and crisp Maltese crosses in red, 
very fine.

400 - 600

60144 H   
1840 1d black pl.6 ND, state I, four margins, cancelled by a Maltese cross in red, fine.

150 - 200

60145 H   
1840 (Oct 4) Envelope from Warwick to Birmingham with 1d black pl.6 NJ, four margins, tied by a 
Maltese cross in red, toned in places.

120 - 180

60146 H   
1840 1d black pl.6 SH, four margins, cancelled by a clear and very fine Maltese cross in red, very fine.

150 - 200

60147 60148 60149 60151 60152

60147 H   
1840 1d black pl.6 SI, four margins, neatly cancelled by a Maltese cross in black, fine.

150 - 200

60148 H   
1840 1d intense black pl.6 TH, close to good four margins, cancelled by a Maltese cross in deep red 
brown, fine.

100 - 150

60149 H   
1840 1d black pl.7 CB, four margins, cancelled by a fine Maltese cross in red; fine

180 - 280

60150 F  /  48 
1840 (Oct 15) Entire to Hull franked with 1d black pl.7 ED, four margins, tied by a Knaresborough red 
Maltese Cross (deep orange shade), two vertical filing creases not affecting stamp, small portion of 
backflap missing not affecting clear despatch ds, a good to fine example.

100 - 150

60151 H   
1840 1d intense black pl.7 RL, four good to large margins, cancelled by a fine Maltese cross in red, 
showing the baseline extending right and below variety, very fine.

180 - 220

60152 H   
1840 1d intense black pl.7 SH, four margins, cancelled by a fine Maltese cross in red, fine.

150 - 200
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60153 60154 60156 60157

60153 H   
1841 1d Red pl.8 CF, fine to very large margins, cancelled by neat strike of the distinctive Welshpool MC 
with solid centre, very fine and rare cancel on a black plate especially so fine, quite possibly the finest 
example known, cert. RPS (1991) (S.G. £800).

200 - 300

60154 H   
1840 1d black pl.8 DB, four margins, lightly cancelled by a Maltese cross in red, leaving a complete 
clear profile; very fine

180 - 250

60155 F  /  48 
1840 1d Intense black pl.8 HD, good to large margins, tied to 1841 (Jan 18) wrapper from Chesterfield to 
Manchester by “blood red” Maltese Cross, with matching despatch bs, wrapper has been cleaned, fine.

150 - 200

60155A F   
1840 (Nov 16) Entire from London to Havant with two 1d black pl.8 (EG & EI which is partially cut into 
design), tied by red MC with scarce instruction handstamp "POSTED AFTER / 6 O’CLOCK AT NIGHT", 
possibly unique on a double rate letter.

500 - 600

60156 H   
1840 1d black pl.8 HE, four margins, neatly cancelled by a Maltese cross in red; very fine

180 - 250

60157 H   
1840 1d black pl.8 HJ, four margins, cancelled by a crisp Maltese cross in red; fine.

180 - 200
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60158 F   
1841 (Jan 30) Entire letter to a bookseller in Oxford, bearing 1d black pl.8 HK, small to large margins 
all round, tied by a watery strike of pale red Maltese Cross, the front marked “No 198 Registered 
Letter” with a small 1/- rate mark, the reverse bearing the Liverpool despatch cds, a rare Penny Black 
registered cover and the second earliest recorded, ex Martin Willcocks (June 1999), “Severn” and Alan 
Holyoake RDP FRPSL, cert. RPS (2000) and cert BPA (2011) which notes that the adhesive has been 
lifted and treated to reduce staining.

4’000 - 5’000

60159
60161

60159 H   
1840 1d black pl.8 SI, four margins, cancelled by a Cirencester Maltese cross in white; fine.

150 - 180

60160 F  /  48 
1843 (Jun 5) Entire letter sent within Ireland from Dublin to Banbridge, bearing 1d red-brown pl. 9 BH, 
good to large margins tied by a superb strike of the distinctive Dublin Maltese Cross, horizontal filing 
fold well clear of the adhesive fine and rare on a black plate (S.G. Spec. AS57ui).

240 - 280

60161 G   
1841 1d Red-Brown pl.9 DB, just touched at top, tied to small piece by black MC and nearly complete 
“Haslingden / Penny Post” hs in watery brown, very rare usage of the Penny Post hs as a cancel on a 
black plate, cert. BPA (2009) (S.G. Spec. AS57ya, £1’500).

200 - 300
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60162 60163 60164 60165

60162 H   
1840 1d black pl.9 EH, re-entry position, good to large margins all round, cancelled by a fine Maltese 
cross in red; fine (SG Spec AS56a £675).

200 - 280

60163 H   
1840 1d black pl.9 HD, good to large four margins, cancelled by a fine Maltese cross in red; very fine.

180 - 250

60164 H   
1840 1d grey-black pl.9 OK, good to large margins, neat black MC, very fine.

150 - 200

60165 H   
1840 1d black pl.9 TC, four margins, neatly cancelled by a fine Maltese cross in red; very fine.

180 - 250

60166 60167 60168 60170

60166 H   
1840 1d black pl.9 TK, good to large four margins, cancelled by a neat Maltese cross in black; fine.

150 - 200

60167 H   
1840 1d black pl.10 HJ, four margins, cancelled by a fine Maltese cross in red, scarce on this plate, fine 
(SG Spec AS67h £1’500).

180 - 320

60168 H   
1840 1d black pl. 10 IB, four margins, cancelled by a Maltese cross in deep brown-black; fine

180 - 250

60169 F  /  48 
1841 1d Red pl.10 KA, close to large margins, on 1841 (May 14) wrapper from Limerick to Dublin 
(Ireland) tied by black distinctive Limerick Maltese Cross, reverse with despatch and arrival bs, very fine 
and scarce Irish usage, ex Moxter.

240 - 300

60170 H   
1840 1d black pl.10 PF, four margins, cancelled by a fine Maltese cross in red, scarce on this plate; fine 
(SG Spec AS67h £1’500)

180 - 300
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60171 H   
1840 1d grey black pl.10 RL, P converted to R, “long-tailed R” variety, four margins, cancelled by a 
Maltese cross in black; fine (SG Spec AS67d £1’000)

300 - 400

60172 H   
1840 1d grey black pl.11 CH, four good to large margins, cancelled by a Maltese cross in black, RPSL 
expert certificate; rare plate, scarce so fine (SG Spec AS72 £4’500)

1’500 - 2’000

60173 DFE  /  40 
1841 1d Red pl.11 CI on part cover (front and top flap) from Glasgow to Edinburgh (Scotland) lightly 
cancelled by a red MC, with 1841 (May 10) despatch ds and arrival cds on backflap, a rare and late 
usage of the red MC (S.G. £24’000 for full cover, £3’750 off cover).

400 - 600

60174 H   
1840 1d grey black pl.11 DB, four margins, cancelled by a Maltese cross in black, a scarce plate this 
fine, cert. RPS (2019) (SG Spec AS72 £4’500).

900 - 1’400

60175 F  /  48 
1841 1d Red pl.11 DK, fine to good margins, tied to 1841 (Aug) lettersheet from Haslingden (Lancashire) 
to London by “Haslingden / Penny Post” hs and crisp black Maltese Cross, reverse with Manchester 
and London cds, very fine and rare usage of the Penny Post hs as a cancel.

500 - 600

60176 F  /  60 
1841 (Jun 18) Lettersheet from Cirencester to Little Rissington with 1841 1d red pl.11 HD, close to very 
good margins, tied by superb Cirencester distinctive Maltese Cross showing the break at lower right, 
reverse with despatch and Morton-in-Marsh arrival ds, a superb example of this rare MC with only eight 
covers recorded by R&J, illustrated vol.1 p.74, ex “Mayflower”.

300 - 400
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60177 C J   
1841 1d red-brown pl.11 KA-LC mint marginal inscriptional block of six from the left of the sheet on 
Dickinson Silk thread paper without watermark, showing part inscription “ace the Labels ABOVE the 
Addrefs and t” and variety “without silk thread in the first vertical column”, a superb and very fresh 
multiple from this very rare unissued trial printing that was considered to be not as safe as watermarked 
paper, ex Wills 1989, cert. BPA (1989).

10’000 - 15’000

60178 F  /  60 
1841 1d Red pl.11 OI, fine to good margins, tied to 1841 (Sep 8) wrapper from Eyrecourt to Dublin 
(Ireland) by crisp distinctive Eyrecourt Maltese Cross with despatch cds adjacent, arrival bs, very fine 
and very scarce Irish usage, only 12 recorded by R&J, illustrated vol.1 p.111 and also in Allcock & 
Holland.

400 - 500

60179 F   
1840 Collection of nine covers, seven franked with 1d blacks and a Mulready envelope and a Mulready 
lettersheet, all cancelled by red Maltese Crosses from different locations, each with the reference data 
from the Encyclopaedia of the Maltese Cross Cancellations of Great Britain and Ireland, volume III, 
by Rockoff and Jackson, included are, Stafford, Reading, Paisley, Largs, Paisley, Doncaster all with 
four margin 1d blacks, and a Ruthin cross with three margin 1d black, and a Mulready envelope with 
Norwich Maltese Cross and a Mulready lettersheet cancelled by a Newcastle Cross; mixed condition, in 
the main good to fine, an accumulation worthy of closer inspection and further expansion.

500 - 600

Bidding Steps  All bids in British Pound (£)

 50-100 5
 100-200 10
 200-500 20

 500-1000 50
 1’000-2’000 100
 2’000-5’000 200
 5’000-10’000 500

 10’000-20’000 1’000
 20’000-50’000 2’000
 50’000-100’000 5’000
 100’000-200’000 10’000

Bids between these steps will be adjusted accordingly to the next higher bid step.
The bidder is bound by his/her offer until a higher bid has been validly accepted.
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Valuable Plate 1b Reconstruction of the Full Sheet

60180 F   
1840 1d Black pl.1b complete plate reconstruction of the sheet of 240 stamps from AA to TL, all with 
four margins, including a strip of six, a block of four (creased), two horizontal pairs and one vertical pair, 
the rest being fine to very fine singles (incl. two with inverted watermarks), many with clear strikes of the 
MC and better than average margins. Many years in the making and a very rare opportunity to acquire 
the complete reconstruction.

40’000 - 60’000
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1840 2d Blue (ordered by plate number)

Unique Multiple with Plate Number

60181 H   
1840 2d blue pl.1 AC-CL, the magnificent and unique vertical used strip of three from the upper right of 
the sheet showing Plate number “1” and part inscription “ove the Cement”, with full deckle edge, and 
ample margins on other sides, neatly cancelled by three full strikes of the red Maltese Cross, A show 
stopping Exhibition piece and the most iconic used piece of this issue, incredibly rare being the only 
recorded multiple with plate number.
Provenance: Seymour, Shaida and Pichai
Expertise: Cert. BPA (2010)

100’000 - 120’000
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Only Surviving Complete Row from Plate 1 in Private Hands

60182 C   
1840 2d blue pl.1 KA-KL complete mint row of 12 with margins at either end, original gum, Light 
horizontal crease cracking the surface in places, nevertheless a magnificent exhibition showpiece, with 
beautiful vibrant colour and rightly considered to be one of the finest surviving multiples of the 1840 
issue and the only surviving complete row from this plate in private hands.
Provenance: Dublin Post Office Find, Lord Crawford, R.B. Sparrow, Daisy, Baillie and Mayflower
Expertise: Cert. BPA (1996)

150’000 - 200’000

Entire strip at 60% of actual size.

Detail of both halves at their actual size.
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60183 H   
1840 2d steel blue pl.1 BE, close to good margins, neatly cancelled by 1844-type “203” numeral of 
Chulmleigh (Devon), fine and very rare combination of shade and cancel (S.G. Spec DS4xc, £2’000).

500 - 700

60184 H   
1840 2d blue pl.1 JI, inverted watermark variety, four good to large margins, cancelled by a light strike 
of a Maltese cross in red, ex Duncan, rare; very fine (S.G. Spec. DS5a £6’000).

900 - 1’500

60185 F  /  60 
1841 (Nov 5) Cover to Wymondham, Norfolk, franked with strip of three 2d blue pl.1 PE-PG, tied by 
Norwich ordinary Maltese Cross, left side of PE and top of PG cut into, otherwise margins all round, a 
rare 6d franking (S.G. £2’500 for a single on cover).

600 - 700

60186 F  /  60 
1842 (Jun 4) Wrapper from Huddersfield to Kendal endorsed as a prepayment in red “Registered Letter” 
and “1/-” bearing 2d blue, FL pl. 2 (3 large margins, cut into at top) paying postage up to 1oz, tied by 
black Maltese Cross, the reverse with despatch and arrival cds, the lower right corner added to cover, 
very rare registered usage, ex Alan Holyoake RDP FRPSL.

650 - 800

60187 H J   
1840 2d blue pl.2 HI/IJ block of four, just touched at top left, cancelled by black MCs, faint trace of a 
vertical crease otherwise very fine and very rare multiple (S.G. £22’000).

2’000 - 3’000
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1841 1d Red

60188 60189

60188 H   
1841 1d Red LB with fine to good margins, cancelled by crisp London “3” in MC, small corner crease, 
a very attractive example (SG £225).

40 - 50

60189 H   S.G. B11ty
1841 1d red pl. 22 JH, four margins, cancelled by the black Maltese Cross of Mullingar, fine used 
example of this rare cross, cert. RPS (2015) (S.G. £3’000).

800 - 900

60190 60191

60190 G   S.G. B20tha
1841 1d red pl. 31 TJ, four margins, tied to piece by the Hollymount void centred black Maltese Cross, 
very fine used example of the rare cancel, cert. RPSL (2009).

750 - 900

60191 G   
1841 1d Red pl.32 DL, fine to good margins, tied to piece by black MC and cancelled by a superb 
strike of the rare blue “PyP / No15” Handsworth Penny Post hs, rarely seen in such quality, cert. Mike 
Jackson (2016) (S.G. BS21wd, £475).

150 - 200

60192 H   
1841 1d Red pl.37 CG-CJ strip of four, close to good margins with neat strikes of the black MC, couple 
of trivial bends mentioned for accuracy, very fine and attractive multiple (SG Spec. BS26).

100 - 150

60193 G  /  60 S.G. BS34xf
1844 1d red pl. 45 ND, four margins, tied to piece by brown “242” numeral of Derby, piece dated Oct 
29, rare coloured cancel, cert. Jackson (2021) (S.G. £2’500).

400 - 600
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60194 60195

60194 P   
1841 1d red brown pl.53 AA imperforate imprimatur from the upper left corner of the sheet showing 
plate number “53” and part inscription “PRICE 1d. Per L”, very rare, ex Clark (1946).

1’000 - 1’200

60195 P   
1841 1d red-brown pl.160 AL imperforate imprimatur from the upper right corner of the sheet showing 
plate number “160” and part inscription “ve the Cement.”, very rare, ex Clark (1946).

800 - 1’000

60196 F  /  60 
1842 (Jan 12) Entire from Dorchester to London with 1841 1d red pl.24 AE, just clear to huge margins 
(part top sheet marginal), neatly tied by Dorchester cds, London arrival bs, very fine and scarce cancel 
(SG Spec BS13va, £2’750).

400 - 600

60197 F  /  60 
1842 (Jan 19) Wrapper from Shinrone (County Offaly) to Dublin with 1841 1d red tied by Maltese Cross, 
endorsed “Registered Letter” and “1/-” indicating prepayment of registration fee in cash, boxed Dublin 
arrival datestamp, fine, possibly the earliest Irish registered cover bearing a Penny Red, ex Alan 
Holyoake RDP FRPSL.

200 - 300

60198 F   
1842 (Jun 7) Entire from Welshpool (Wales) to London, with 1841 1d Red KA, just touched at lower right 
otherwise good to large margins, tied by black Welshpool distinctive Maltese Cross with solid centre, 
top backflap with Welshpool and arrival cds which opens to display nicely, fine and scarce distinctive 
MC on cover (SG £3’000).

1’000 - 1’500

60199 F  /  68 
1842 (Aug 1) Lettersheet from Totness (Devon) to London with 1841 1d Red pl.22 IB, fine to good 
margins, tied by Totness town circular datestamp, reverse with arrival, minor discolouration to stamp, 
fine and very scarce cancellation (S.G. Spec. £2’750).

500 - 600
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60200 F  /  68 
1842 (Sep 2) Entire sent from Leeds (Yorkshire) to Edinburgh with 1841 1d red pl.22 OB, fine to very 
good margins, tied by distinctive “large diamond” Leeds Maltese Cross, reverse with despatch and 
arrival cds, very fine and scarce MC, cert. RPS (2011).

400 - 500

60201 F   S.G. 8
1842 (Nov 5) Wrapper from Dorchester (Dorset) to Blandford, bearing 1841 1d red-brown pl. 20 LE with 
fine to good margins, neatly tied by a Dorchester “Wessex” type cds, arrival bs, fine and scarce usage 
of the Wessex type datestamp (SG Spec. BS9va, £2’750).

1’000 - 1’500

60202 F   
1843 (Jan 18) Entire letter sent within Ireland to Banbridge with 1d red-brown pl. 28 QK, placed sideways 
at lower left (contrary to regulations) with good to very large margins showing small part of adjoining 
impression at right, tied by a superb strike of the distinctive Dublin Maltese Cross, horizontal filing fold 
just clear of adhesive (S.G. Spec. BS17tf).

70 - 90

60203 F   
1843 (Jun) Wrapper to London, bearing 1d light red-brown EG, endorsed “18 Registered Letter” and 
“1/-” with London Paid tombstone arrival ds and a partial strike of a Manchester despatch on reverse, 
fine, ex Alan Holyoake RDP FRPSL.

70 - 90

60204 F  /  60 
1844 (Jan 16) Large part entire letter sent within Ireland from Dublin to Banbridge, bearing 1d red-brown 
pl.37 SE-SH strip of four with clear to large margins all round, cancelled by good to superb strikes of 
the Dublin Maltese Cross, two vertical filing folds with one through SF, nevertheless a rare multiple with 
a distinctive Maltese Cross (S.G. Spec. BS26tf).

300 - 400

60205 F  /  68 S.G. BS24tp
1844 (Mar 14) Cover to Glasgow franked with 1d red pl. 35 AG, four margins, tied by a double strike of 
the Kilmarnock distinctive Maltese Cross, with dispatch mark 14th and oddly the arrival 13th to reverse, 
vertical filing crease centrally, scarce cancel (S.G. £5’000).

350 - 450

60206 68 
1844 (Dec 5) Cover to Congleton franked with 1d red FE, four margins, folded along the side and tied 
by the “583” Nottingham English numeral, and incredibly being uncreased by the postal officer and 
then cancelled again (note the right angle straight edge and there is a second strike of the numeral on 
the stamp), an rare example of this oddity, thought to be either an anti-monarchy symbol or intended 
to send a message to the recipient, but normally these are not struck a second time on the folded face.

450 - 1’300
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60207 F  /  68 
1846 (Dec 29) Folded letter from Edinburgh to London with 1d red, mixed margins, tied by “131” 
numeral with “Registered / EDINBURGH” handstamp adjacent plus black manuscript “Registered” 
and “34” together with red 1s indicating prepayment of registration fee, London arrival, fine, ex Alan 
Holyoake RDP FRPSL.

240 - 280

60208 F   8
1848 (May 30) Entire from Kettle to Leslie (Scotland) with 1841 1d red-brown, fine to huge margins, 
tied by a superb green “195” Scottish numeral of Kettle, reverse with green Mae West “TOO LATE” 
hs, green Kettle despatch and Markinch transit, extremely fine, cert. BPA (2007) (S.G. Spec. £7’000).

600 - 800

60209 F  /  68 
1848 (Jul 20) Wrapper from Leicester to Banbury with 1841 1d red-brown QJ, with good to large even 
margins, marked “Registered 6” in red ink and numbered “196”, Leicester despatch cds in blue and a 
Banbury arrival in blue-black, fine, ex Alan Holyoake RDP FRPSL.

200 - 260

60210 F  /  68 8
1850 (Jan) Envelope with two 1841 1d red brown tied by crisp “685” numerals of Wilton (Wiltshire) in 
green with matching green Wilton UDC below, backstamped with a blue Salisbury cds and Newbury 
arrival, missing backflap and left side folded for display, attractive and scarce colour cancel usage (SG 
Spec B1xc, £7’000 for single on cover).

200 - 300

60211 F   
1850 (Dec 7) O.H.M.S registered entire letter from Cox and Co Military Agents to Captain Albouy 46th 
Regiment Leeds, bearing 1d red-brown cancelled by London “21” numeral, showing manuscript “6” 
in red crayon for reg’n fee, Charing Cross “Paid” Maltese Cross ds and neat Leeds arrival cds in blue 
alongside, a scarce official letter which contained 10 pounds in notes, ex Alan Holyoake RDP FRPSL.

120 - 160

60212 F  /  68 S.G. BS91e
1852 (April 20) Cover sent to Leominster, franked with a pair of 1d reds pl. 126 MC-MD, printed on 
lavender tinted paper, cut into across top of MD, otherwise good to large margins, cancelled by a 
London inland 4, dispatch cds on reverse along with arrival in blue dated AP 21 (S.G. BS91e £550 as 
two singles off cover), a scarce example of this printing variety on cover.

75 - 100

60213 F  /  70 S.G. B1vb
1852 (June 14) Cover sent to Glasgow, franked with a 1d reds pl. 126, four margins, tied by a blue 
“AYR” cds, dispatch on reverse in the same colour, arrival in red, (S.G. £4500), some discolouration of 
the cover, and ironed out crease vertically, scarce usage.

75 - 100
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1841 2d Blue

60214 F   
1841 (Sep 11) Wrapper sent registered from London to Macclesfield with pair of 1841 2d blue pl.3 QC-
QD (QC is an early state 1) tied by black MCs, paying postage up to two ounces and endorsed in red 
“Registered 295” and “1/-” for registration fee paid in cash, Lombard Street despatch ds, very fine and 
a very early use of the 1841 2d which is rarely found used in the year of first issue, ex Alan Holyoake 
RDP FRPSL

2’600 - 3’000

60215 F  /  70 
1847 (Jun 5) Lettersheet from London to Macclesfield with 1841 2d blue pl.3 IK-IL pair tied by London 
numerals, paying postage up to two ounces and endorsed “Registered Letter” and “1/-” denoting 
reg’n fee paid in cash, Lombard Street despatch ds, letter originally contained the left hand halves of 
banknotes as indicated by the “LH / (1)” at lower left and as listed inside (the recommended procedure 
for sending money at this time), ex Alan Holyoake RDP FRPSL.

240 - 280

60216 F  /  70 
1847 (Nov 25) Entire from London to Edinburgh, bearing 1841 2d. pl. 3 DH-DJ strip of three, paying 6d 
postage up to 3oz, endorsed “Registered” in black and “Paid 1/-” in red for registration fee pre-paid in 
cash, vertical fold affecting DJ, scarce, ex Alan Holyoake RDP FRPSL. 

240 - 280

60217 F   
1852 (Apr 24) Entire to Macclesfield (“Brocklehurst” correspondence) bearing 1841 2d blue pl.4 LC 
and OL cancelled by London “21” numerals, endorsed “Registered” and “6” with Lombard Street Paid 
Maltese Cross despatch date stamp, the reverse with Macclesfield arrival, contents state “Enclosed 
paid notes £75”, ex Alan Holyoake RDP FRPSL.

170 - 200

60218 F  /  70 
1852 (Oct 2) Lettersheet from London to Macclesfield bearing 1841 2d blue pl. 4 DG-DH pair, good to 
large margins, paying double letter rate plus 6d paid in cash for the registration fee as indicated by the 
red manuscript “Registered” and “6”, with Lombard Street ds alongside, fine, ex Alan Holyoake RDP 
FRPSL. 

200 - 260
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60219 60220 60221

60219 DCE   
1841 2d Blue pl.3 KI unused with close to fine margins, showing strong guide line through value, thin 
with some minor wrinkling, a presentable example of this variety (SG Spec ES11g, £5’500).

200 - 300

60220 H   
1841 2d Blue pl.3 MK-ML pair with fine to very large margins, cancelled by Scottish 1844-type numerals 
(733 of Rosehearty?), very fine (SG Spec. E1wa, £700+).

120 - 150

60221 H   
1841 2d Blue pl.4 MI with fine to very good even margins, cancelled by indistinct blue 1844-type 
numeral, very fine (SG Spec. E1wb, £875).

120 - 150

60222 H   
1841 2d blue pl.4 OA, very large margins all round, neatly cancelled by a fine strike of a Scottish type 
numeral in green, leaving a clear profile, very scarce coloured cancel (S.G. Spec. ES14wd £6’000).

600 - 800

1847-54 Embossed

60223 60225

60223 H   S.G. 54
1847-54 1s pale green, just touched to clear margins all round, a used example neatly cancelled by 
“466” in oval bars in black; fine appearance (S.G. £1’000).

260 - 280

60224 F   S.G. 54,55
1847-54 Four folded transatlantic letters with 1s dull-green or yellowish-green frankings (1850, 1853 & 
1854) via ‘British Packet’ to New Orleans, New York, Iowa and Petersburg, all but one with octagonal 
cut, fine group.

240 - 300

60225 H   S.G. 55
1847-54 1s green die 2 in vertical strip of 3, used with London numerals, bottom adhesive with fault 
through opened silk thread otherwise fine and rare strip (S.G. £3’000 for 3 singles).

240 - 300
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60226 H   S.G. 60
1847-54 6d purple, clear margins all round, a used example neatly cancelled by “466” in oval bars in 
black; some light toning not detracting from the fine appearance (S.G. £1’000).

260 - 280

60227 F  /  70 
1853 (Feb 28) Entire (side flaps missing) to Paris, bearing 1847-54 Embossed 10d brown, cut square 
and just clear at right and foot large margins other sides and showing a portion of the adjoining stamp 
at top, tied by “561” numeral of Newport, red Angl. Calais transit P.D in oval on the front, scarce (S.G. 
£3’200).

500 - 600

60228 F   
1853 (Mar 7) Entire from London to Oporto endorsed “Registered/Letter” and “via Southampton” 
bearing 1847-54 1s strip of four paying 3s6d postage up to one ounce by British Packet plus 6d 
registration, with the strip overlapping the left edge on to the reverse with the pair on reverse acting as 
an additional seal to the letter (neatly torn when opened), tied by London “51” numerals, tombstone 
despatch datestamp, an attractive franking, ex Alan Holyoake RDP FRPSL, cert. RPS (2007).

1’600 - 2’000

You may bid LIVE by Internet at davidfeldman.com
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60229 60230

60229 F   
1853 (Jun 23) Entire sent registered from Liverpool to Trieste with Embossed 1s green (cut into at foot), 
1841 2d blue pair (fine to huge margins) and 1841 1d red (cut into at foot), each neatly cancelled by “466” 
numerals, crown registered and London transit below, sent via Aachen with transit and “Recomandirt” 
hs, reverse with despatch and arrival cds, fine and very attractive franking.

300 - 400

60230 F   
1855 (Jun 8) Entire from Preston to Manilla, Philippines, with Embossed 1s green cut to shape and just 
about clear at right, tied by crisp “628” sideways duplex, reverse with London and Hong Kong transits, 
a scarce destination.

300 - 400

60231 F   
1855 (Oct 4) Wreck cover from Liverpool to Victoria, endorsed “per Shomberg” (sic) with Embossed 
1s green, good to large margins (11mm scissor-cut at lower-right just intrudes on the design), tied 
by superb Liverpool spoon duplex, “1d” accountancy hs due to Victoria, reverse with Victoria Ship 
Letter Free arrival in red, carried per Black Ball Line “Schomberg” on her maiden voyage which ran 
aground off Cape Otway on 27.12.1855, with the passengers and mail transferred to “Queen”, which 
arrived Melbourne 28.12.1855, the finest and most attractive of only five covers recorded from this 
famous wreck, #1 in Brian Peace’s Census & illustrated p.62, ex JRW Purves and Brian Peace. 

2’600 - 3’000
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60232 F   
1855 (Oct 23) Envelope sent registered to Baden via Ostende bearing 1847-54 1s green die 2 (good 
margins just cut into at left), 6d dull lilac (margins just clear to very large) and 1855-57 4d carmine on 
blued paper (wmk Small Garter) tied by “890” numerals, paying 1/4d double rate (up to 1oz) plus 6d 
registration, with the London wide “(Crown) /REGISTERED”, “P” in oval, “ENGLAND PER AACHEN” 
transit and boxed “Recomandirt” in red, the reverse with Windsor despatch, a rare and attractive mixed 
franking, ex Alan Holyoake RDP FRPSL. 
Note: This rare does not include the expected 3d for Prussian registration but there are other covers to 
German States via Belgium which are also recorded without the Prussian registration.

1’400 - 1’800

1854-70 Perforated Line Engraved

60233 60234

60235

60233 DCE P   S.G. 17 var
1854 1d Red-Brown pl.R3. IL imperforate imprimatur, large margins, very fine, ex The Royal Philatelic 
Collection of Her Majesty Queen Elizabeth II, cert. RPS (2004).

400 - 500

60234 C P   S.G. 29a
1856 1d red-brown pl.22 NJ, imperforate from Neal’s steam press experiment on un-gummed paper, 
four margined, a magnificent example free from the usual heavy creasing as normally seen (S.G. Spec. 
C8(1)h).

800 - 1’000

60235 CC J   S.G. 42
1861 1d rose-red pl.50 BA/CB, alphabet 4, wmk LC type 1, mint n.h. block of four, very fine (S.G. Spec. 
C12(1)c).

300 - 400
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60236 CC C J  /  View the images online. S.G. 43
1864-69 1d red pl.125 AA-BB, corner plate number block of four, with full selvage and marginal 
inscription, mint, mounted in margin, original gum, some toning and gum wrinkling.

40 - 50

60237

60238
60239 60240

60237 DCE P   S.G. 45var
1858 2d blue pl.7 BJ imperforate imprimatur, four margins, very fine and very rare, being one of 22 
possible examples.

1’800 - 2’000

60238 C P   S.G. 53 var
1870 1 ½d rose red pl. 3 AH, imperf. imprimatur from the top of the sheet, showing part inscription, very 
fine and rare, being one of 25 possible examples.

800 - 1’000

60239 C   S.G. 53a
1870 1 ½d rosy-mauve, prepared for use but not issued, mint fresh o.g., a lovely example of this rare 
stamp (S.G. £8’500).

2’000 - 2’500

60240 C   S.G. 53a
1870 1 ½d rosy-mauve, prepared for use but not issued, mint part original gum, fine example of this 
rare stamp (S.G. £8’500).

900 - 1’500

1855-1900 Surface Printed

1855-57 No Corner Letters

60241 C   S.G. 62b
1855 4d carmine pl.1, wmk small garter on white paper, mint o.g horizontal pair with just the merest 
trace of a hinge, lovely rich fresh colour, a remarkable piece for the connoisseur and a major rarity of the 
Queen Victoria era (S.G. £40’000 as singles).
Note: Rikki Hyde records a late printing made in November 1856 and January 1857 on a remainder 
stock of small garter watermark paper which lacked the blueing giving the appearance of white paper, it 
is believed these amounted to 1’000 sheets, less than a tenth of the overall print run.

8’000 - 10’000
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60242

60243

60242 P   S.G. 69 var
1855-57 Wmk Emblems (inverted) 6d deep mauve imperforate plate proof, good margins, with neat trial 
cancellation “KF / AP-1 / 1856” cds, very fine and scarce (S.G. £7’500).

1’000 - 1’500

1862-64 Small Uncoloured Corner Letters

60243 C   S.G. 85a
1864 6d lilac pl.4 AC-AD with variety imperforate and watermark inverted in mint o.g. pair from the 
upper right corner of the sheet, exceptional quality and very rare so fine.

2’000 - 3’000

60244 C   S.G. 88 var
1862 9d bistre pl.3 TB abnormal imperforate imprimatur from the foot of the sheet showing the plate 
number, good to very large margins, small natural paper flaw below the Queen´s chin, very fine and rare, 
unique positional in private hands, ex Earl of Crawford, Colonel A.S. Bates (1934), R.B. Yardley (1944), 
Major K.M. Beaumont (1965), Dr. Douglas Latto (1992) and “Chartwell” (2011).

8’000 - 10’000

1865-67 Large Uncoloured Corner Letters, Wmk Large Garter & Emblems

60245 C P   S.G. 92 var
1865-67 Wmk Emblems 3d rose pl.5 mint o.g. imperforate imprimatur, heavy internal wrinkle at top left 
and tiny ink speck at foot, very rare, one of only 23 possible examples, a rare “abnormal” this stamp 
was never issued on emblems paper.

200 - 300
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1867-80 Large Uncoloured Corner Letters, Wmk Spray of Rose

60246 C P   S.G. 103 var
1873 3d rose pl.10 BL imperforate imprimatur, mint o.g., very fine and rare, one of only 22 possible 
examples many of which are in institutional collections.

600 - 800

60247 C   S.G. 113
1867 10d red brown pl.1 JA-JC mint horizontal strip of three, large part o.g., corner crease at the 
lower left of JA not detracting from the very fine appearance of this magnificent multiple (S.G. £10’800 
as singles).

2’000 - 3’000

60247

60248

60248 P   S.G. 117 var
1870 1s Die proof printed in brown on white matt card (92x60mm), produced by De La Rue for display at 
the 1870 International Exhibition, very rare, only two or three examples believed to exist in each colour.

800 - 1’000

60249 C P   S.G. 117var
1873 1s Green pl.7 imperforate imprimatur, mint o.g. top marginal showing current number “383”, 
very fine and fresh, a unique positional example (the other current number example TK remains on the 
imprimatur sheet in the Post Office archives).

1’000 - 1’200
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Detail of the stamp  
showing plate number 12  
(image at 1.5x actual size).

60250 F   S.G. 124
1873 (May 19) Entire to Genova bearing 6d chestnut pl.12 abnormal, neatly tied by a fine “88” London 
duplex cancel in black, arrival bs, a superb example of this rare abnormal on cover, cert. PTS (2019) 
(S.G. £3’800 as used single).

2’200 - 2’800

1867-83 High Values

60251

60252

60251 C S   S.G. 127s
1867-83 Wmk MC 5s pale rose pl.2 DC overprinted “SPECIMEN” type 9, large part o.g., very fresh and 
attractive (S.G. £1’750).

150 - 200

60252 P   S.G. 128 var
1878 10s die proof without corner letters or plate numbers in black on glazed card (60 x 92mm), dated 
at upper left “May 2, 1878”, very fine and rare.

500 - 600
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60253 C P S   S.G. 131 var
1883 10s grey green pl.1 BA on blued paper imperforate imprimatur, overprinted “SPECIMEN” type 9, 
mint o.g., very fine, one of eight taken from the imprimatur sheet in January 1885 of which only five 
were overprinted “SPECIMEN”, a magnificent example of this great rarity, ex Samuel.

5’000 - 6’000

60254 DCE   S.G. 132
1867-83 Wmk Anchor £1 brown-lilac on blued paper, unused, well centred, vertical crease at top, 
same reperfing, a fine and fresh example of this GB rarity, exceedingly rare with very few offered on 
the market in the last 10 or 15 years, signed A. Brun, cert. PTS (2022) and cert. Calves (as white paper) 
(SG £140’000).

16’000 - 18’000

60255 60256

60255 H   S.G. 137
1867-83 £5 orange CB on white paper, used with Edinburgh JA 6 96 cds, well positioned, good perfs, 
dealer mark in violet on back, a fine example (S.G. £4’750).

1’000 - 1’200

60256 H   S.G. 137
1867-83 £5 orange CD on white paper with superb central Glasgow AP 14 94 cds, faint horizontal 
crease not noticeable from the front, very attractive example, signed Bühler (SG £3’500).

800 - 1’200
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1873-80 Large Coloured Corner Letters, Wmk Small Anchor & Orbs

60257 F  /  70 S.G. 138
1873-80 2 ½d rosy mauve pl.2 on blued paper, tied to 1876 (Feb 15) entire to France by Charing Cross 
“CX / 7” duplex, Coutts forwarding cachet, Nice arrival bs, very fine and scarce on cover (S.G. £1’650 
as single stamp).

200 - 300

60258 F  /  70 S.G. 138
1873-80 2 ½d rosy mauve pl.2 on blued paper, tied to 1876 (Feb 21) entire to France by Charing Cross 
“CX / 7” duplex, Coutts forwarding cachet, Nice arrival bs, very fine and scarce on cover (S.G. £1’650 
as single stamp).

200 - 300

60259
60260

60261 60262

60259 C P   S.G. 141 var
1873-80 2 ½d rosy mauve pl.16 AG imperf. imprimatur with o.g., very fine and rare, being one of 22 
stamps removed from the sheet.

500 - 600

60260 C P   S.G. 141 var
1879 2 ½d Rosy mauve pl.6 mint top marginal imperforate imprimatur, top margin thinned from being 
used as a hinge, fine and rare, with only 22 stamps having been removed from the imprimatur sheet 
(SG £2’500).

240 - 300

60261 C P   S.G. 143 var
1873 3d rose pl.15 TJ imperf. imprimatur with o.g., fine and very rare with only 22 examples available 
many of which are in institutionalised collections.

600 - 800

60262 C   S.G. 143 var
1873 3d rose pl.12 TH imperforate imprimatur, mint o.g., very fine and very rare with only 22 examples 
available many of which are in institutionalised collections.

600 - 800

60263 C P   S.G. 147 var
1876 6d grey pl.15 AK imperforate imprimatur from the top of the sheet showing plate number, mint 
o.g., very fine and rare, a unique positional in private hands, ex The Earl of Crawford, Colonel A.S. 
Bates (1934), Major K.M. Beaumont (1965), Dr. Douglas Latto (1992), “Chartwell” (2011, offered as part 
of a set of 4 plate number examples).

1’800 - 2’000
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60264

60265 60266

60264 C J   S.G. 153
1877 4d sage green pl.16 HE-IF mint wing marginal block of four, large part o.g., a wonderful multiple 
of vibrant colour, very scarce so fine (S.G. £5’600 as singles).

1’500 - 2’000

60265 CC C P S   S.G. 153 var
1873-80 4d Sage-Green pl.15 imperforate horizontal pair with “SPECIMEN” type 9 overprint, mint l.h. 
(one on stamp only) with full margin at right and “RICE_” inscription, light diagonal wrinkle on ML, fine.

200 - 300

1880-83 Large Coloured Corner Letters, Wmk Imperial Crown

60266 C   S.G. 157 var
1881 2 ½d blue pl.22, EL, line perforated imprimatur produced for inclusion into the “Before and After 
Committee” presentation book, very scarce, being one of 36 possible examples, cert. RPS (1992).

800 - 1’000

60268

60267

60267 C P   S.G. 160 var
1882 4d grey-brown pl.18 BL line perf.14 imprimatur mounted in a cardboard bevelled frame from the 
1887 Stamp committee presentation album, very rare, only 36 albums were produced many of which 
are in institutional collections or simply lost, photocopy of the RPS cert. signed by SG (2006).

800 - 1’000

1880-81 Provisional Issue and 1881 1d Lilac

60268 G   S.G. 166
1880-81 1d Venetian red vertical bisect attached to normal vertical pair on piece, tied (incl. the bisect 
side) by Liverpool squared circles and Swiss arrival cds, some minor toning, unusual.

50 - 70
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60269 G P  /  70 S.G. 168 var
1880-811 2d colour trial printed in pale green on imperforate white paper affixed to small piece of white 
card (35x76mm), tied by an experimental London E.C. squared circle trial cancellation, very rare.

800 - 1’000

60270
60271

60270 C P   S.G. 172 var
1881 1d imperforate colour trial in green from the foot of the sheet, on white gummed Crown wmk 
paper, fine and scarce.

500 - 600

60271 CC   S.G. 172 var
1881 1d lilac die II overprinted “CANCELLED” type 14, mint n.h. top marginal, very fine and rare (Spec. 
K8(1)u).

200 - 300

60272
60273

60272 G   S.G. 175
1883-84 2s 6d lilac, on blued paper, wmk anchor, perf 14, horizontal strip of three HD-HF, tied to small 
piece by “Continental Night Mail” cds dated OC 13 1899, some soiling, very scarce multiple of this issue 
(S.G. £4200); cert. B.P.A. (1994). 

700 - 800

1883-84 & 1888 High Values

60273 C S   S.G. 177
1883 10s Ultramarine on blued paper, mounted mint, overprinted “SPECIMEN” type 9, fine and scarce 
(SG £2´800)

400 - 600

You can view our catalogues and bid during the auction
via our website, davidfeldman.com
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60274 C   S.G. 177
1884 10s ultramarine on blued paper, mint, very fresh colour, well positioned, extraordinarily rare in this 
condition, cert. Brandon (1993) and RPS (2015) which states “previously re-gummed” (S.G. £40’000).

6’000 - 8’000

1883-84 Lilac & Green Issue

60275 P   
1883-84 Lilac & Green issue 1 ½d to 1s set of nine die proofs, each stamp-size in black and inset on 
piece of thick card (151x70mm), a remarkable and very rare set, ex Chartwell.

2’000 - 3’000

60276 60279

60276 P   S.G. 188 var
1883-84 Lilac & Green issue 1 ½d die proof in black on white glazed card, 90x60mm, endorsed 
“BEFORE HARDENING” and dated “4 AUG 1883”, very fine and very scarce.

300 - 400
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60277 60278 60280

60277 C P   S.G. 190 var
1883-84 Lilac & Green issue 2 ½d imperf. colour trial in purple brown on white, gummed, wmk Crown 
paper, fine and scarce.

600 - 800

60278 C P   S.G. 191 var
1883-84 Lilac & Green issue 3d imperf. colour trial in purple on yellow, un-watermarked paper without 
corner letters, printed from a special plate by De La Rue in December 1884, an exceptionally rare trial 
of which only two or three examples are believed to have survived.

1’200 - 1’500

60279 P   S.G. 191 var
1883 3d De La Rue die proof in black on white glazed card (90x60mm) without corner letters, endorsed 
“BEFORE HARDENING” and dated “13 JUN 83”, very scarce.

240 - 300

60280 C   S.G. 191 var
1884 3d. colour trial (no wmk perf. 14) in lilac on blue paper, very fine o.g. scarce.

200 - 260

60281 C   S.G. 193 var
1883-84 5d dull green die 1 with line under “d”, mint o.g., a superb example of this very rare stamp that 
was prepared for use but not issued, thought to be one of 7 examples in private hands (S.G. £25’000).

10’000 - 12’000

60282 CC C J S   S.G. 195s
1883-84 9d dull green 9d with “SPECIMEN” type 9 overprint in mint block of four (lower pair mint n.h.); 
very fine and fresh (S.G. £1’700 as singles).

200 - 300
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60283
60285 60286

60283 CC   S.G. 195wi
1883-84 Lilac & Green issue 9d dull green mint n.h. with wmk sideways inverted variety, very fine, cert. 
RPS (1987) (SG £2’000+).

400 - 500

1887-1900 Jubilee Issue & 1891 £1 Green

60284

60288

60293

60284 A   S. G. 200 var
1884 2d Jubilee hand painted essay in purple and green on card (78x117mm), endorsed at top 
“Alternative 8 ANS” with further endorsements suggesting the colours be reversed; very fine and unique.
Note: Several of the unaccepted Jubilee designs were later considered for future Indian issues, hence 
the endorsements.

2’000 - 3’000

60285 C   S.G. 197 var
1887 ½d vermilion, printed on gummed side, wmk inverted, mint, partial albino printing, fine example of 
this fascinating error (S.G. Spec K27d).

300 - 500

60286 C P   S.G. 201 var
1887-1900 Jubilee issue 2 ½d perforated colour trial in green on blue crown watermarked paper, 
imperforate at right, mint o.g., very fine and rare.

1’000 - 1’200
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60287 A   S.G. 207 var
1887 Jubilee 5d hand painted essay in green and brown with details of the design highlighted in 
Chinese white, stamp-size affixed to a piece of white card, part of the series of “Large Figure” essays 
produced by G. R. Smith and submitted on Dec / 2nd 1884, dated on reverse “21/11/84”; very attractive 
and unique essay, ex De La Rue archives.

2’000 - 3’000

60288 CC J  /  87 S.G. 211
1887 1s Dull green, mint n.h., block of four, perfectly centred, Very fine and fresh.

300 - 400

60289 60290

60289 C   S.G. 212
1891 £1 Green pl. 3 TA (without frame break) mint with large part o.g., very fine and very scarce, far 
rarer than the plate 2 examples with frame break variety (S.G. Spec. K17aa).

1’200 - 1’500

60290 C   S.G. 212
1890 £1 Green TB mint original gum, very fine and fresh (SG £3’500).

800 - 1’200

60291 60292

60291 CC S   S.G. 212 var
1891 £1 green DB imperforate overprinted “SPECIMEN” type 9, mint n.h., very fine and very fresh 
example without any of the usual heavy creasing normally seen on these rare Specimens (S.G. Spec. 
K17s).

1’800 - 2’000

60292 C S   S.G. 212 var
1891 £1 green OA imperf. with “SPECIMEN” type 9 overprint, mint o.g., very fine and scarce (S.G. 
£6’500).

1’500 - 2’000

60293 C P  /  87 S.G. 213 var
1900 Jubilee ½d colour trial in blue-green (issued colour) on unwatermarked paper, mint o.g., light 
crease at lower right, fine appearance (SG from £2’750).

150 - 200
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1854-1900 Postal History of the Perforated Line Engraved and Surface Printed Issues

60294 F  /  70 
1856 (Aug) Envelope from London to Victoria, Australia, franked with 2d blue perf. strip of three tied 
by London “41” numerals and “1d” accountancy hs, reverse with “Deptford Broadway” s/l despatch, 
London despatch and Geelong “SHIP LETTER / FREE” arrival ds, carried by clipper “White Star”, a fine 
destination cover.

150 - 200

60295 F  /  90 
1857 (Jan 16) Wrapper to Canada West bearing 2d blue Stars (trimmed perfs at top) along with a 
pair of 1855-57 6d lilac cancelled by London numerals, paying 8d rate plus 6d registration with ms 
“Registered” in ink with straight-line “REGISTERED” struck below with number “381” in ink, the reverse 
with Lombard Street despatch overstruck by St. Catherines arrival, Toronto transit, very fine, ex Alan 
Holyoake RDP FRPSL.

340 - 380

60296 F  /  View the images online. S.G. 70
1857 (Oct 14) Envelope from London to Sydney, Australia, with 1855-57 wmk Emblems 6d tied by 
London “SE 8” sideways duplex, reverse with “Woolwich W.O” despatch s/l, Sydney and Newtown 
arrival, minor fixing, fine and attractive.

140 - 180

60297 F   
1857 (Nov 4) Envelope sent registered to Baden bearing 1855-57 1s green pair tied by “890” numerals 
of Windsor, paying double 6d rate for postage up to ½oz and twice 6d registration per 1/4oz, endorsed 
“Registered” in and showing London tall type crowned registered hs in red and oval reg’d ds, manuscript 
14gr and French “CHARGÉ” in black, Calais transit, reverse with Windsor despatch along with London, 
“Paris to Strasbourg” and two boxed German ds including part Carlsbad arrival, four marks where the 
French wax seal have been removed and some trivial soiling, an attractive 2s franked cover, ex Alan 
Holyoake RDP FRPSL.
Note: After 1st January 1855 the registration fee on a letter to or through France became the same as 
the postage rate. It is thought that this cover is connected to Windsor Castle and there is a past family 
link between the House of Windsor and the Weber family. 

650 - 750

60298 F  /  90 
1858 (Mar 17) Envelope sent registered from London to Bombay via Southampton bearing 1855-57 
6d and 1s (2) paying 2s postage up to 1 ½oz and 6d registration fee, “(CROWN) / REGISTERED” 
handstamp adjacent, backstamped London reg’d oval and Bombay arrival cds, some minor cover 
faults, a scarce registered usage, ex Alan Holyoake RDP FRPSL.
Note: Registration to India commenced on July 1st 1857, pre-1860 registered mail to India is very 
seldom seen.

850 - 950
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60299 F   
1858 (Jul 27) Envelope sent registered from Plymouth to Margate, bearing 1d star (defective) and 
6d lilac, crown registered handstamp struck in red, London transit and Margate arrival, fine, ex Alan 
Holyoake RDP FRPSL.

120 - 150

60300 F   
1859 (Dec 15) “Brocklehurst” entire to Macclesfield bearing 1855-57 6d lilac with 2d blue pl.8 tired by 
London “21” numerals, endorsed “Registered” and “48” with London oval registered ds and Lombard 
Street cds adjacent, Macclesfield arrival bs, fine, ex Alan Holyoake RDP FRPSL.

150 - 200

60301 F   
1860 (Apr 9) Commercial wrapper to London bearing 1d Star, 2d pl.8 and 1855-57 4d rose-red cancelled 
by “498” numerals of Manchester with manuscript “Registered at St. Peters” along with Manchester 
and London registered ovals, an attractive mixed franking, ex Alan Holyoake RDP FRPSL.

150 - 200

60302 F  /  90 
1860 (May 23) Envelope to Ramsgate bearing 1d Star HA-IA pair, 2d blue pl.8 and 1855-57 4d rose-red 
with wing margin, tied by London District “W/19” barred ovals, endorsed “Registered” with London 
registered oval below, arrival bs, fine, ex Alan Holyoake RDP FRPSL.

150 - 200

60303 F  /  90 
1860 (Sep 25) “Brocklehurst” entire to Macclesfield bearing 1855-57 4d rose-carmine and 6d lilac tied 
by London “24” numerals with a very fine strike of the framed “LOMBARD STREET / B / REGISTERED 
LETTER” hs in red (A&H 1497) below along with London registered oval ds, Macclesfield arrival on 
reverse, fine, ex Alan Holyoake RDP FRPSL.

160 - 180

60304 F  /  90 
1860 (Sep 27) Envelope to London with 1855-57 6d lilac and 1d Star tied by “250” numerals with 
Devonport despatch below, marked “Registered Letter 39” and the sans-serif small “(Crown) / 
REGISTERED” in red, London registered oval, fine, ex Alan Holyoake RDP FRPSL.

200 - 260

60305 F  /  90 
1860 (Oct 5) Large commercial wrapper sent registered to New York “per Arabia”, bearing 1855-57 
6d lilac (trimmed wing margin) and 1s green strip of four, all tied by London “24” numerals with scarce 
“LOMBARD STREET / C / REGISTERED LETTER” framed hs (A & H 1497), small crown registered hs (W 
& J 1133), London registered oval and New York arrival below, fine and attractive high franking.

650 - 750

60306 F  /  90 S.G. 40
1861 (Feb 5) Cover franked with 1d rose-red JG, tied by a very fine blue Peebles cds sent locally, 
horizontal filing crease lower part of the envelope not affecting the stamp, a very fine and attractive 
cover, scarcer cancel in blue.

150 - 280

60307 F   
1861 (Feb 22) Cover sent to Italy franked with a 1d red OK, tied by a London Inland cancel, with London 
paid cds in red centrally and destination “PD”, endorsed “Calais”, with Genova arrival dated 25 Feb, 
a rare example of a 1d red destination mail franking, some toning to perfs and horizontal filing crease 
not affecting stamp.

100 - 150

60308 F  /  92 
1861 (Jun 19) Wrapper sent registered to Paris with 1855-57 4d rose-red and 6d lilac (2) tied by London 
Inland “21” numerals, paying double 4d rate and thus the same for registration making a total of 1s4d, 
with London registered oval, small crowned registered hs, French “CHARGÉ” hs and Calais transit 
below, the reverse with Paris arrival and boxed reg’n handstamp with manuscript rate marks, two 
French wax seals have been removed, fine, ex Alan Holyoake RDP FRPSL.

200 - 260
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60309 F   
1861 (Aug 10) Envelope from Norwich to Pontefract, bearing 1855-57 6d lilac (trimmed wing margin) 
and surrounded by the framed “REGISTERED / AT NORWICH” hs with manuscript date insertion, 
plus 1d Stars on white paper alongside with both tied by Norwich duplex cancels, London registered 
oval below and reverse with part Pontefract arrival cds, minor cover faults not detracting from the 
magnificent strike of this rare and important registration marking of which only one other cover has 
been recorded, ex Martin Willcocks (June 1999), Vivien Sussex (March 2002), “Severn” (DF April 2010, 
realised €2’000+20%) and Alan Holyoake RDP FRPSL.

1’200 - 1’500

60310 F   
1862 (Feb 4) Letter sheet sent registered from Norwich to Calcutta bearing strip of three 6d lilac 
paying 1s6d rate (double 6d letter rate per ½oz plus 6d registration), with London reg’d oval ds and 
crown registered hs adjacent, Calcutta arrival bs, vertical creases in no way detracting from the fine 
appearance of this scarce cover, ex Alan Holyoake RDP FRPSL.

1’000 - 1’500
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60311 F   S.G. 86, 45
1862 (Mar 5) Envelope from Cardiff, Wales, sent to the “Order of Charity” in Rome, Italy, with 1864-79 
2d blue pl.9 and 1862-64 9d bistre lower marginal showing inscription “Ninepence / per Label”, tied by 
“162” duplex cancels, sent via Marseilles with Calais, Marseilles and Civitavecchia transits with Rome 
arrival, very fine and attractive franking and especially scarce with the marginal inscription.

600 - 800

60312 F  /  90 S.G. 86
1862 (Oct 27) Envelope from London to Victoria, Australia, with 1862-64 9d bistre tied by London “WC 
11” duplex with neat “DEFICIENT POSTAGE 3d / FINE 6d / 9d” postage due hs, Melbourne arrival, 
carried by “Vectis” from Marseilles, “Nubis” from Suez and “Bombay” from Galle, light envelope toning, 
an attractive underpaid franking.

600 - 800

60313 F  /  92 
1864 (Jan 16) Commercial entire to Philadelphia “per Australasia via Queenstown” sent during the 
American Civil War, bearing 1862-64 6d lilac (small fault) and 1s green wing margin pair, paying double 
1s rate postage (under 1 ½oz) plus 6d registration, tied by London “14” barred oval obliterators, good 
strikes of “LOMBARD STREET / C / REGISTERED LETTER” frame hs and “(crown) / REGISTERED” hs 
adjacent along with London registered oval ds, “48” US accountancy hs in red, a clean cover free from 
the usual filing creases, ex Alan Holyoake RDP FRPSL.

500 - 600

60314 F  /  92 S.G. 43
1867 (Sep 11) Cover sent to Paris franked with two horizontal pairs of 1d reds, all folded over the edge to 
the back of the cover, tied by “191” English numeral, London transit in blue on reverse with arrival, fine.

150 - 200

60315 F  /  92 
1868 (Jun 1) Mourning envelope from Brighton to Port Denison, Queensland, Australia, with 1867-80 
wmk Spray 6d pl.6 (trimmed wing margin at right) tied by “132” duplex, with “10” hs adjacent, reverse 
with London despatch, Brisbane transit and indistinct arrival, missing backflap, scarce mail to this part 
of Australia.

400 - 500

60316 F  /  92 
1868 (Dec 3) Envelope from Dublin, Ireland, to Victoria, Australia, with 1865-73 wmk LG 4d vermilion 
pl.10 and 1867-80 wmk Spray 1s green strip of three, tied by Irish “186” duplexes, with the cover 
coming open in transit presumably due to the heavy contents and resealed on arrival in Melbourne 
with pieces of selvedge and stamped with “RECEIVED OPEN AT / POST OFFICE MELBOURNE / AND 
REFASTENED” hs in blue with matching arrival cds, cover faults as to be expected, still unusual and full 
of character, ex Hugh Freeman.

800 - 1’000
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60317 F  /  92 
1845-1895, Group of three covers incl. 1870 (Jan 21) Wrapper from Berkley, Gloucestershire, sent 
to Norway with 1864-79 1d red pl.130 in strip of four and strip of three, with one stamp overlapping 
the edge and torn in two on opening, with “4d” accountancy hs below, reverse with London and 
Christianaland arrival, fine and attractive; plus 1845 1d red (four margined, unusually pale shade) on 
cover from Liverpool to Manchester and 1895 French PO in Shanghai 5c on cover to Vienna.

100 - 150

60318 F  /  92 
1870 (Feb 19) Soldier’s concessionary envelope from London to South Australia, sent by a Sgt Major 
in the Royal Engineers and counter-signed at lower left, with 1864-79 1d red pl.111 tied by “SW / 30” 
duplex, Adelaide transit adjacent, Kooringa arrival bs, missing portion of backflap, fine and scarce, cert. 
BPA (2011).

600 - 800

60319 F  /  92 
1871 (Jun 13) Envelope sent registered from Redditch (Worcestershire) to France with three 1867-80 
3d pl.6 and 1864-79 1d red pl.140 tied by “140” duplex cancels, registered London oval, “CHARGÉ” 
hs in blue with matching Calais transit, reverse with French boxed registration cachet and P.O. wax 
seals, fine.

120 - 150

60320 F J  /  96 
1871 (Oct 14) Lettersheet from London to Trieste with 1870 ½d pl.3 block of 4 and vert. pair tied by 
London “25” numerals, paying 3d rate, endorsed “via Belgium”, reverse with despatch and arrival, filing 
fold affecting franking and small tear on address panel, a very attractive and unusual franking with the 
½d bantams to make up the rate.

100 - 150

60321 F  /  96 
1872 (Sep 4) Envelope from Devonport to the paymaster onboard HMS Basilisk in Sydney, Australia, 
“or elsewhere”, with 1872-73 6d deep chestnut pl.11 tied by “250” duplex, with “INSUFFT STAMPED / 
VIA-BRINDISI” hs adjacent, no arrival but endorsed by the recipient “Received at Sydney”, carried per 
“Massila” from Southampton, “Sumatra” from Suez and “Behar” from Galle, fine and unusual.

600 - 800

60322 F  /  96 S.G.
1882 (Jun 9) Commercial envelope sent to France with two 1880-83 1s orange-brown tied by Lombard 
St. “L1” late fee duplex, presumably paying 8-times the UPU rate plus 4d late fee, Calais transit below 
and Paris arrival bs, cover is soiled but s a very scarce franking.

180 - 240

60323 F  /  96 
1893 (Jan 31) Envelope sent locally in Manchester with 1881 1d die II diagonal bisect and 1887 ½d 
vermilion tied by “498” duplex (1d tied on the bisected side), very fine.

100 - 150

60324 F   
1899 (Apr 5) Picture postcard of Naples sent from Algeria to Germany, posted at sea with Italian 10c 
and GB 1887 ½d mixed franking tied by Alger cds, Charlottenburg arrival, very unusual maritime usage 
from Algeria, cert. Avi (2021).

100 - 150

60325 F  /  96 S.G. 202, 179
1899 (Dec 29) Registered cover to Bombay, sent at the double Imperial rate of 4d, franked with 1d lilac 
and Jubilee 3d, tied by Porchester Road cds, with Paddington registered oval to reverse, Sea Post 
Office mark Jan 15, redirected on arrival to Rangoon with arrival Jan 29 1900, sent onto Bhamo (Burma) 
Feb 3, manuscript left unknown, redirected to Karachi with arrival Feb 26, and manuscript note left 16/2, 
soiled as would expect, full of character and worth further research, scarce GB cover to India, Burma 
and Pakistan.

180 - 260

60326 F  /  96 S.G. 43
1906 (Oct 29) Cover sent to Manchester franked with very late use 1d red pl. 176 HC, tied by Norwood 
SE cds, arrival to reverse dated OC 29, soiling and slight aging, but very late use of this line engraved 
issue on cover.

400 - 500
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60327 F  /  View the images online. 
1842-75, Group of three covers incl. 1875 (Nov 1) wrapper sent registered to Denmark with 1873-80 2 
½d pl.2, 1864-79 1d pl.165 (torn in half) and 1870 ½d cancelled by “383” numerals of Hull, Copenhagen 
arrival bs, attractive; 1842 entire from London to Edinburgh with 1841 1d red pair (four margins) tied by 
black MCs; and 1874 registered cover to France with a missing stamp.

50 - 70

60328 F  /  View the images online. S.G. 90, S.G.101, S.G. 103
1863-72 Selection of 17 fronts and 10 large fragments franked with 1s green (four S.G.90 and fifteen 
S.G.101), or 3d (S.G.103) sent to New York from several post offices in London, interesting mixed lot 
for the specialist collector.

150 - 250

King Edward VII

60329 60330

60329 A   
1901 2d composite “paste-up” essay of the Victorian “Jubilee” 2d, with a lithographed three quarter 
portrait of King Edward VII inserted facing left, affixed to stamp sized piece of card. A magnificent 
exhibition piece, believed to be one of only two or three examples in private hands, cert BPA (1989).

1’800 - 2’000

60330 A   
1901 10d composite “paste-up” essay of the Victorian “Jubilee” 10d, with a lithographed quarter 
portrait of King Edward VII inserted, affixed to stamp sized piece of card, a magnificent exhibition piece, 
believed to be one of only two or three example sin private hands, ex Stothert.

1’800 - 2’000

1902-10 De La Rue Issues

60331
60332 60333

60331 P   S.G. 219 var
1911 1d Colour trial in rose red for the proposed colour of the Georgian issue, imperforate example 
printed on gummed unwatermarked paper (25x35mm), very fine and very rare (SG £5’500).

500 - 600

60332 C P   S.G. 219 var
1901 1d Colour trial by DLR from a small plate of twenty electros in purple on red paper, perforated, 
mint og, fine and scarce.

400 - 500

60333 CC P   S.G. 219 var
1906 1d mint n.h. perforated colour trial in blue-geranium on imperial crown water marked paper from 
a special plate of 20 electros, fine and scarce.

400 - 500
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60334 60335 60336

60334 C P   S.G. 219 var
1906 1d carmine red colour trial on gummed watermarked crown paper, made from a special plate of 
20 electros, very fine and scarce.

400 - 500

60335 P   S.G. 219 var
1906 1d. carmine-rose imperf. colour trial on crown watermarked paper, printed from a special plate of 
20 electros. Scarce.

300 - 400

60336 C P   S.G. 219 var
1906 1d carmine red imperforate colour trial from the right of the sheet, mint o.g., printed from a special 
plate of 20 electros, very fine and scarce.

300 - 400

60337 60338

60337 C P   S.G. 225 var
1909 2d Colour trial in green on yellow gummed Crown wmk paper, produced for the propped mono-
colour issue that was subsequently abandoned on the death of the King, pulled perfs at top left, 
nevertheless very rare with no more than two or three examples of each colour recoded in private 
hands, ex “Aurelius” and “Minorou”.

1’500 - 2’000

60338 C P   S.G. 225 var
1909 2d black on pink “Colour Trial” for Inland Revenue, large part gum, very fine and rare trial (S.G. 
£9’000). 

800 - 1’200

60339 60340

60339 CC   S.G. 263
1902-10 De La Rue 5s bright carmine mint n.h., very fine and fresh.

200 - 260

60340 CC   S.G. 265
1902-10 De La Rue 10s ultramarine mint n.h., fine.

600 - 800
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60341 60342
60345

60341 CC   S.G. 265
1902-10 De La Rue 10s ultramarine mint n.h., tiny tone spot, very fine (S.G. £2’000).

400 - 600

60342 C S   S.G. 265s
1902-10 De La Rue 10s ultramarine with “SPECIMEN” type 17 overprint, mint lh, very fine (SG Spec 
M53(1)t, £2’500)

400 - 600

1911 Harrison & Sons Issues

60343 CC J   S.G. 274
1911 1d rose-carmine, perf 14, mint, bottom marginal block of eight, strong vibrant shade, well 
positioned, a very fine example, cert. Hendon (2021) (S.G. £800).

120 - 200

1911-13 Somerset House Issues

60344 CC H   S.G. 301
1913 6d dull purple, printed on Dickinson coated paper, mint n.h. and used examples, the mint is has 
slightly toned gum, cert. BPA (1978) when the mint examples was part of a block of four (S.G. £440).

50 - 80

60345 C   S.G. 310
1913 10d dull reddish-purple and aniline pink, mint, hinge remains, fresh stamp, cert. Hendon (2021) 
(S.G. £280).

50 - 80

60346 CC   S.G. 313 var
1911 1s deep green and scarlet with variety no Crown watermark, mint n.h. top marginal, extremely 
rare, believed to be one of only 4-5 examples in private hands (S.G. Spec M47(2)a, £12’000).

3’000 - 4’000
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60347 60348

60347 CC   S.G. 316
1911-13 Somerset House 2s6d dull reddish purple mint n.h., fine.

100 - 150

60348 CC   S.G. 318
1911-13 Somerset House 5s carmine, mint n.h., very fine (SG £875).

150 - 200

King George V

1911-12 Downey Head Issues

60349

60350

60349 P   
1911 1 ½d Engravers sketch die (die 2 head), cut close example printed in dark brown on thin card 
and mounted on thick card (57x81mm) showing ink manuscript “Dark Brown W/41”, very fine, most 
attractive and rare.

600 - 800

60350 P   
1910 1 ½d Hentschel colour essay in orange-yellow on white wove paper, 43x53mm, with handstruck 
“W/90” above design, most attractive and scarce.

240 - 300
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60351 60352 60353

60351 C A   
1911 3d Engravers Sketch Die for the unissued value, cut down die proof used as a colour trial printed 
in red-brown on thick white paper, using the die 2 head with shaded background to head and upper 
corners solid, very fine and scarce (SG specialised Vol.2 pg. 79 fig. 23b).

200 - 300

60352 P   
1911 3d Engravers sketch stamp size die for unissued value (die 2 head), used as a colour trial and 
printed in grey on thick white paper, very rare.

400 - 500

60353 P   
1911 3d Engravers sketch die for the unissued value, cut down die proof used as a colour trial printed in 
rose-red on thick white paper, using the die 2 head with shaded background to head and upper corners 
solid, very fine and rare (See SG Spec. Vol.2 p.79 fig.23a).

100 - 150

60354

60358

60354 P   
1911 ½d Downey Head die proof (Die 1a) printed in bright pink on white glazed paper (100 x125mm) 
with reversed “2” above design, very fine and scarce.

500 - 700

60355 F  /  96 S.G. 322a
1911-12 ½d green with error perf. 14 tied to picture postcard of Gorleston-on-Sea by Great Yarmouth 
AU 21 11 double circle ds, very fine and rare (S.G. £1’000 as used single).

400 - 600

60356 C J  /  96 S.G. 323
1911 ½d bluish-green, wmk crown, mint, bottom corner control A11 block of six, perf type 1A, fresh 
strong shade, beautifully positioned, mounted in margin, most attractive, cert. RPSL (2020) (S.G. 
£2’300).

300 - 400
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60357
60359

60357 C P   S.G. 329 var
1911-12 Downey Heads 1d plate proof (die 1b) printed in carmine on R.D. Turner plate glazed paper 
with Crown watermark in pair with original gum, diagonal crease on left hand stamp and faint gum 
wrinkle on the right, an extremely rare and attractive proof, only two pairs were originally discovered 
(both creased through the left hand stamp) with other pair being subsequently been split (Unpriced in 
SG Specialised)

500 - 700

1912-24 Profile Head Issues

60358 P  /  101 
1912 Profile Head master die proof, stage 4, for the 1d and 2 ½d values, printed in black on white proof 
paper (73x68mm), scarce.

400 - 500

60359 P   
1912 1d die proof (stage 5) in blue on thin glazed card (27x33mm), with uncleared surround from the 
“completed” state with stepped frame line at left, scarce.

1’500 - 1’800

60360 C J  /  104 S.G. 357ad
1912-24 2 1d bright-scarlet with inverted Q for O variety in mint corner marginal control “V23” block of 
six, lightly mounted, a rare example of this well known variety, cert. RPS (2021).

200 - 250

60361 60362

60361 CC J   S.G. 361 var
1912 1d Scarlett-vermilion showing variety “printed on back” in mint n.h. block of six, a very scarce 
multiple, cert. RPS (1968) (S.G. Spec. N16(14)f).

600 - 800

60362 P   S.G. 366 var
1912 2d uncleared die proof printed in black on thin white glazed card (47x51mm) with the head in the 
correct position and horizontal shading to background, rare.

800 - 1’000
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60363 C J   S.G. 371a var
1912-24 2 ½d deep bright-blue mint bottom corner control G15 pair, very fresh, and scarce, cert. RPS 
(1985) (S.G. N21(5), £450).

100 - 150

60364 C   S.G. 373
1912-22 2 ½d indigo-blue, wmk simple cypher, mint, original gum, bottom marginal example, most 
attractive and rare shade, very few known, cert. RPS (2019) (S.G. Spec. N21(14), £4’500).

2’000 - 2’500

60365 CC J   S.G. 373a
1912-24 2 ½d dull Prussian-blue, wmk royal cypher, mint n.h., block of four, strong colour, fresh and 
crisp printing, rare, cert. Hendon (2021) (S.G. £6’000).

1’800 - 2’000

60366 P   S.G. 381 var
1913 5d Die proof in black on thin white glazed card (71x78mm), cleared surround, dated in manuscript 
at lower left “2.5.13”, rare.

1’000 - 1’200
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60367 P  /  104 S.G. 381 var
1912 5d Eve’s Wreath Design bromide in black and mounted on white card (68 x 60mm) pencilled in 
manuscript on reverse “2-7-12”. Scarce.

400 - 500

60368 60369 60370 60371

60368 P   S.G. 387 var
1913 7d Gloriosa-blue Miller and Motley colour trial of “Eves Pillar” design, with solid shaded background 
to Kings Head, produced by the Printex method on white glazed thick ungummed paper, very scarce.

400 - 500

60369 CC P   S.G. 393a var
1922 9d olive-green imperf. imprimatur from the right of the sheet, mint n.h., the reverse with “BPMA” 
handstamp, very fine and scarce.

800 - 1’000

60370 CC   S.G. 394wi
1912-24 10d turquoise-blue with inverted royal cypher wmk, mint n.h., a fresh example of this rarity 
(S.G. £4’000). 

1’200 - 1’500

60371 CC   S.G. 396
1920 1s Deep bronze brown mint n.h., a very fine and very scarce example of this distinctive shade, 
photocopy of a RPS cert. (1963) when it was in a block of four (SG Spec N32(10)).

320 - 380

1913-19 Seahorse Issues

60372

60373

60372 CC   S.G. 403
1913 Waterlow £1 Green, mint n.h., very fine and fresh (S.G. £3’750 for mint n.h.).

1’000 - 1’500

60373 C P   S.G. 406 var
1915 De La Rue Seahorses 2s6d imperforate colour trial in yellow-brown in vertical pair, original gum 
(both stamps hinged), minor gum wrinkles, very fine.

300 - 500
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60374

60375

60374 CC   S.G. 406 var
1915 De La Rue 2s6d Seahorse very pale brown in mint n.h. corner marginal, an attractive example in 
an unlisted shade, cert. Hendon (2021) which indicates plate wear.

400 - 600

60375 CC J   S.G. 406wj
1915 De La Rue 2s6d yellow-brown mint n.h. block of four from the upper left hand corner of the sheet, 
variety watermark reversed, light gum bend across the top pair not affecting the very fresh and fine 
appearance of this rare positional block (S.G. Spec. N64(6)g).

1’500 - 1’800

60376 60377

60376 CC   S.G. 408 var
1915 De La Rue 2s6d very pale sepia brown mint n.h., well positioned, slight gum browning, rare shade 
(S.G. Spec. N64(2) £2’800).

1’000 - 1’200

60377 CC   S.G. 409
1915 De La Rue Seahorses 5s bright carmine mint n.h., very fine and fresh (SG £1’100).

150 - 200

60378 CC   S.G. 409wj
1915 De La Rue 5s bright carmine mint n.h. with variety “watermark reversed” very fresh and fine, a 
well centred example of this rare watermark variety (S.G. £6’250).

2’000 - 2’600
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60379 CC   S.G. 411 var
1915 De La Rue 10s Seahorse bright (Cambridge) blue, mint n.h., good vibrant colour, slight irregular 
perfs as often with this issue, fine example of this rare shade (S.G. Spec N70(3), £9’500).

1’000 - 1’200

60380 CC C J S   S.G. 414 var
1918-19 Bradbury Wilkinson 2s6d chocolate brown overprinted “CANCELLED” type 33 in marginal 
block of four from the right of the sheet, very fresh and well centred, with stamps n.h., cert. Holcombe 
(1995) (S.G. Spec N65(3)zd).

2’000 - 3’000

60381 60382

60381 CC P   S.G. 416 var
1920 5s Rose red (23mm printing) mint n.h. right hand marginal example on simple cypher experimental 
paper overprinted “CANCELLED” type 24, 23mm high with positional dot, very fine and very scarce.

320 - 380

60382 CC S   S.G. 416 var
1920 Bradbury Wilkinson 5s rose red from the 23mm printing on multi cypher experimental paper 
overprinted “CANCELLED” type 24, mint n.h. left marginal, very fine and very scarce.

240 - 280
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60383

60384

60383 CC S   S.G. 416 var
1920 Bradbury Wilkinson 5s rose red from the 23mm printing on multi cypher experimental paper 
overprinted “CANCELLED”, mint n.h. top marginal clearly displaying the watermark in the sheet margin, 
very fine and very scarce.

240 - 280

60384 P   
1929 Seahorse 10s imperf. experimental plate proof with huge margins, with the outer frame line 
incomplete, printed on thick wove card at the Royal Mint as an experiment into alternative methods of 
plate production, very fine and rare.

800 - 1’000

1924-36 Issues

60385 104 
1924 British Empire Exhibition bronze plaque, 50x77mm, by E. Carter Preston, showing enthroned 
Britannia right receiving assembly of Dominions, very fine.

50 - 70

60386 CC J P   S.G. 418 var
1934-35 ½d green (Harrison printing) mint n.h. top marginal pair of tête-bêche booklet panes of six 
imperforate imprimaturs, with “BPMA” handstamp on reverse, some gum wrinkling as prevalent 
throughout the sheets, nevertheless very scarce in this format.

6’000 - 8’000
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60387 60388

60389

60390

60387 CC C J S   S.G. 418 var
1924 ½d green overprinted “SPECIMEN” type 32 in mint block of four (only one stamp showing the 
merest trace of hinge), very rare and most likely unique as a block (S.G. Spec N33ua).

2’000 - 2’500

60388 CC P   S.G. 419a var
1924 1d scarlet from the Waterlow printing, wmk sideways in mint n.h. imperforate imprimatur pair from 
the top of the sheet, with “BPMA” handstamps on reverse, scarce.

1’200 - 1’500

60389 CC C P   S.G. 420b var
1924-26 Wmk Block Cypher 1 ½d red-brown, watermark sideways, mint imperforate imprimatur vertical 
gutter pair from the sideways coil printing, each with “BPMA” hs on reverse, hinged in the gutter with 
some minor wrinkling, very fine and scarce.

400 - 500

60390 C S   S.G. 428 var
1924 10d turquoise-blue overprinted “Specimen” type 32, mint o.g., very fine and rare (S.G. Spec 
N44u).

600 - 800

60391 CC J   S.G. 436 var
1929 PUC 1 ½d red brown mint n.h. imperf. imprimatur block of eight advertising booklet panes with 
two tête-bêche pairs from the Post Office Registration sheet, reverse with NPM Imprimatur” from the 
NPM Archive sale, superb and unique.

5’000 - 6’000
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King Edward VIII

60392 60393
60394ex 60395ex

60392 CC P   S.G. 458 var
1936 1d scarlet imperforate imprimatur tête-bêche pair, mint n.h., reverse with “NPM IMPRIMATUR” 
handstamp, very fine and very rare, ex NPM archive sales.

1’000 - 1’500

60393 CC P   S.G. 458 var
1936 1 ½d red-brown imperforate imprimatur tête-bêche pair, mint n.h., reverse with “NPM IMPRIMATUR” 
handstamp, very fine and very rare, ex NPM archive sales.

1’000 - 1’500

60394 A   S.G. 459 var
1936 (Sep 7) 1 ½d set of four Coronations essays of the King in the uniform of the Welsh guards (design 
type B) printed in green, red, brown and blue on gummed watermarked paper, each essay mounted on 
thin card as they were presented to Posted Office and the Royal Arts commission, very rare with only 
six sets released.

1’500 - 1’800

60395 A   S.G. 459 var
1936 (Sep 7) 1 ½d set of four Coronations essays of the King in the uniform of the Welsh guards (design 
type C) printed in green, red, brown and blue on gummed watermarked paper, each essay mounted on 
thin card as they were presented to Posted Office and the Royal Arts commission, very rare with only 
six sets released.

1’500 - 1’800

King George VI

60396    
Three medals, with one 1935 celebrating King George V’s Silver Jubilee, 1936 commemorating King 
Edward VIII’s abdication and 1937 celebrating King George VI’s coronation, an attractive trio.

100 - 150

60397ex
60398

60397 G S   S.G 476s/478s
1939-48 High Values 2s6d brown, 2s6d yellow-green, 5s and 10s dark blue all in strips of three affixed 
to pieces with SPECIMEN (type 23) ovpts and “SPÉCIMEN / COLLECTION / MAURITANIE” three line 
hs, some very minor foxing around some stamps, unique items from the UPU specimen archive.

2’000 - 2’600

60398 CC S   S.G 478bs
1939-48 High Values 10s ultramarine in strip of three with SPECIMEN (type 23) ovpt, mint n.h. but with 
some light offset from different stamps, very fine and scarce multiple.

200 - 300
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60399 DCE S  /  104 S.G 485/490
1941-42 ½d, 1d, 2d, 2 ½d and 3d in strips of three (2d vert.) affixed to 2 pieces with “SPÉCIMEN / 
COLLECTION / MAURITANIE” three-line hs, unique items from this UPU specimen archive.

300 - 400

60400 A  S.G. 479-484 var
1940 Stamp Centenary group of six original sketches and ink drawings of unadopted designs by the 
well-known British stamp designer H. Nelson, including:
•   Preliminary sketches of six different designs, three in horizontal format and three in vertical, signed 

below by the artist.
•   1 ½d incomplete design of the frame in ink and pencil, horizontal format, showing ovoid space for 

the King’s head with crown at top, waves below, with two winged staffs either side with “1840” at 
left, signed by the artist.

•   2 ½d partial design in pencil of the frame in a vertical format, exploring the details of the ornaments 
with further sketches alongside, signed by the artist.- 2 ½d partial design in pencil of the frame and 
complete head in a vertical format, with left half of the frame with more detail than the right, signed 
by the artist, toned spots.

•   2 ½d partial design in pencil of the frame in a horizontal format, with left half of the frame with more 
detail than the right but showing two different options for the space either side of the portrait, signed 
by the artist, toned spots.

•   Undenominated design in ink and watercolour of the frame with “1840-1940” at foot, showing Welsh 
daffodil, Irish clover, English rose and Scottish thistle at sides, signed by the artist.

A unique and important group of essays for the centenary of the first postage stamp.

6’000 - 8’000

60401 G S  /  104 S.G. 479-484 var
1940 Postage Stamp Centenary set in vert. strips of three affixed to piece with “SPÉCIMEN / 
COLLECTION / MAURITANIE” three line hs, very fine, unique items from the UPU specimen archive.

600 - 800
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60402 C DCE S   S.G. 485-488 var
1941-42 ½d, 1d, 1 ½d and 2d with AMOSTRA hs in green applied by the Portuguese postal authorities 
in Lisbon, slightly toned mint o.g. (2d no gum), fine, cert. BPA (1992).

100 - 150

60403 CC P   S.G. 485-490 var
1941-41 ½d to 3d Definitives (pale colours) set of six imperforate imprimaturs, mint n.h., each with 
“NPM IMPRIMATUR” hs on reverse, very fine and very rare, being one of only six sets released for 
the NPM Archive sales.

3’000 - 4’000

60404ex
60405 60406

60404 H   
1944 Propaganda forgeries, seven George VI ½d to 3d values, overprinted “Liquidation of Empire 
Singapore”, six cancelled with “London Special Stamp” cds, one mint, all marginal examples, attractive 
and fine.

150 - 200

60405 C S   S.G. 494
1948 Silver Wedding £1 with CANCELLED ovpt and three punch holes to deface the stamp, mint og, fine.

150 - 200

Queen Elizabeth II

60406 CC P   S.G. 519 var
1952 Wildings 2 ½d Carmine-red (wmk Tudor Crown, type I) imperforate imprimatur in lower marginal 
horizontal pair with central sheet ornament, mint n.h. with “BPMA” handstamps on reverse, very fine 
and scarce.

200 - 300
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60407
60408

60409

60407 CC P   S.G. 542 var
1956 Wildings 1 ½d green mint nh, imperforate imprimatur pair from the foot of the sheet ex delivery 
coils, the reverse with “BPMA” handstamp, fine and scarce.

600 - 800

60408 CC J   S.G. 575 var
1959 Wildings 3d deep violet “Dollis Hill Phosphor Trial” perforated block of four on gummed crowns 
wmk (sideways left) paper, with one 4mm blue phosphor left side band printed over the ink, very fine 
and scarce (S.G. Spec ST7(3)f).

400 - 500

60409 CC   S.G. 575 var
1959 Wildings 3d deep violet “Dollis Hill Phosphor Trial” perforated pair on gummed crowns wmk 
(upright) paper, with one 4mm blue phosphor band printed over the ink between the two stamps, very 
fine and scarce (S.G. Spec ST7(3)b).

100 - 150

60410 CC   S.G. 642a var
1963 Red Cross 3d mint n.h. left marginal pair with red cross almost completely omitted on left stamp 
and mostly omitted on right stamp, very fine, cert. BPA (2015) (S.G. £12’000 for single with completely 
omitted red).

1’000 - 1’500

60411 CC P   S.G. 651-654 var
1964 20th International Geographical conference set of four imperforate imprimaturs with “NPM 
IMPRIMATUR” handstamp on reverse, mint n.h., very rare, one of 10 sets released for the NPM 
archive sales.

2’000 - 2’500
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60412 CC P   S.G. 651-654 var
1964 20th International Geographical conference set of four imperforate imprimaturs with “NPM 
IMPRIMATUR” handstamp on reverse, mint n.h., very rare, one of 10 sets released for the NPM 
archive sales.

2’000 - 2’500

60413 CC P   S.G. 661p-662p var
1965 Churchill 4d & 1s3d (phosphor paper) set of two imperforate imprimaturs, each stamp with a 
“BPMA” handstamp on reverse, in mint n.h. left marginal singles, very scarce.

200 - 300

60414

60419

60414 CC J   S.G. 696pah
1966 British Birds (phosphor) mint n.h. se-tenant block of four with variety bistre omitted affecting 
all four stamps, top right corner marginal, offered with a normal for comparison, very rare so fine, 
especially without the usual gum toning (S.G. £6’000+).

2’000 - 3’000

60415 CC J  /  104 S.G. 712 var
1966 Battle of Hastings 1s3d mint n.h. lower left marginal cylinder block of 8 showing progressive gold 
omitted (Queen’s head) with two complete omissions and two partial omissions in the left column, with 
the cylinder number for gold still present, very fine and rare.
Note: Although not listed by S.G. due to the possibility of the gold being removed chemically, the fact 
that this block shows a progression of the omission proves that this is a genuine error.

300 - 400
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60416
60420ex

60416 CC   S.G. 712pa
1966 Battle of Hastings (phosphor) mint n.h. with lilac omitted variety, very fine, incl. normal for 
comparison (S.G. £950).

200 - 300

60417 CC P   S.G. 763-766var
1968 British Bridges set of four imperforate imprimaturs from the right of the sheet, mint n.h., each with 
“BPMA” handstamp on reverse, very fine and scarce.

2’000 - 3’000

60418 CC J   S.G. 774c
1968 British Paintings 1s9d with embossing omitted in mint n.h. lower left corner marginal cylinder 
block of six, very fine and scarce positional item (SG £840+).

100 - 150

60419 CC  /  114 S.G. 814b
1969 Christmas 1s6d with variety DEEP SLATE OMITTED (face value and detailing) in mint lower left 
corner marginal cylinder vertical strip of three, incl. matching normal for comparison, a very fine and 
attractive positional item (SG £1’575+).

600 - 800

60420 C P   S.G. 881-883 var
1971 “Ulster 71” Paintings set of three imperf. imprimaturs from the right of the sheet, mint n.h., with 
BPMA handstamps on reverse, very fine and scarce.

1’500 - 1’800

60421 CC P   S.G. 919-921 var
1973 European Communities set of three imperf. imprimaturs from the right of the sheet (the 5p in se-
tenant pair), mint n.h., each with “BPMA” handstamps on reverse, very fine and scarce.

1’500 - 1’800
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60422 CC   S.G. 925b
1973 British Explorers 5p with variety black-grey omitted (Sir Francis Drake’s jacket), mint n.h. right 
marginal, very fine and scarce (Pierron records only 24 mint examples), incl. normal for comparison, 
cert. Brandon (1997) (SG £2’250)

600 - 800

60423 CC P   S.G. 931-934 var
1973 British Paintings set of four mint n.h. imperforate imprimaturs from the foot of the sheet, each with 
“BPMA” handstamp on reverse, very fine and scarce.

2’000 - 3’000

60424
60425ex

60424 CC   S.G. 932b
1973 Paintings 5p with GREENISH YELLOW OMITTED variety, mint n.h., very fine and scarce, Pierron 
records only 30 mint examples of this modern error, incl. normal for comparison (SG £1’200).

200 - 300

60425 CC   S.G. 935a var
1973 Inigo Jones set of mint n.h. se-tenant pairs with variety phosphor omitted (shows as a white 
background rather than a cream background), offered with normals for comparison (S.G. Spec. 
W225/6b).

200 - 260
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60426 60429

60426 CC J P   S.G. 931-934 var
1974 Winston Churchill 5 ½p imperf. imprimatur in mint n.h. traffic light corner block of four, each with 
“BPMA” handstamp on reverse, very fine and scarce.

2’000 - 3’000

60427 CC J  /  104 S.G. 1072a
1978 9p Christmas mint n.h. marginal block of eight from the foot of the sheet with the lower block of 
four showing variety imperforate, very rare with only 15 mint pairs recorded.

500 - 600

60428 CC   S.G. 1248a
1984 Urban Renewal 31p mint n.h. imperforate horizontal pair, very fine and very rare variety, Pierron 
records only 5 mint pairs (SG £3’500).

400 - 600

60429 CC J   S.G. 1268a
1984 Christmas 17p mint n.h. left marginal imperforate lower left corner cylinder block of six, very fine 
and unique cylinder block, Pierron records 10-15 mint pairs (SG £9’000+).

2’400 - 3’000

You can view our catalogues and bid during the auction
via our website, davidfeldman.com
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60430
60431

60430 CC   S.G. 1268a
1984 Christmas 17p IMPERFORATE mint n.h. right marginal pair, very fine and rare, with only 10-15 
mint pairs recorded (SG £3’000).

700 - 1’000

60431 CC   S.G. 1568b
1991 Roses 22p showing variety black printed double affecting the value, inscription and rose, mint 
n.h., a stunning example of this very rare and visual variety, copy of a B.P.A cert (2011) for the block of 
four this single was taken from, signed and stamped by SG.

800 - 1’000

60432 CC   S.G. 2125a
2000 Millennium Projects 19p Owl mint n.h. imperforate pair, faint handling bend, very fine, cert. 
Brandon (2012) (SG £450).

70 - 100

Officials

60433 C   S.G. O9cs
Inland Revenue: 1885 10s cobalt EH on blued paper overprinted “SPECIMEN” type 11, mint o.g., very 
fine and very scarce (S.G. Spec L8(2)t).

1’400 - 1’800

60434 CC S   S.G. O25 var
Inland Revenue: 1902-04 5s bright carmine I. R. Official with “CANCELLED” type 18 overprint, mint n.h., 
very fine and extremely rare, believed to be unique in private hands, ex NPM Archive sale.

2’000 - 3’000
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One of the Rarest Stamps of Great Britain

60435 C   S.G. O26
Inland Revenue: 1902 10s ultramarine “I.R. Official” mint o.g., very fine with superb fresh colour, a 
magnificent rarity and one of the key stamps of Great Britain philately, cert. BPA (2002) (S.G. £85’000).

20’000 - 25’000
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60436 H   S.G. O72a
Government Parcels: 1900 1s green & carmine with inverted overprint, used with the typical Mount 
Pleasant roller obliteration, very fine and very rare, with only 12 examples recorded of which at least five 
are damaged, cert. RPS (1958) (S.G. £15’000).

6’000 - 8’000

60437 H   S.G. O1/O43
1900 Selection of Official overprints on Queen Victoria (15 stamps) and Edward VII (10 stamps), including 
two 1883 9d GOVt PARCELS, mixed condition, requires close inspection, high catalogue value.

50 - 60

Postage Dues

60438 CC C J   S.G. D2 var
1914 1d carmine mint block of eight from the lower right corner of the pane showing watermark variety 
“POSTAGE” inverted on the bottom row and a second “POSTAGE” upright in the sheet margin at foot, 
only three stamps mounted in the top row, a very rare watermark variety, cert RPS (2013) (S.G. Spec. R2c).

1’200 - 1’500

60439 CC J P   S.G. D20var
1936-37 1d red imperf. imprimatur block of four from the top of the sheet, mint n.h., the reverse stamped 
“NPM IMPRIMATUR”, very rare with this block containing four of the six examples released from the 
NPM archive sale.

2’000 - 3’000
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60441
60440

60440 CC J P   S.G. D24 var
1936-37 5d yellow-brown imperf. imprimatur in mint n.h. block of four from the top of the sheet, the 
reverse stamped “NPM IMPRIMATUR”, very rare with this block containing four of the six examples 
released from the NPM archive sale.

2’000 - 3’000

60441 CC J P   S.G. D26var
1936-37 2s6d purple on yellow imperf. imprimatur in mint n.h. block of four from the top of the sheet, 
the reverse stamped “NPM IMPRIMATUR”, very rare with this block containing four of the six examples 
released from the NPM archive sale.

1’000 - 1’200

60442
60444ex

60442 CC   S.G. D39wi
1951-54 1s ochre mint n.h. with variety wmk sideways inverted, top marginal example showing the 
variety, this being the original discovery example and accompanied by a copy of the original letter from 
Stanley Gibbons confirming its inclusion in the 1994 Concise catalogue as SG D39wi.

300 - 400

60443 CC P   S.G. D56 var
1959-63 ½d orange on whiter paper imperf. imprimatur pair from the top of the sheet, mint n.h., each 
with BPMA handstamp on reverse, very fine and scarce.

1’000 - 1’500

60444 CC P   S.G. D69-74 var, D76 var
1968-69 2d, 3d, 4d, 5d, 6d, 8d and 1s Postage Due imperf. imprimaturs, mint n.h. lower marginals with 
“NPM IMPRIMATUR” handstamps on reverse, very fine and very rare.

700 - 900
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Booklets

60445 60446

60445 CC J   S.G. BD22
1938 3s Booklet edition no.373, a very fine and fresh example (S.G. £1’900).

240 - 280

60446 CC   S.G. BB26
1934 3s Booklet, edition 277, very fine and fresh (S.G. £650).

150 - 200

60447 60448

60447 CC J   S.G. BC4
1937 KEVIII 5s booklet, very fine (S.G. £275).

50 - 60

60448 CC   S.G. BD15
1940 2s6d Booklet, edition no. 40, complete, all panes showing cylinder numbers, each pane with 
trimmed perfs at foot, very fine (SG £975).

150 - 200

Through our different partnerships, we can also assist you to sell and buy 

Other Collectibles
If you or someone you know wish to sell coins and banknotes, old books 
and manuscripts, Olympic memorabilia, watches and jewellery, classic 
cars, etc., please contact us at info@davidfeldman.com
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60449

60452

60449 CC   
2007 British Army Uniforms prestige booklet pane imperforate variety, mint n.h., very fine and rare.

1’500 - 1’800

Postal Stationery

60450 F S  /  View the images online. 
KEVII group of four postal stationery items with “ULTRAMAR” specimen handstamps by the Portuguese 
UPU authorities, on ½d green card (2, one torn in two), and two different sizes of 1d envelopes (size C 
and size H, size H with faults), unique items.

150 - 200

Channel Islands - Jersey

60451 CC   S.G. 28a
1969 10s “Royal Court” mint n.h. ERROR OF COLOUR with the border printed in green instead of 
slate blue, right marginal, very fine example of this key Jersey rarity that occurred when during the 
final printing one sheet of 25 was accidentally fed into the press which had been set up with the green 
background of the 50p value, incl. normal for comparison (SG £5’500).

1’500 - 2’000

Isle of Man

60452 CC P   2var
1958 3d. deep lilac imperforate vertical pair of Imprimaturs from the left of the sheet, superb mint NH, 
the reverse with “BPMA” hand stamp. Scarce.

600 - 800





British Empire

British Empire  60453 - 61174

Aden 60453
Antigua & Barbuda 60454
Ascension 60455 - 60464
Australia 60465 - 60492

New South Wales 60465 - 60474
Queensland 60475 - 60477
South Australia 60478
Tasmania 60479 - 60480
Victoria 60481 - 60486
Western Australia 60487
Commonwealth of Australia 60488 - 60490
New Guinea 60491 - 60492

Bahamas 60493 - 60500
Bahrain 60501
Barbados 60502 - 60505
Barbuda 60506
Basutoland 60507
Batum 60508
Bermuda 60509 - 60513
British Guiana 60514 - 60517
British Honduras 60518
British Levant 60519
British P.O. in Siam (Bangkok) 60520
British Solomon Islands 60521
British Virgin Islands 60522
Cameroon 60523 - 60526
Canada 60527 - 60545
Cayman Islands 60546 - 60557
Ceylon 60558 - 60565
Cyprus 60566 - 60628
Falkland Islands 60629 - 60653
Gambia 60654 - 60656
Gibraltar 60657 - 60664
Gold Coast 60665
Grenada 60666 - 60695
Hong Kong 60696 - 60717
India 60718 - 60747
Indian States 60748 - 60751
Ireland 60752 - 60790
Jamaica 60791

Kenya, Uganda and Tanganyika 60792 - 60971
Kuwait 60972
Leeward Islands 60973 - 60974
Malaysia 60975 - 60990
Malta 60991 - 60995
Mauritius 60996 - 61002
Morocco Agencies  
(British Post Offices) 61003
Nauru 61004
New Hebrides 61005
New Zealand 61006 - 61016
Nigeria 61017 - 61018
North Borneo 61019
Northern Rhodesia 61020 - 61022
Rhodesia 61023 - 61029
Rhodesia and Nyasaland 61030
St. Helena 61031
St. Lucia 61032 - 61033
St. Vincent 61034 - 61048
Sarawak 61049
Seychelles 61050 - 61053
Sierra Leone 61054 - 61056
Singapore 61057 - 61070
Somaliland Protectorate 61071
South Africa 61072 - 61104

Cape of Good Hope 61072 - 61084
Griqualand West 61085
Mafeking 61086 - 61093
Natal 61093A
Orange Free State 61094 - 61096
Transvaal 61097 - 61099
Zululand 61100
Union & Republic of South Africa 61101 - 61104

South West Africa 61105 - 61111
Southern Rhodesia 61112
Surinam (British Occupation) 61113
Tanganyika 61114 - 61121
Tonga 61122
Trinidad and Tobago 61123 - 61125
Turks and Caicos Islands 61126 - 61128
Uganda 61129 - 61174
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Aden

60453ex 60454

60453 C   S.G. 1-12
1937 Dhow mint l.h. set of 12 to 10R, very fine (S.G. 1’200).

240 - 300

Antigua & Barbuda

60454 C   S.G. 21a
1882 QV ½d dull green, mint, with top left triangle detached variety, small faint bend, fine (S.G. £350).

100 - 150

Ascension
Great Britain Used in Ascension

60455 F  /  104 S.G. Z45, Z47a
1912-22 GB 4d and 7d tied by Ascension “B” type Z2 cds to envelope sent registered to England, with 
registered label and “PASSED CENSOR / ASCENSION” hs at left, reverse with London, Manchester 
and Todmorden arrival cds, very fine and scarce stamps used in Ascension (SG £675 as used singles).

200 - 300

60456 F   
1915 (18 Jan) Davies cover to England, bearing 1912-22 GB ½d. green x 2 both matching lower marginal 
with control C13 tied by individual strikes of type Z2 ASCENSION cds (23mm code B) with further strike 
alongside. Slight cover creasing and trivial perf tones but a very unusual usage.

100 - 120

King George V

60457 CC L  /  View the images online. S.G. 12d, 13b
1924-33 1 ½d scarlet mint n.h. top marginal showing variety “broken scroll”, hinged in margin only, 
some faint tone patches on the gum, very fine (SG £180); and 2d grey-black & grey showing variety 
“torn flag” with “Madame Joseph” forged cancel at top, some minor discolouration, scarce.

70 - 100

King George VI

60458 CC J  /  View the images online. S.G. 38b, 40ba, 40fa, 40fb, 41a
1938-53 Specialised group incl. 1 ½d black & vermilion perf.13 and 1 ½d rose-carmine perf.13 showing 
varieties in matching mint n.h. top left corner marginal blocks of 15, the vermilion block showing “Davit 
flaw” and rose-carmine showing both “Davit flaw” and “cut mast and railings” (SG 500+); ½d black & 
bluish violet perf.13 mint n.h. complete sheet of 60 from 1953 printing (showing variety “long centre 
bar to E” on R/23 and re-entry R2/2) and 2d black & orange-red perf.13 complete sheet of 60 showing 
early state of the central vignette before the “mountaineer flaw” appeared; 1d green & black perf.13 
½mint n.h. lower marginal block of four with De La Rue printer’s imprint, some faint gum toning, fine (SG 
£180+); 1s black & sepia perf. 13 ½showing variety “re-entered right frame” on pos.R6/4, in mint right 
marginal block of 9, very fine (SG £198 as normal single stamps); and ½d black & bluish violet showing 
variety “torpedo flaw” in mint n.h. right marginal strip of three, small paper impurity on reverse at top of 
variety, very fine (SG £150+), 1 ½d black & rose-carmine perf.13 variety “Davit flaw” on top left stamp of 
mint n.h. lower left corner marginal block of 12 (SG £150+), a great lot for the specialist (S.G. £1’300+).

200 - 300
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60459 CC J   S.G. 38a
1938-53 ½d Black & Violet perf. 13 ½showing variety “Long centre bar to “E” of “Georgetown” (R2/3) in 
mint n.h. top marginal block of four, very fine positional multiple (SG £325+).

70 - 100

60460 C   S.G. 40a
1938-53 1 ½d black & vermilion, perf. 13 ½, mint o.g. showing “David flaw” variety, toned gum, fine, 
cert. PFoSA (2014) (S.G. £400).

50 - 60

60461 CC J   S.G. 40fa
1938-53 1 ½d Black & Rose-Carmine perf.13 showing variety “Davit flaw” on top left stamp of mint n.h. 
lower left corner marginal block of 12, very fine (SG £150+).

50 - 70

60462 CC J  /  View the images online. S.G. 42c
1938-53 4d Black & Ultramarine perf.13 ½mint n.h. complete sheet of 60, some minor peripheral bends 
affecting one stamp, a rare item (SG £1’080+).

150 - 200

60463 CC J   S.G. 45ca
1938-53 2s6d Black & Deep Carmine perf.13 showing variety “Davit flaw” in mint n.h. left marginal block 
of six, lower stamps with perfs toned on the gum side, folded vert. perfs between 1st and 2nd stamp, 
otherwise very fine and desirable positional multiple (SG £1’560+).

200 - 300

60464 C   S.G. 45ca
1938-53 2s6d Black & Deep Carmine perf.13 showing variety “Davit flaw”, mint l.h., slightly yellowish 
gum, very fine and scarce (SG £1’400).

200 - 300

Australia
New South Wales

60465 F  /  104 
1843 (Aug 18) Entire to George Town, Van Diemens Land, bearing a fine strike of the framed “PAID 
AT / PORTLAND” in red, marked “Registered” and “3” in red ink overwritten by large manuscript “5” 
in black ink, with 3d for the single letter paid by the sender along with the registration fee of 6d, and 
the 5d for inward transmission in Tasmania paid by the recipient, scarce, ex Max Watson and Alan 
Holyoake RDP FRPSL.
Note: The 6d. for registration had to be paid in cash to the postmaster who was entitled to retain this 
fee and a perquisite of his office. The Portland Post Office was opened on 4th December 1841 and this 
may be the earliest recorded cover from this office. Probably carried on the Wave between Portland 
and Launceston. 

700 - 800
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60466

60468

60466 F   
1845 (Aug 29) Entire from Sydney to Dublin “pr Royal Fur” with two-line “Registered / SYDNEY.” 
handstamp (White Type R2) in red applied by the postmaster for local 6d registration payable in cash 
and 2s4d payable by the recipient (1s4d double private ship letter + 1s registration fee) endorsed at 
origin 6 in red denoting prepayment of double overseas ship letter (under ½oz), fine and rare, being the 
earliest of the two recorded examples of the White type R2 Registered handstamp in private hands, 
ex Alan Holyoake RDP FRPSL.

1’000 - 1’500

60467 DFE  /  104 
1849 (May 30) Front (and part back) from Sydney to UK endorsed “pr Royal Saxon / via India” with 
two-line “Registered / Sydney.” handstamp (White Type R1) in red applied by the postmaster for local 
6d registration payable in cash and 3s1d payable by the recipient (2s7d double ship letter via India 
and Marseilles plus 6d U.K. registration), 3d prepaid for overseas ship letter per “PAID SHIP LETTER 
/ SYDNEY” datestamp in red, a rare registered usage from this period, ex Alan Holyoake RDP FRPSL.
Note: The fee was 6d irrespective of destination which had to be prepaid and before 1850 was a 
prerequisite of the Second Clerk at Sydney and of the postmasters in the country offices. No receipt was 
given but “Registered / Sydney” was stamped in red on the cover to denote pre-payment.

260 - 300

60468 H   S.G. 36b
1851 Sydney View 2d ultramarine on hard greyish wove paper, pl.V, pos.8/20 used vertical pair, large to 
huge margins with framelines on three sides, with lower stamp showing fan with six segments variety 
(R.2/8), neatly cancelled by “96” numerals of Maryborough (Moreton Bay district, now Queensland), 
extremely fine and not only rare as a vertical pair showing the variety but very rare Queensland usage, 
cert. BPA (2012).

2’000 - 3’000

60469 DFE  /  128 S.G. 55
1852 (Apr 26) Front to England bearing 1851-55 2d greyish blue (fine impression) in strip of three with 
large to very large margins, cancelled by pen, endorsed “Registered pr. Prince of Wales” in magenta 
ink, two strikes of the unframed “Registered / Sydney.” hs in red, an off-set of the London transit and 
Woodbridge arrival cds, stamps have been lifted and re-placed, attractive, ex Alan Holyoake RDP FRPSL.

150 - 200
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60470

60475

60470 C   S.G. 104
1856-58 6d Vermilion and Prussian blue horizontal pair (pos.34-35) on soft medium yellowish paper, 
unused without gum, a few minor imperfections, very rare, ex Alan Holyoake RDP FRPSL (S.G. £6’000+).

2’000 - 2’500

60471 F  /  128 S.G. 95
1859 (Jul 2) Wrapper from Sydney to Melbourne bearing 6d olive-grey with good to large margins, 
neatly tied duplex cancel, arrival bs, fine and fresh cover, ex John Boker.

200 - 250

60472 F  /  128 S.G. 96
1860 (Jul 12) Envelope from Sydney “per Benares” to Yorkshire, bearing 1854-59 Diadem 6d greyish-
brown with large margins all round (small scissor-cut at upper right) cancelled by “N.S.W.” in elliptical 
ovals, despatch and Yarm arrival ds on reverse, an attractive usage.

120 - 150

60473 F  /  View the images online. S.G. 169
1864 (Feb 20) Entire from Sydney to Shanghai, China, with 1860-72 1s carmine (defective) tied by 
NSW oval, endorsed “p Madras”, reverse with despatch and blue Hong Kong transit, extensive archival 
reinforcement inside, a scarce destination.

300 - 400

60474 F  /  128 
1894 (Mar 13) ½d postal stationery envelope sent registered to Straits Settlements, uprated with 1882-
97 3d, 1891 ½d on 1d, two 1892 and ½d stationery cut-out, paying 2 ½d rate plus 3d registration, each 
tied by Sydney Registered cds, reverse with Penang arrival cds, fine, a scarce destination.

100 - 150

Queensland

60475 C J S   S.G. 20 var
1860-61 Registered (6d) orange-yellow, rough perf. 14 handstamped “SPECIMEN” diagonally in block 
of four, lightly mounted with even gum toning, attractive and scarce, ex Alan Holyoake RDP FRPSL.

500 - 600

60476 F  /  128 
1885 (Feb 19) Envelope from Brisbane to Nova Scotia, Canada, with 1882-91 Second Sidefaces 1d 
and 6d tied by “QL” duplex cancels, “PAID / ALL” hs adjacent, reverse with Windsor Ontario transit and 
partial arrival, fine and scarce mail from Queensland to Canada.

400 - 500

60477 F  /  128 
1891 (Jun 12) Envelope sent registered to Malta with 1890 ½d (2), 1d, 2d and 6d tied by “353” numerals 
and Ayr cds, with “REGISTERED / AYR” hs adjacent, paying 6d postage plus 4d registration, reverse 
with Townsville despatch, Suez and Alexandria transits, postman’s “4” hs and Malta arrival, overall 
cover toning, still attractive and scarce destination mail in this period.

400 - 500
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South Australia

The Only Unused Examples of the "3 PENCE" Omitted Error in Private Hands

Enhanced detail of the reverse showing a portion of "OSTAG" from  
the marginal watermark "POSTAGE" along the left handside of the pair,  
with image above and behind to illustrate the rest of the watermark.

60478 C DCE   S.G. 68c
1868-79 "3 PENCE" on 4d deep ultramarine with surcharge omitted error in rejoined unused vertical 
pair from the left of the sheet, showing the lower portion of "OSTAG" of the marginal wmk "POSTAGE" 
with line underneath at left (see enhanced and mirrored detail of the reverse).
Condition
Blind perfs at left and both with trimmed margins as a result with the upper stamp trimmed into, top 
stamp with no gum, thin spot, slight defect at top right corner and roughly separated at right, lower 
stamp with original gum and in a slightly deeper shade than the stamp above due to being less exposed 
in the ca.150 years since they were first separated and only recently rejoined. The pair has been rejoined 
by three small hinges and is ever so slightly misaligned so the perfs don't quite match up but evidently 
belonged together with the alignment of the watermark.
Rarity
Only two unused examples of this error exist in private hands, with the only other in the Royal 
Collection (which was in a horizontal pair with the lower stamp when bought by S.G. in 1901). Only 11 
used examples are recorded of which seven are in private hands. It was first reported in the "Philatelic 
Record" in October 1879 and listed by Stanley Gibbons in 1892. Today it is catalogued by Stanley 
Gibbons at £50'000 unused and £55'000 for used, which given the number of used examples on the 
market it seems that the unused catalogue value is significantly undervalued. The last used example 
sold was in the Gary Diffen collection in April 2020 and realised £40'000 (hammer).
Comparable in rarity to the famous "Inverted Swan" error of Western Australia of which only seven 
examples, all used, remain in private hands. Stanley Gibbons gives it a catalogue value of £180'000. 
The last example offered at auction sold for CHF290'400 (incl. buyer's premium) in the Besançon 
collection in 2018, which was just under £220'000 at the time.
The great rarity of South Australia and one of the famous errors of Australian and indeed British 
Empire philately.
Provenance
Top example: Ernest Brown, Colonel Harry Napier, John Griffiths, Barton Sparrow and Michael Blake
Lower example: Ferrary (Sale 7 lot 107), Caspary and Boker

200’ - 250’000
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Tasmania

60479 F  /  128 
1840 (Oct 30) Wrapper from Hobart Town to Calcutta, India, with very fine strike of the crowned oval 
GPO ds, endorsed “per ship “Sovereign” from Launceston”, reverse with Bombay and Calcutta arrival 
ds, missing a page of contents, fine and scarce mail from Tasmania to India in this period.

500 - 700

60480 F  /  128 
1850 (Feb 18) Envelope from Launceston to California, USA, endorsed “Per Swan”, with ms “5”, reverse 
with despatch cds, minor staining at lower left, fine and scarce mail to the USA.

360 - 400

Victoria

60481 F  /  132 
1852 (Aug 14t Entire from Melbourne to London originally containing five pounds, endorsed “Registered” 
and 3d (for the ship rate), manuscript ½in black to be paid by the recipient (8d private ship rate and 
6d UK registration), Melbourne oval Paid despatch in red on the front, London arrival, fragment of 
registration voucher also on reverse which would have been returned to Melbourne, ship unknown but 
a very fast voyage of 99 days, ex Alan Holyoake RDP FRPSL.

80 - 100

60481A F  /  132 S.G. 32a
1855 (Nov 21) Envelope to England with 1855 6d. QV dull orange with wide margins all around (mild 
corner crease otherwise fine), on cover from MELBOURNE NO 21 1855 to Horsham, Sussex, with clear 
strike of scarce "AUSTRALIA PACKET PAID LIVERPOOL MR 4 56" cds further to manuscript "per ship 
James Baines" (BLACK BALL LINE), fine and very scarce.
Note: Due to the Crimean war, the General Screw shipping Co. withdrew from its contract for carrying 
Australian mails when the Admiralty began commandeering their steamships for use in said conflict. 
P&O did the same in December thus leaving Australia without scheduled steam service. No one knew 
how long the conflict would last, so the Post Office issued single-voyage contract and foreign mail then 
reverted to conveyance by sailing ship via Cape Horn (Tierra del Fuego, Chile). This envelope took 95 
days to reach GB! It was carried on the Black Ball James Baines which left Melbourne on 28 November 
1855 and arrived Liverpool on 2 March 1856. The ship was delayed by calms off Cape Horn.

200 - 300

60482 F  /  132 S.G. 32
1856 (Jan 30) Entire to Scotland endorsed “Per Hellespont / via Singapore”, with two 1854-55 
Woodblock 6d (one four margined, one 3 ½) tied by “1” barred circles paying the double rate, reverse 
with Melbourne FE 16 despatch and London MY 4 transit, Edinburgh MY 5 arrival, with “MORE TO PAY” 
hs applied in London with ms “8”, fine and rare mail carried by this steamer from which little surviving 
mail is recorded.
Note: During the Crimean War many P&O ships were pressed into naval service so mail services became 
infrequent and relied upon private shipping. The “Hellespont” was a coastal steamer that was sent to 
Singapore to be sold.

900 - 1’200

Bidding Steps  All bids in British Pound (£)

 50-100 5
 100-200 10
 200-500 20

 500-1000 50
 1’000-2’000 100
 2’000-5’000 200
 5’000-10’000 500

 10’000-20’000 1’000
 20’000-50’000 2’000
 50’000-100’000 5’000
 100’000-200’000 10’000

Bids between these steps will be adjusted accordingly to the next higher bid step.
The bidder is bound by his/her offer until a higher bid has been validly accepted.
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60483 F   S.G. 93
1860 (Oct 25) Merchant’s entire from Melbourne to Hong Kong with 1860 Beaded Ovals 6d orange 
tied by “1” barred circle with clear “OC 25 / 60” despatch for the first day of issue, Hong Kong arrival, 
endorsed “Pr Behar via Ceylon”, some trivial cover imperfections, one of the most attractive of the very 
few covers recorded bearing this stamp (only 60’000 stamps printed); an outstanding classic first 
day cover.

6’000 - 8’000

60484 F  /  132 
1863-66 Trio of covers with “INSUFFICIENTLY PAID / VIA MARSEILLES” hs in black, red or blue, each 
with 1862-64 Redrawn 6d black frankings, fine and scarce trio.

1’400 - 1’800

60485 F  /  132 
1875 (Mar 25) Envelope sent OHMS with ms legend at top and a fine strike of the “COMMR OF CROWN 
LANDS & SURVEY” coat-of-arms frank over-struck with Melbourne duplex, sent to Scotland with 
Edinburgh arrival, very fine.

400 - 500

60486 H   S.G. 291
1884-1900 Stamp Duty £100 pink-red cancelled-to-order with Melbourne JE 11 01 cds, faintest trace 
of a bend mentioned for accuracy and reinforced lower left corner perf., very fine and attractive high 
value (S.G. £1’000).

200 - 300
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Western Australia

60487 F   
1843 (Apr 17) Entire headed “Australind” & signed “W Pearce Clifton”, sent to England “p Phantom to 
Mauritius” (endorsed within), light strike of rectangular “SHIP LETTER / (crown) / WESTERN AUSTRALIA 
/ PAID” handstamp of Bunbury, date filled in by hand, reverse with boxed Calcutta Ship Letter ds in red 
and “LIVERPOOL / SHIP” ds, some typical age-related soiling and stains. 
This is the earlier of only two recorded covers bearing the Ship Letter handstamp (the other being 
from five years later & in red), carried per “Phantom” which departed from Port Leschenault (later 
Bunbury) on 20/4/1843 directly for Mauritius, ex Dr Cecil Walkley and David Mace.

8’000 - 10’000
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Commonwealth of Australia

60488 F   
1920 (Feb 26) Air Mail cover, Ross Smith England to Australia flight, envelope sent to Melbourne, 
bearing large blue event vignette cancelled by “First Aerial Mail / Received / Great Britain to Australia” 
oval cds, with additional strike to left, and a three line cachet in blue “Per Vickers Vimy Aeroplane to 
Australia” applied by Smith, a fine example of this rare cover; one of 364 flown, of which only 92 were 
to addresses in Melbourne and Victoria, cert. RPSL (1973).

2’000 - 3’000

60489 C S   S.G. 136s-138s
1931-36 10s, £1 and £2 with “SPECIMEN” overprint, mint h.r., very fine.

50 - 70

60490 CC J A   
1937 French essay of the 1s Lyrebird in blue in mint n.h. lower right corner date block of 15, differing in 
size particularly in height to the issued stamp, comb perf.13 on unwatermarked paper, with “Australia” 
and “One Shilling” scored out, dated 15.6.37, printed by the French Bureau of Engraving, very fine 
and rare.

2’000 - 4’000
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New Guinea

60491ex

60492ex

60491 CC J   S.G. 212-225
1939 ½d to £1 set of 14 in mint n.h. blocks of four, tiny gum skip on one of the £1, very fine and scarce 
multiples (S.G. £4’400+).

1’300 - 1’500

60492 CC C   S.G. 212-225
1939 ½d to £1 mint set of 14, with the 10s and £1 mint n.h., very fine (S.G. £1’100.).

300 - 400

Bahamas

60493 F  /  132 
1836 Entire to London rated 4/4 showing a good strike of the straight-line “BAHAMAS” hs (type B3) on 
reverse and a red arrival of 6 JU 1836 across the join, carried by the non-standard route due to the late 
arrival of the Mexican packet via Haiti to St. Thomas and then per Falmouth packet “Alert”, addressee 
erased otherwise fine, ex Urwick, Ludington and Freeland.

400 - 500

60494 F  /  132 
1836ca. undated entire to England rated “2/2” and corrected to “4/4”, showing good strike of straight-
line “BAHAMAS” hs (type B1), a good clean entire, scarce, ex Staircase (1999).

150 - 200

60495 F  /  132 
1842 Entire from Vera-Cruz to London and sent via the Bahamas, charged 1/- in manuscript, flap with 
good straight-line “BAHAMAS” hs (type B1) and London arrival cds, minor staining, fine, ex Charles 
Freeland.

240 - 280

60496 F  /  132 
1845 (Jan 31) Missionary entire from Nassau to London, rated 1/- for the single packet rate bearing a 
good strike of straight-line “BAHAMAS” hs (Proud PS8) in red (earliest known date for this mark), 
London PAID arrival, carried by vessel “Tay” via Bermuda, a little stained along central horizontal filing 
crease otherwise fine, ex Davis Wood and Ludington.

500 - 600

60497 F   
1846 Entire from Nassau to the Wesleyan Mission in London, rated 1/-, reverse showing a very fine 
“NASSAU / NEW PROVIDENCE” cds (Proud D1) of JU 18 1846 and London arrival, a little soiled, fine, 
ex Ludington.

90 - 100
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60498 60501 60502ex

60498 C P   
1859 1d Brown-Lake plate proof top marginal pair on medium to thick and slightly transparent paper, 
mint o.g. very fine

400 - 600

60499 F   S.G. 21
1863-77 1d Carmine-lake, wmk Crown CC, perf. 12 ½, on an undated inland envelope from an 
outer island to Nassau, cancelled by fine barred “27” with manuscript “Unclaimed” and unframed 
“ADVERTISED” in red at left, a very rare local rate cover, ex Ludington and Abaco (2010).

1’000 - 1’200

60500 CC J   S.G. 175a
1942 Columbus £1 grey-green & black mint n.h. left marginal block of four, with variety “dots in 4 of 
1492” on lower right stamp, toned gum, fine (S.G. £120+).

70 - 100

Bahrain

60501 C   S.G. 63a
1948 Olympics 2 ½d ultramarine with variety overprint double, mint l.h., a fresh and fine example of 
this rare variety, cert RPS (1980) (S.G. £3’500).

1’000 - 1’500

Barbados

60502 DCE P   
1875 ½d, 3d and 4d Britannia issue Perkins & Bacon plate proofs in black in horizontal pairs on 
ungummed paper, very fine.

200 - 300
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60503ex
60504

60503 CC C P   
1892 Seal of Colonies 3d in 7 colour trials, all mint h.r. or n.h., fresh colour, an attractive group for the 
specialist.

600 - 700

60504 C P   
1918 “Seal of Colonies” 4d black & carmine imperforate proof on wmk Multi CA paper, mint hinged, 
very fine and scarce.

120 - 150

60505 F  /  140 
1920-27 Lot of five covers, sent to Switzerland, all underpaid with postage due stamps applied upon 
arrival, nicely written up, includes 1920 cover with 1d black and vermillion winged victory from Louvre 
issue, sent to Lucerne, charged 30c with postage due alongside, also cover dated 1927 franked with 
two 1d red King Charles and George V commemorative, tied neatly by single Barbados-GPO cds, with 
15c postage due tied by Bern cds, a very attractive lot.

180 - 240

Barbuda

60506 F   
1832 (Apr 27) Entire letter (Codrington correspondence) from John Winter in Barbuda, “pr Antaeus” and 
rated 1/6 (ship letter 8d inland 10d), boxed “INDIA LETTER/ PLYMOUTH” applied in error overstruck by 
way of correction by boxed “SHIP-LETTER/ PLYMOUTH” with a further strike also on the reverse, usual 
filing folds, the letter makes extensive reference to a three-month drought: “I have nothing favourable 
to communicate. I see nothing but misery staring us in the face it is impossible for Bbda. to be in a 
worse state from drouth... “, unsurprisingly the only known example of the “India Letter” applied to 
a letter from Barbuda.

1’600 - 2’000
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Basutoland

60504

60511

60507 H   S.G. 19a
1938 Pictorials 1d scarlet with “tower flaw” variety, used with wavy line machine cancel, very fine 
(S.G. £275)

80 - 100

Batum (see also lot 20700 in "Italy and Italian Postal History Abroad.  
The Valter Astolfi Collection")

60508 F  /  140 S.G. 20
1920 (Jan 10) Cover sent to Berne, Switzerland, franked with a 15r on 1k orange, four margins, very 
fine, tied by the cds of Batum, arrival cds on reverse dated 22.1.20, a clean and fine example of this 
popular region and issue.

200 - 250

Bermuda

60509 H   S.G. 93d, 93
1924-32 12s6d Grey & Orange, 8th printing, showing variety “break through scroll” (R1/9, Head Plate 
Flaw 9B), with two partial Hamilton datestamps well clear of the flaw, very fine and scarce, especially 
used, ex Whitin and Pitts (SG unpriced used), plus 1924-32 12s6d Grey & Orange with crisp Paget cds 
(SG £375), slight thin at top left, fine appearance.

150 - 200

60510 F   SG 38, 79
1909-32 Postage Due cover and postcard sent to Hogen, Switzerland, a 1909 envelope, franked with 
1d red, with 20c and 10c postage dues alongside tied by cds of Hogen, and postcard of Hamilton, 
franked with 1d tied by 1932 St Georges cds, with 15c postage dues tied to back, an interesting pair, 
both fine.

70 - 90
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60511 CC  /  141 118be
1938-53 5s dull yellow-green and red on yellow, chalk-surfaced paper, perf.14 1/4 (May 1941 printing) 
showing variety “broken lower right scroll” (R5/12) in mint n.h. lower right corner marginal, very fine; one 
of only 200 possible (S.G. £1’300+).

300 - 400

60512 60513

60512 C   121
1938-53 MCA £1 purple and black, mint, fresh and very fine

80 - 120

60513 H   S.G. 116bf
1938-53 2s Deep Purple & Ultramarine on grey blue, line perf. 14 1/4, showing variety “gash on chin”, 
partial Hamilton cds leaving variety clear, corner perf. fault at top right, fine and scarce (SG £1’300).

80 - 120

British Guiana

60514 P   S.G. 18a var
1853-55 4c black imperf. plate proof with retouch above value variety and flawed second A of 
GUIANA, large margins, very fine and very few exist and this is possibly the finest, cert. RPS (2019).

1’200 - 1’500

60515 H   S.G. 20
1853-55 4c pale blue imperf. with very good to large margins, with light and clear strike of the Demerara 
cds, a superb used example, cert. RPS (2019).

800 - 1’000
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60516 CC J   S.G. 53
1862-64 4c blue, perf.12 ½-13, mint n.h. block of four, fresh and very fine (SG £480+).

120 - 150

60517 F  /  140 
1918-38 Selection of four covers underpaid to Switzerland, two from British Guiana, one a 1926 
envelope franked with vertical pair of the George V 2c bright violet, tied by Taymouth Manor cds, with 
25c Switzerland postage due to front, tied by Berne cds, a 1936 George V 6c deep ultramarine tied to 
envelope by Buxton cds, sent to Schweiz, with 30c postage due tied by Rach cds, also included is a 
rare cover sent from Trinidad and Tobago, franked with 6c sepia and blue (SG233), with Georgetown, 
British Guiana cds to front, tax mark and Switzerland 30c postage due, tied by faint Zurich cds, and 
also an official envelope, headed up, On His Majesty’s Service, from the General Post Office, Nassau, 
no stamp, sent to Berne with 50c postage due applied on arrival; a very fine selection, rare and scarce 
examples.

240 - 300

British Honduras

60518 F  /  140 S.G. 138-142
1932 Belize Relief Fund set of five on 1936 (Apr 15) envelope to England tied by Belize cds, with 
advertising slogan “Eat British Honduras Grapefruit” below, very fine.

150 - 200

British Levant

60519 C S   
1885-88 12pi on 2s6d, small study incl. “SPECIMEN” type 9 on blued paper and white paper, 
“SPECIMEN” type 15 on white paper (crease), and four mint examples with different shades from 
different printings, mostly fine.

150 - 200

British Occupation of Italian Colonies (see also lots 20431-20447 in "Italy and Italian 
Postal History Abroad. The Valter Astolfi Collection")
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British P.O. in Siam (Bangkok)

One of Only Two Known Covers with the 24c

60520 F   S.G. 9
1883 (Oct 13) Envelope from the French Consulate in Bangkok to France with 1882-85 wmk CC 24c 
green tied by a Bangkok cds, with Singapore and Modane à Paris transits adjacent, reverse with “* LE 
CONSUL ET COMMISSAIRE DE FRANCE * / BANGKOK” consular cachet in blue along with Paris and 
Angers arrival, some minor creasing otherwise fine and extremely rare.
This is one of only two known examples of the 24c on cover paying the triple rate (underneath the 
stamp is the notation “3” to denote the triple rate). A magnificent showpiece of the highest calibre for 
the greatest of connoisseurs. 
Note: The addressee is the Madame la Comtesse de Kergaradec in Angers, France. The Consul-Général 
de France at this time was Le Comte de Kergaradec. 

25’000 - 30’000
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British Solomon Islands

60521 C   S.G. 3 var
1907 2d Indigo with variety imperforate between margin, mint l.h., very fine and scarce.

1’000 - 1’500

British Virgin Islands

60522 F  /  View the images online. SG 147
1903-16 Two covers to Switzerland, with postage dues on arrival, includes a 1903 ½d green post card, 
sent to Chaux-de-Fonds, with “T” mark in black to front and 10c Swiss postage due tied by fine cds, 
and a stampless, On His Majesty’s Service, large format envelope, sent 1916, originating from the 
“Commissioners Office Virgin Islands”, with cachet lower left, charged 50c on arrival, with postage due 
stamp tied by Bern cds, two fine examples; scarce.

240 - 300

Cameroon

60523 CC C H J   S.G. B1-B13
1915 C.E.F. issue, attractive mint & used collection in a small stockbook from ½d on 3pf to 5s on 5m, 
incl. blocks, marginal multiples and singles, some varieties noted, mostly very fine and fresh (141).

240 - 300

60524 60525 60526

60524 C   S.G. B3b
1915 C.E.F. 1d on 10pf with double surcharge variety, mint h.r., couple of small wrinkles, fine (S.G. £425).

240 - 300

60525 CC   S.G. B10a
1915 C.E.F. 1s on 1M with “s” inverted variety, mint n.h., very fine and scarce (S.G. £1’000+).

750 - 900

60526 CC   S.G. B13b
1915 C.E.F. 5s on 5M with “s” broken at top variety (row3/1), mint n.h. with full margin at left, very fine 
and scarce, cert. Brandon (2015) (S.G. £1’200+).

1’000 - 1’200
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Canada

60527 F  /  140 
1850 (Mar 11) Incoming stampless envelope from UK to Scarborough (near Toronto) with manuscript 
“Registered Letter” in red ink and “6” in red crayon, Darlington despatch cds in blue and a “½” rate 
mark in red ink marked in Canada with a large manuscript “M” in ink (money letter) and straight-line 
“MONEY LETTER” in red, the reverse with undated St. Johns Chapel village postmark and part Toronto 
transit, one side flap missing and some soiling, one of the earliest known Canadian Money Letters, 
ex Alan Holyoake RDP FRPSL.
Note: Prior to January 1858 there was no reciprocal arrangement for the exchange of registered letters 
between U.K. and British North America, letters could only be registered in the U.K. as far as the port of 
departure. Arrangement in North America were left to the discretion of the Colonial Office and in Canada 
they were handled as Money Letters. 

170 - 200

60528 F  /  140 
1851 (Apr 15) Entire letter on blue paper marked “Money” to Vittoria, bearing London despatch cds, 
“MONEY LETTER” hs, “PAID” hs, ms 35 ½and 6 rate marks, reverse bearing Brantford, Simcoa and 
Vittoria arrival cds, a very early cover and an interesting forerunner to the registered post in Canada, ex 
Warren S. Wilkinson (2007) and Alan Holyoake RDP FRPSL.

100 - 150

60529 F   
1857 Envelope to England franked by 10d blue Cartier, with large to huge margins, neatly tied by target 
cancel to cover from Quebec, with double ring cds and “8d Stg.” rate hs adjacent, red London bs; rarely 
seen this fine.

1’000 - 1’500

60530 F  /  140 
1857 (Aug 1) Envelope sent registered to India from Quebec by Allan Lines Packet North American via 
Liverpool, London and Bombay with 1d local registration fee paid by the sender indicated by the red 
“REGISTERED” s/l handstamp, ms reg’n “No. 31” along with “PAID 6d. Stg.” and ms ½in (8d Sterling 
postage and 6d Sterling registration fee). As the combined postage had been prepaid to destination 
the letter then went from Quebec to Agra without any further charge for registration (an example of 
free registration), received in London Aug 13 from Liverpool in a closed bag and the red “(CROWN)/
REGISTERED” hs applied, sent in a closed bag to Southampton for Bombay on the S.S. Columbo 
arriving in Alexandria Sep 3, thence from Suez on the P&O S.S. Pekin arriving Bombay Sep 19 with 
arrival cds, a rare registered cover from Canada to India, ex Alan Holyoake RDP FRPSL.
Note: The letter is addressed to an army doctor attached to the 3rd Europeans regiment at the fort in 
Agra, which was one of the few places that held out during the 1857 Sepoy Indian Mutiny. The state of 
the Indian Postal Service during the Mutiny and what was done to this letter upon arriving in Bombay 
is not known. 

1’200 - 1’500
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60531 F  /  148 
1858 (Sep 16) Stampless envelope to the Crown Lands Department in Toronto with manuscript “3” 
overstruck by a fine strike of the “FREE” hs with “REGISTERED” alongside (indicating that 1d was paid 
for registration, charged even if the postage was free), Bristol despatch cds below and various changes 
to the registration number, the reverse with Aylmer in red, part City of Ottawa cds (part removed along 
with the wax seal) and Toronto arrival, a rare example of a registered free cover, ex Harold Lussey, 
Warren S. Wilkinson (2007) and Alan Holyoake RDP FRPSL.

200 - 260

60532 F  /  148 
1872 (Feb 23) Envelope to Clinton, Ontario, bearing Small Queen 3c dull red and pair of 1c orange on 
stout paper, tied by London Ontario “6” duplex with straight-line “REGISTERED” and faint “TOO-LATE” 
hs, reverse with arrival cds, paying 3c postage (under ½oz) plus 2c registration, an attractive franking 
on a clean cover posted after the closure of the mail, ex Alan Holyoake RDP FRPSL.

120 - 160

60533ex
60535

60533 C   S.G. 375-388 var
1942-48 War Effort set of 14 to $1 in imperforate pairs, very fine o.g., a rare and most attractive set (only 
150 existed of the 5c, 100 of the 1c to 4c and 8c, 75 of 10c and 50 each of the 13c to $1).

1’200 - 1’500

60534 F collection   
1903-38 Cover lot of cards and envelopes, one front, 38 examples in total, all with Switzerland postage 
due applied, originating from Canada, includes a 1903 postcard endorsed “Printed Matter” sent to 
Neuchatel, franked with Queen Victoria 1c green (late use) tied by Montreal cancel and taxed 5c, with 
a Helvetia 10c postage due tied to front, a 1918 large illustrated postcard of the Quebec Bridge, sent 
to Le Locle, franked with George V 1c, 2c and 3c, 8c tax mark, with 30c and 5c Helvetia postage dues 
tied by Le Locle cds, also an envelope franked with 3c George V 1938 tied by Vancouver mark, sent 
to Barbados, with forwarded label from the Marine Hotel tied by GPO Barbados cds, and postage due 
of 15c applied in Switzerland and tied to front, fine condition, many interesting items, some scarce 
examples.

800 - 1’000

Newfoundland

60535 H   S.G. 51 var, Sc. 48a var
1887 2c orange-vermilion imperforate, cancelled by black barred circle, uncatalogued and rare as such, 
described as a remainder by the cert. Brandon (1998).

150 - 300

60536 C H   S.G. 51, 54, 55, 62 & 63a
1887-96 group of five imperforate stamps, four cancelled and one with original gum, uncatalogued and 
rare as such, some small faults, described as remainders by the certs Brandon (1998) for each stamp.

400 - 600
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60537 J DCE  /  140 S.G. 55 var, Sc. 61i
1890 3c deep slate on red tinted paper in unused top marginal block of 49 with British American Bank 
Note Co. Ottowa imprint at top, recovered from a shipment shipwrecked en route from Ottawa to 
Newfoundland and hence with minor imperfections and without gum as usual, unpriced as such in 
Unitrade, cert. Brandon (1998).

800 - 1’200

60538 J DCE  /  140 S.G. 55 var, Sc. 61i
1890 3c deep slate on red tinted paper in unused lower marginal block of 20 with British American 
Bank Note Co. Ottowa imprint at at foot, recovered from a shipment shipwrecked en route from 
Ottawa to Newfoundland and hence with without gum as usual, unpriced as such in Unitrade, cert. 
Brandon (1998).

400 - 600

60539
60540 60542 60543

60539 C   S.G. 62 var, Sc. 57 var
1896 ½c orange-vermilion imperforate with original gum, very fine, uncatalogued and rare as such, 
described as a remainder by the cert. Brandon (1998).

150 - 300

60540 H   S.G. 63a var, Sc. 45
1896 1c green imperforate, cancelled by black barred circle, uncatalogued and rare as such, described 
as a remainder by the cert. Brandon (1998).

150 - 300

60541 CC C S   
1897 1c green, selection of eleven mint and mint n.h. singles showing red Specimen ovpts and ABN 
security punches, plus 1897-1918 1c carmine with similar ovpts, a scarce assembly (12)

200 - 300

60542 C   S.G. 80 var, Sc. 75 var
1897 1c on 3c grey-purple with misplaced surcharge (type 36), mint with original gum, very fine, cert. 
Brandon (1998).

200 - 400

60543 C   S.G. 80 var, Sc. 75 var
1897 1c on 3c grey-purple with misplaced surcharge downwards (type 36), mint with original gum, very 
fine, cert. Brandon (1998).

150 - 300

60544 F  /  148 
1924-29 Two covers from Newfoundland to Switzerland, with postage dues applied on arrival, one a 
1924 commercial envelope franked with 2c and 3c, sent to Basle, with a pair of Helvetia 15c postage 
dues tied neatly to front by cds, and 1929 printed envelope franked with pair of 2c carmine, SS Caribou 
issues, tied by St Johns slogan cancel, with violet tax mark and a 20c Swiss postage due stamp tied by 
Berne cds, fine examples and not common.

100 - 150
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Prince Edward Island

60545 F  /  148 
1870 (Apr 8) Envelope from St. Eleanors to Charlottetown franked at the 2d internal rate by 1862-69 4d 
black bisected diagonally, tied by red 10-bar oval (and by black 8-bar oval on arrival) with legible red 
despatch cds alongside, type P8 arrival backstamp, small faults (the bisect with some trimmed perfs 
and minor creasing) though a spectacular cover with the red cancels and very rare thus (S.G. £2’000+).

700 - 900

Cayman Islands

60546 F  /  148 
1907 (Jul 3) Printed envelope sent registered to Boston, bearing ½d pair, 1d and 2 ½d neatly tied by 
George Town (type 4) cds correctly paying the registered 1oz non-Empire rate, type 1 “R” in oval at top 
left with US etiquette added, right ½d showing the R1/4 LP slotted frame variety though has missing 
perfs at lower right, part of backflap missing, only 258 ever printed of this variety, ex James Podger.

160 - 200

60547 F  /  148 
1907 (Oct 7) “Kinze” envelope sent registered to Germany bearing 1905 1d, 1s violet and green and 
the ½d on 1d provisional, tied by George Town cds (type 4), transit reg. handstamp of Tunas de Zaza (a 
small Cuban port) adjacent, with Havana reg’d handstamp and German arrival on reverse, an attractive 
and very scarce cover, ex James Podger.

500 - 600

60548 F  /  148 S.G. 29, 38
1908 (Jun 30) Envelope sent registered to Boston bearing 4d and 1/4d pair tied by George Town JU 30 
cds on the first day of issue of the 1/4d, also tied by “R” in oval and registration crayon, Kingston transit 
alongside, New York and Boston markings on reverse, envelope with faults but the only recorded First 
Day cover of the 1/4d, ex James Podger.

340 - 400

60549 F   
1908 (Jul 17) Envelope sent registered to the USA, bearing 1s wmk Crown CA tied by George Town 
(type 4) cds, Jamaica transit adjacent, probably overpaying the rate though a very scarce stamp on 
cover, ex Maisel and James Podger.

120 - 150

60550 F   
1908 (Oct 26) Envelope sent registered to Czechoslovakia bearing 2 ½d, 1/4d block of four and 1d on 
4d Revenue, correctly paying the 4 ½d non-Empire registered rate, tied by Georgetown type 5 cds, 
cover slightly truncated at right not detracting from the attractive appearance, very rare postal usage of 
the revenue, one of only three covers recorded, ex James Podger.
Note: Being a Revenue stamp and not authorised for postal use the 1d on 4d should have been 
disallowed and returned for the deficient ½d to be added as in the case of the other two covers each of 
which has a pair of 1/4d added on top of the registration crayon lines. The example in the Maisel sale 
Feb 2007 sold for $4312.50.

1’200 - 1’500
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60551 F  /  152 
1909 (Aug 14) Envelope sent registered to Birmingham, Alabama, bearing 4d pair and 1/4d corner block 
of eight with sheet number in blue, tied by Georgetown (type 5) cds, Jamaica transit adjacent, Boston 
transit and Birmingham arrivals on reverse, an appealing cover, ex Marston and James Podger.

150 - 200

60552 F  /  152 
1913 Envelope to Georgetown bearing KEVII ½d green tied by very good boxed “EAST END / Grand 
Cayman / RURAL / Post Gollection” in violet (showing the misspelling of Collection), Georgetown 
receiver of FE 13 13 alongside, reverse with Boddentown transits, very fine and rare, ex James Podger.

850 - 1’000

60553 F  /  152 H&G A3
1913 (Mar 1) 1d Postal Stationery envelope sent registered to Pittsburgh, uprated with ½d strip of three 
and a 2d, paying 2d postage and 2 ½d registration, tied by Georgetown (type 5) cds, blue crayon GC 
above number registration cachet (type R4) below, reverse with Kingston, Philadelphia and Pittsburgh 
cds, some mounting flaws, an attractive mixed franking cover, ex Maisel and James Podger.

200 - 260

60554 F  /  152 
1915 (31 May) Envelope sent registered to Brazil bearing KEVII ½d pair, KEVII 1d and KGV 2 ½d, 
neatly cancelled by two very fine strikes of East End type 2 cds, with ms Grand Cayman registration 
marking adjacent, several transits and Bahia arrival on reverse, a very attractive mixed colour franking 
of considerable scarcity paying the correct 4 ½d rate, ex James Podger.

650 - 750

60555 F  /  152 
1915 (Jul 8) Envelope sent registered to the well known dealers W.T. Wilson in Birmingham, UK, bearing 
5s neatly tied by Georgetown (type 5) cds with type R6 manuscript registration adjacent, reverse with 
a Kingston Jamaica registered transit and a Birmingham receiver, a very clean and attractive cover, ex 
James Podger.

150 - 200

60556 F   
1940 (Jan 31) Envelope to USA with hand coloured airmail stripes around the edge, bearing 2 ½d neatly 
tied by “The Creek” cds, straight-line violet “CENSORED” at lower left (type CH2, used at Cayman Brac 
and The Creek), envelope reduced at left and some colour run at base, the earliest known date for 
this censor mark, ex James Podger.

150 - 200

60557 F  /  152 
1947 (Nov 3) Incoming first flight cover from Jamaica bearing 1d and 1 ½d tied by Halfway-Tree cds, 
endorsed “First Official Flight Jamaica to Cayman Islands” in manuscript with typed “By Cayman Island 
Airways”, reverse with Cayman Brac NO 18 cds, very fine, ex James Podger. 
Note: The service was abandoned and the few covers prepared were not flown.

200 - 300

Ceylon

60558ex 60561 60562 60564

60558 P   
1857-59 4d, 6d, 10s, 1s and 2s plate proofs in black on wove paper, the 4d, 6d and 10d just cut into, 
fine margins on the 1s and 2s, fine to very fine.

150 - 200
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60559 H   S.G. 4
1857-59 4d dull rose used HORIZONTAL PAIR with two barred cancels and portion of bank cachet, 
cut into on three sides of the right hand stamp, horizontal crease at foot, extremely rare exhibition with 
only three pairs recorded (of which two are in public hands and one in the Royal Collection), ex Ferrary, 
Harris, Bailey and Agabeg.

3’000 - 4’000

60560 F   S.G. 4, 1
1859 (Dec 29) Envelope from Pusilawe to England with 1857-59 4d rose, just cut into at right and foot, 
and 6d on blued paper both tied by faint barred cancels, endorsed “via Marseille”, despatch with ms 
date and London arrival, scissor cut-in below stamps, cover has been extensively repaired and the 
stamps lifted and treated to reduced staining (affecting the colour), an extremely rare franking and an 
exhibition showpiece, cert. BPA (2020).

6’000 - 8’000

60561 C  /  151 S.G. 5
1857-59 5d Chestnut mint part o.g., just about clear at right hand side otherwise fine margins, fine and 
fresh, cert. Darteyre & Cie (1952) (SG £1’600)

150 - 200

60562 C  /  151 S.G. 35
1861-64 Wmk Star rough perf. 1s slate-violet mint o.g. pair, small paper adhesion on one stamp, fine 
(SG £450+).

60 - 80
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60563 C   
1883 48c pale-brown, wmk crown CA, “Trial Perforation 12”, mint, part original gum, nicely centred, 
vibrant colour, slight trimming across base, fine example of this extraordinarily rare trial; unlisted 
although recognised as a Ceylon rarity, having been in the collections of the eminent collectors of this 
region; the finer of the two known; cert. RPSL (2008); ex GP Bailey, Isleham and Fernlands. 

3’500 - 4’000

60564 H L  /  151 S.G. 178a
1885 5c on 4c rose with variety inverted surcharge, neatly used with partial barred oval, very fine (S.G. 
£325), plus forgery of the inverted surcharge on 4c rosy mauve.

60 - 80

60565 C J   S.G. 303a
1912-25 King George V 5c purple with variety watermark sideways in mint right marginal block of nine, 
middle stamp of top row hinged otherwise mint n.h., toned gum, fine and scarce (SG £4’500+).

800 - 1’200

Cyprus
Austrian Offices

60566 F  /  152 
1855 (Apr 4) Entire letter (in Italian) from Larnaca to Genoa, with superb strike of the “LARNACA” two 
line datestamp at upper right, “FRANCA” h/s at lower left and red “P.D.”, arrival bs (21 APR 55) and 
12/14 red crayon rating on upper flap which would open for display, light filing fold, fine, ex Warwick and 
Richardson (RL 6 July 1960 lot 19). 

400 - 500

60567 F  /  152 
1855 (May 17) Entire letter (in Italian) from Larnaca to Genoa good strike of the “LARNACA” two-line 
datestamp at upper right as well as “FRANCA” and red P.D. handstamps at upper left, Genoa arrival 
cds (9 GIU 55) on upper flap and red 12/14 m/s rate mark on reverse, minor faults and creasing, still a 
fine cover, ex Warwick.

400 - 500
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60568 F  /  156 
1857 (Jun 1) Entire letter (in Italian) from Larnaca to Genoa with mostly fine LARNACA two-line 
datestamp at upper right and very fine red D.A.a.L. (Diritto Austriaco Austriache Lire, indicating the 
amount due to the Austrian post office in Austrian Lira) at left, “21” rate crossed out and altered to 12/14 
with 11 charged on arrival, boxed red Genova arrival on upper flap which opens well for display, filing 
fold but a very neat and clean cover, ex Warwick.

300 - 400

60569 F  /  156 
1859 (Feb 22) Entire letter (in Italian) from Larnaca to Livorno with very fine “LARNACA” two-line 
datestamp in BLUE, rated “20/15” in red crayon, Livorno arrival cds on lower flap (which opens 
perfectly for display), filing fold and small edge fault at left, still a fine and most attractive usage of this 
first Larnaca despatch postmark, very rare in blue, ex Warwick.

440 - 480

60570 F  /  156 
1866 (Jan 14) Wrapper from Larnaca to Trieste (Ralli correspondence) with fine “LARNACCA DI CIPRO” 
cds, rated 40 in blue crayon (unpaid double rate), red arrival backstamp, clean and neat.

150 - 200

60571 F  /  156 
1872 (Mar 12) Wrapper to Syros (Greece) pre-paid in cash with very fine “LARNACCA DI CIPRO” cds 
in brown and rated 20 in red crayon, franked on arrival Greece 20l blue Large Hermes head (four large 
margins) affixed for internal postage due, reverse with Lloyd Agency Smyrna and Syros backstamps, 
filing folds (one crossing the adhesive), still very fine and attractive, ex Warwick.

440 - 480

British Post Offices

60572 F  /  156 
1879 (Feb 5) cover from Nicosia to London (Biddulph correspondence) bearing Great Britain 1878-80 
2 ½d rosy mauve pl.12 (corner perf was folded under but now has been unfolded) tied by light “969” 
numeral with very fine despatch cds alongside, reverse with Larnaca transit cds (Feb 5) and London 
arrival cds (Feb 15), trivial edge wrinkles but particularly neat and attractive, a fine and rare cover from 
this office.

650 - 850

60573 60574 60575
60576

60573 H   S.G. (Z37)
1878-80 2d blue pl. 15 DD, cancelled by the “D48” military headquarters Nicosia, fine used, unlisted 
and very rare usage.

150 - 250

60574 H   S.G. Z11
1878-80 2 ½d rosy-mauve pl. 11, cancelled by the “974” Kyrenia, thin lower left side, otherwise a good 
example of this scarce usage.

150 - 250

60575 H   S.G. Z14
1978-80 2 ½d rosy-mauve pl. 10, 11, 12, 13 and 14, cancelled by the “942” Larnaca, plate 10 has 
a corner crease, plates 11 and 12 some toning, plate 13 a tear lower right, otherwise a good to fine 
selection of this scarce cancel.

100 - 200

60576 H   S.G. Z28
1878-80 ½d rose-red pl. 20 GI, cancelled by the “975” Limassol, just discernible, fine and scarce 
example, plate 20 not listed as used in Limassol.

100 - 150
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60577
60578

60579

60577 H   S.G. Z34
1878-80 4d sage-green pl. 16 DF, cancelled by the “975” Limassol, wing margin trimmed, otherwise 
fine and rare usage.

200 - 300

60578 H   S.G. Z35
1978-80 ½d rose-red pl. 19 AV, cancelled by the “969” Nicosia, fine and scarce example, plate 19 not 
listed as used in Nicosia.

100 - 200

60579 H   S.G. Z45
1978-80 1d red pl. 213 AD, cancelled by the “981” Paphos, horizontal crease and small thin to side, 
otherwise fine and rare use.

100 - 200

Overprinted Stamps of Great Britain

60580
60581

60583

60584

60580 H   S.G. 1
1880 ½d rosy pl. 19, overprint type 1, used with “975” Limassol, a well centred and fine example of 
this scarce issue.

200 - 300

60581 C   S.G. 2
1880 1d red pl. 174 EE, overprint type 2, mint, large part of original gum, well positioned, some gum 
creasing and slight toning, otherwise fine example of this scarce stamp.

300 - 400

60582 CC J  /  View the images online. S.G. 3
1880 2 ½d rosy mauve pl. 14 complete bottom half of sheet plate sheet of 96 mint stamps, unmounted, 
with varieties and errors, colour faded, still rare.

300 - 400

60583 CC C J   S.G. 4
1880 4d Sage-Green pl.16 CA/DC mint block of six (lower row mint nh), right pair with some small trivial 
bends, very fine and fresh multiple (SG £840+).

400 - 600

60584 C   S.G. 7
1881 1d red pl. 220 KG, half-penny surcharge double hyphen variety, mint, patchy original gum, fine 
example of this rare variety, only 2 per sheet per plate (AG and KG).

100 - 200
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60585 60586 60588 60591

60585 C   S.G. 7
1881 1d red pl. 181 DC, half-penny surcharge, used “975” Limassol, perfs trimmed lower left, good used.

50 - 75

60586 C   S.G. 9
1881 1d red pl. 205 KG, half-penny surcharge small “n” error, mint, gum wrinkles, fine example.

100 - 200

60587 G  /  156 S.G. 9
1881 1d red pl. 215, vertical strip of five tied to small piece by the a Larnaca cds dated JU 1 81, first day 
of issue, and all stamps exhibit the small “n” variety of surcharge, a very fine and rare piece.

200 - 300

Queen Victoria Keyplate Issues

60588 H   S.G. 11
1881 ½pi emerald-green, wmk CC with horizontal line top, used, part Limassol 975 cancel, washed 
colour otherwise fine example of this unlisted wmk variety.

50 - 100

60589 G P   S.G. 12-15 var
1881 Die I Wmk CC imprimatur colour proof 1pi rose, 2pi blue, 4pi pale olive-green and 6pi olive-grey, 
each handstamped “CANCELLED” (type D7) and affixed to piece of card (124x30mm), a unique group.

2’500 - 3’000

60590 G P   S.G. 13-15 var
1881 Die I Wmk CC imprimatur colour proof 2pi blue, 4pi pale olive-green and 6pi olive-grey, each 
handstamped “SPECIMEN” (type D8) and affixed to small piece, fine and a possibly unique trio.

2’500 - 3’000

60591 C   S.G. 14
1881 4pi pale olive-green, wmk CC, mint, small hinge remains, well centred, pulled perf top, otherwise 
fine example of this stamp.

200 - 300
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60592
60594

60592 A   S.G. 15 var
1881 Die I Wmk CC 6pi essay, with key-plate imperforate proof in olive-grey with “CYPRUS” and “SIX 
PIASTRES” handpainted in the tablets, affixed to card (82x114mm), a unique showpiece item.

4’500 - 5’000

60593 C P   S.G. 16 var
1882-86 Die I Wmk CA ½pi green imperf. imprimatur, mint h.r., right marginal example with good 
margins elsewhere, very fine.

700 - 800

60594 A   S.G. 18-21 var
1882-86 Die I Wmk CA 30pa essay, comprising stamp-size die proof in black on glazed card with 
“CYPRUS” and “30 PARAS” handpainted in black with Chinese white background, affixed to card 
(81x104mm) with “DE LA RUE & CO” dummy stamp in pale mauve affixed at foot and with the card 
dated “Jany 25.82”, the reverse with manuscript “C.A. Vol. 7 folio 151. Call for new 30para stamp 7/1/82 
by Postmaster. Approved by C.A. 4/3/82”; outstanding and unique in private hands, ex “Aphrodite” and 
Lord Vestey.

4’500 - 5’000
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60595 G P   S.G. 18-21 var
1882-86 Die I Wmk CA 1pi, 4pi and 6pi duty plate die proofs, each stamp-size in black on glazed card 
and affixed to De La Rue striking book piece endorsed “Nov. 4 12 leads each”, the proofs endorsed 
in red ink “Plate increased to 80 set.” with the “80” subsequently deleted and replaced with “120”; a 
unique item from the De La Rue archive, ex Cruttwell.
Note: This piece is attributed to 1883 with the 12 leads having been struck extra for the existing duty 
plates made in 1880. The endorsement regarding the increase in the set may well refer to the introduction 
of the 120 set plate number 2 in 1886.

700 - 900

60596 60598 60599

60596 C   S.G. 25c
1882 ½on ½pi emerald-green, wmk CC, mint, “spur on 1” variety of surcharge, hinge remains, well 
centred, fine example of this overprint error.

100 - 150

60597 No lot.

60598 C P   S.G. 41 var
1886 30pa imperf. colour trial in yellow-green and pink, mint h.r., slightly toned gum otherwise fine.

500 - 600

60599 C P   S.G. 41 var
1886 30pa imperf. colour trial in blue-green and dull red, mint h.r., slightly toned gum otherwise fine.

500 - 600

60600 F  /  156 S.G. 13
1888 (Jun 7) Military correspondence franked with 1882-86 2pi tied by “D47” duplex of POLYMEDIA 
CAMP with despatch cds below, sent to British Columbia, Canada, with “1ST BATALLION OF PRINCESS 
OF WALES’ OWN YORKSHIRE REGIMENT” imprint on backflap along with Limassol, Larnaca and 
London transits, some minor toning, fine and scarce.

400 - 700

60601 F   S.G. 31
1890 (May 3) Commercial cover with 1892-94 2pi tied by Nikosia squared circle, sent to KEROUAN, 
Tunisia with Susa arrival bs, roughly opened at top left and some discolouration to the stamp, scarce 
destination.

60 - 80
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60602

60603

60604

60602 C P   S.G. 35 var
1892-94 Die II Wmk CA 4pi olive-green imperf. imprimatur, mint l.h., good to large margins showing 
“Jubilee” marginal line at foot, very fine.

600 - 700

60603 CC C J   S.G. 36
1892-94 6pi olive grey, die II, wmk Crown CA, mint lower marginal mint block of four, only one stamp 
l.h., very fine and scarce block.

700 - 900

60604 C P   S.G. 37 var
1892-94 Die II Wmk CA 12pi orange-brown imperf. imprimatur, mint h.r., good to large margins, very fine.

500 - 700

60605 No lot.

60606 F   S.G. 34
1894 (Oct 13) 2pi Registered envelope uprated with 1892-94 2pi from Larnaca tied by squared circle, 
sent to Switzerland with Italian “AMB. LECCE-FOGGIA” transit bs and Berne arrival bs, opened on 
three sides, fine.

100 - 150

60607 F   S.G. 31
1895 & 1898 Pair of covers with 1892-94 ½pi sent from Limassol to Nicosia from the same 
correspondence, one roughly opened with minor toning, the other very fine with arrival bs.

100 - 150

60608 F   S.G. 34
1895 (Apr 24) Envelope from Limassol to Scio with 1892-94 2pi tied by crisp squared circle ds, no 
arrival, very fine.

80 - 120

60609 F   S.G. 34
1895 (Jul 17) Commercial cover franked with 1892-94 2pi die II from Limassol tied by squared circle, 
sent to Scio (Chios, Greece) with arrival bs, very fine.

70 - 100

60610 F   S.G. 31, 41
1896 (Jun 18) Commercial cover sent from Larnaca to the USA with 1892-94 ½pi and a pair of 30pa tied 
by squared circle ds, reverse with US arrivals, very fine.

100 - 150
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60611 F   S.G. 43
1897 (Jun 11) 2pi Registered envelope uprated with 1894-96 2pi from Larnaca tied by squared circle, 
sent to Germany with Cologne arrival bs, very fine.

100 - 150

60612 F   S.G. 40
1898 (Feb 26) ½pi UPU post card uprated with 1894-96 ½pi sent from Larnaca and both cancelled by 
squared circle, sent to Germany with Egypt Port Said transit bs and Baden-Baden arrival on front, very 
fine.

70 - 120

60613 F   S.G. 42
1901 (Sep 13) Envelope from Larnaca to German franked on the reverse with pair of 1894-96 1pi tied 
by squared circle with Berlin arrival adjacent, very fine.

70 - 100

60614 F   S.G. 43
1903 (Jan 10) Commercial cover franked with 1894-96 2pi from Larnaca tied by squared circle, sent to 
France with Annonay arrival bs, very fine.

65 - 100

King Edward VII Issues

60615 CC J   S.G. 53
1902-04 2pi blue and purple, wmk Crown CA, mint n.h. left marginal block of four, slightly toned gum, 
very fine.

90 - 150

60616 No lot.

60617 60620 60621

60617 CC   S.G. 59s
1902-04 45pi dull purple and ultramarine, overprinted Specimen, mint n.h., fresh colour and nicely 
centred, a fine example.

80 - 150

60618 C J  /  View the images online. S.G. 61bc
1904-10 10pa orange-yellow and green mint marginal plate number ‘1’ block of 48, with stamp 5/5 
showing “broken triangle” variety, some wrinkles and creasing in the margins, one stamp mounted on 
top row (S.G. £2’400+).

500 - 750

60619 F   S.G. 62
1911 (Dec 11) Commercial cover from Larnaca to France franked on the reverse with 1904-10 ½pi block 
of four tied Larnaca cds with Chambery arrival cds adjacent, fine.

65 - 100

King George V Issues

60620 C   S.G. 99s
1921-23 45pi dull purple and ultramarine, overprinted Specimen, mint, well positioned, fresh colour, 
hinge remains, a fine example.

80 - 150

60621 H   S.G. 100
1921-23 10s green and red, used, fresh colour, fine used example.

80 - 150
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60622
60624ex 60625ex

60622 H   S.G. 102
1924-28 £1 purple and black, well centred, good perfs and fresh colour, very fine used example of this 
scarce stamp.

150 - 250

60623 C   S.G. 102-122
1924-28 KGV mint set of 22 including £5 black on yellow (S.G. 117a) mint, original gum, lightly hinged, 
very fine example of this popular high value, the rest being in very fine condition too (S.G. £4’300).

1’200 - 1’500

60624 H   S.G. 123-132
1928 50th Anniversary of British Rule complete set of ten, use, the £1 CTO, 1pi fiscally and toned, 
otherwise fine to very fine (S.G. 450).

120 - 200

60625 CC   S.G. 133s-143s
1934 (Dec 1) Pictorials set of 11 with SPECIMEN perfins, mint n.h., 2½pi has tiny tone spot on gum, 9pi 
tone spots to gum on tips of 4 perf, 18pi tiny tone spot to gum, otherwise very fine.

200 - 300

King George VI Issues Onwards

60626 CC J  /  View the images online. S.G. 192b
1961 Queen Elizabeth II 15m brownish bistre and deep indigo, Republic overprint series, mint complete 
sheet of 100 stamps (folded in half).

500 - 800

60627 F  /  156 S.G. 231a
1963 Boy Scouts organisation in Cyprus 50th Anniversary First Day illustrated Cover, with mini sheet tied 
by 21-8-63 cds with the fleur-de-lis.

200 - 300

60628 CC  /  156 S.G. 246a
1964 Olympic Games Tokyo, 10m brown, black and yellow, mint n.h., marginal block of nine, blind 
runner variety on the centre stamp, also inverted watermark, very fine and rare error.

300 - 400

Falkland Islands

60629 View the images online.
1856 Two old time prints depicting gauchos catching wild horses and sea-lion (Otaria flavescens) 
hunters in the Falkland Islands, printed in the UK. 
Note: The sea lions exploitation on the islands by United States sealers was the reason for the Argentine 
governor, Mr Luis Vernet taking action against the sealer’s schooner “Harriet” and the later reprisal attack 
of the USS Lexington against Vernet and the destruction of the settlers buildings. 

80 - 100
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60630 F  /  164 S.G. 129/132
1933 Registered cover sent to Buenos Aires, Argentina, franked with centenary 1 ½d and 4d, 
uncancelled, with Falkland Islands (Stanley) No. 115 registered label, Argentine registered mark to the 
front “Certificados Central” with a “2” in the centre, arrival on reverse Oct 4, with tax due cachet “A 
Cobrar $100 4Oct 33 De Cargo, B. Aires”, fine and fascinating example of a registered cover being 
taxed in Argentina. 
Note: Probably dispatched from Port Stanley during September at the last minute without passing 
through the post office, the registration label 5E is similar to label 5D, but the bracket is almost missing 
and known used between 1929 and 1931, possibly indicating that it was extended to the end of 1933; 
a rare usage.

175 - 250

60631 C   S.G. 137
1933 Centenary 10s mint, light hinge traces, oxidised colour, nicely centred example (S.G. £800).

200 - 300

60632 F  /  164 S.G. 134
1933 (June 1) Registered cover sent to Buenos Aires, Argentina, franked with centenary 1s black and 
olive green, tied by Port Stanley cds, Falkland Islands (Stanley) No. 233 registered label, arrival on 
reverse June 14, with tax due cachet “A Cobrar $0.90 17 Jun 33 De Cargo, B. Aires”, fine and rare 
example of this a British cover being taxed in Argentina.

200 - 250

60633 F  /  164 S.G. 129-130
1933 (July 8) Registered cover sent to Buenos Aires, Argentina, addressed to E.M. Oliveria, franked with 
centenary 2d and 1 ½d, tied by Port Stanley cds, with registration label “247” (type 5D), and Argentine 
registered mark to the front “Certificados Central” with a “4” in the centre, arrival on reverse 14 July, 
accepted without tax due, a very fine example.

170 - 200

60634 F  /  164 S.G. 129-132
1933 (July 8) Registered cover sent to Buenos Aires, Argentina, franked with centenary 4d and 1 ½d, 
tied by Port Stanley cds Andrews (type 13g), with registration label “153”, and Argentine registered mark 
to the front “Certificados Central” with a “4” in the centre, arrival on reverse 14 July, accepted without 
tax due, a very fine example, which bears the correct postage of 3d registration and 2 ½d postage.

125 - 150

60635 F  /  164 S.G. 128-129
1933 (Sept) Cover sent to Buenos Aires, Argentina, franked with centenary 1d and 1 ½d, tied by faint 
Port Stanley cds, addressed to Mr M. Greece (a manager at the Falkland Islands company), arrival to 
reverse dated Oct 4, with Argentine tax cachet “A Cobrar $0.50 4 Oct De Cargo B. Aires”, a fine and 
rare example of a taxed cover.

170 - 200

60636 F  /  164 S.G. 127/130
1933 (Nov 30) Cover sent to Buenos Aires, Argentina, addressed to Mrs E. Rumboll (Mr E. Rumboll 
one of the most famous Falkland Islands collectors), franked with centenary ½d and 2d tied by the Fox 
Bay cds, arrival Buenos Aires dated Dec 27.33, with a pencil note “Recd. 8 JA 35”, which suggests the 
envelope was lost for over a year, the cover not being taxed by the Argentine postal authorities.

150 - 200
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60637 F  /  164 S.G. 147
1938 (Jul 21) Cover sent to Bern, Switzerland, franked with George VI 1d black and carmine, tied by 
Port Stanley cds, with Swiss 40c postage due applied on arrival, tied by Bern cds 22 Oct, fine condition; 
a scarce combination.

400 - 500

60638 F   
1942-43 Two Islas Malvinas patriotic covers, one a hand-drawn illustration of the islands franked with 
5c Argentine stamp, tied by San Nicholas cds, sent to Buenos Aires, the other a cover with the blue “Las 
Malvinas Argentinas Fuguritas” vignette.

50 - 70

60639 F  /  View the images online. 
1926-58 Three covers sent from Port Stanley, two dated 1926 ca. sent to Montevideo with printed 
“From Estate Louis William - Port Stanley” with George V frankings of 3d and 2 ½d respectively, and the 
other a philatelic 1958 O.H.M.S. large format post office envelope, with combination of George VI and 
Queen Elizabeth II commemoratives.

100 - 120

60640 F   
1982 Pair of covers from Argentinean soldiers during the occupation franked with Argentinian stamps, 
one sent from Isla Soledad and the other sent 5 days before the end of the war from the Radio Postal 
Office, cover faults, scarce military mail.

120 - 150

Dependencies - South Georgia

60641 F  /  View the images online. S.G. 129
1934 (April 2) Cover sent to Frodsham, Cheshire, franked with centenary 1 ½d tied by South Georgia 
cds, with another strike alongside, a very attractive cover.

90 - 100

60642 F  /  View the images online. S.G. 127-128
1934 (Dec 14) Cover sent to Frodsham (typed address), Cheshire, franked with centenary ½d and 1d, 
tied by South Georgia cds, a clean and attractive example.

90 - 100

60643 H G F  /  164 
1920-47 Collection of South Georgia whaling history, including original photographs, covers and 
postcards written up in 16 pages, some of which was listed in an article published by Rev JN Thomas 
Howat, very rare Argentine whaler mail, seldom seen, in total 11 covers, 15 images of which three are 
photographs, an extraordinary assemblage on this little known sub-antartic whale station that operated 
with Argentine and Norwegian involvement, a must view selection.

1’200 - 1’500

60644 H G  /  View the images online. 
1933-56 Collection of South Georgia postmarks on stamps (31) set out on three pages, beginning with 
seven examples from the 1933 centenary issues including fine cds on the 1s and 2s 6d, a page of very 
attractive George V stamps as well as a first day large piece with the George VI victory stamps, as 
well as the South Georgia overprints (8) and the Trans-Antarctic Expedition 1955-58 stamps (4), a fine 
selection.

180 - 200

Collections

60645 F  /  View the images online. S.G. 116-117, 127-128
1936 (Sept 16) Two covers sent to private address in London, one bearing whale and penguin ½d and 
centenary 1d and the other a whale and penguin 1d and centenary ½d, each cancelled individually by 
Port Stanley cds (small cross), mount on an album page, some very minor tone marks.  

150 - 200

60646 F  /  View the images online. S.G. 130
1936 (Sept 26) Two covers mounted to album pages, one a registered cover sent to Howard Clement 
JP, Roy Cover, franked with centenary 2d block of six, tied by Port Stanley cds, other a 1933 (Jan 2) 
cover franked with 2d centenary, First Day of issue with Port Stanley cds.
Note: On the back of one of the album pages is a biography of H. Clement. 

170 - 200
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60647 F  /  View the images online. S.G. 116/144
1905-38 Selection of two covers and one postcard, illustrating mail between the islands, including two 
items sent to Rio Gallegos, one a 1905 postcard franked with Edward VII 1d, the other a 1938 O.H.M.S 
envelope franked with George VI 2 ½d flock of sheep issue, and 1935 cover to Bahia Laura, Santa 
Cruz province, Patagonia, which is torn top, franked with two 1d coronation issues and a ½d green, all 
uncancelled, an interesting and scarce lot.

200 - 250

60648 C H G F J A  /  168 S.G. 127-138
1938 Collection mounted on six album pages which studies the George V Centenary of the British 
Administration issues, including photographic view-essays, such a 12 non-contemporary prints in black 
and white, eight images of the WWI battle memorial unveiling, Port Stanley from the sea, Government 
House, King Penguin, Iceberg and elephant seal postcard, interestingly it has twelve reproductions 
of the George Roberts essays from signed negatives for the ½d to £1 stamps, photographic essays, 
noted is the iceberg original essay (unaccepted) together with the iceberg photograph used, a total of 
16 stamps (mint and used) from the centenary issue, and also a registered cover to South Africa bearing 
a block of four 1d red, an interesting and rare selection.

340 - 400

60649 CC C   S.G. G1-8, 6eb-6ec
1946 Selection of George VI thick and thin maps issue with varieties, including three mint n.h. examples 
of the 6d black orange perf 12 one showing the “Poke” instead of “Pole” variety, accompanied by a 
Sismondo certificate, one has the “I” after Shetland variety, also with a Sismondo certificate, and one 
showing the “Dot by Oval”, also included is the 9d black and brown perf 12 thin map and tick map 
complete set mint, a fine and interesting lot.

200 - 250

60650 F  /  168 
1914-68 Selection of six covers originating from Fox Bay, mounted on three album pages, including 
1914 registered envelope to Birmingham franked with George V 6d and 1s with the Fox Bay registered 
label Type 1, a 1935 War Stamp cover, a 1952 registered air mail sent to Cornwall, envelope to Surrey 
dated 1952 and a large format envelope dated 1953 to the same address, and a OHMS domestic cover 
dated 1968 which is a first day of use for the cds used.

170 - 200

60651 C H G  /  View the images online. S.G. 193/195
1960 Study on nine album pages of the De La Rue and Waterlow printings of the Queen Elizabeth 
II stamps (S.G. 193, 193a, 195 and 195a), with 45 examples illustrating how to distinguish the weak 
entries on the ½d to 2d issues, a fascinating selection, ideal for further expansion or integrating into an 
existing collection.

200 - 225

60652 F  /  168 
1982 Malvinas conflict selection of covers and aerogrammes (10) sent by Argentine serviceman between 
1st April and 11th June 1982, including air mail envelope with scarce blue cachet “Ejercito Argentino 
Regimiento de Infanteria General O’Higgins Correspondencia Official, another with rectangular cachet 
mark “Correspondencia Del Soldado Sin Cargo”, air mail covers with the rare “9409” postmark and one 
with “Ejercito Argentino Guarnicion militar Islas Malvinas”, three aerogrammes 1, 13 and 18 pesos with 
the dated “9409” cancel; a high value selection of covers.

350 - 400

60653 CC C F  /  View the images online. S.G. 1-166
1963-88 British Antarctic Territory collection on 14 album pages, mint n.h., including complete sets, 
plus SCARR XXIV meeting, 1966 first day cover, and additionally has a six page collection of Falkland 
Islands Dependencies stamps (83 mint) almost complete.

100 - 120
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Gambia

60654 60655 60656

60660

60654 C DCE   S.G. 43a, 41a
1898-1902 6d olive-green & carmine with variety malformed “S”, mint h.r. (slightly heavy), fine (S.G. 
£600); plus 3d with same variety with no gum, crease and minor toning (S.G. £750).

120 - 150

60655 C   S.G. 56a
1902-05 3s carmine & green on yellow with variety dented frame, mint h.r., very fine (S.G. £600).

120 - 150

60656 C   S.G. 56a
1902-05 4d brown & ultramarine with variety dented frame, mint h.r., very fine (S.G. £325).

60 - 80

Gibraltar

60657 F  /  View the images online. 
1862 (Mar 13) Entire from Gibraltar to Oran, Algeria, with GB 1858-76 2d blue pl.9 tied by “A25” numeral 
with despatch cds alongside, Spain transit below and arrival bs, very fine.

60 - 80

60658 C   S.G. 15-21, 17a, 17ab, 18b
1889 Mint set of S.G. 15-21 with the addition of three varieties (ten stamps), including the 25c on 2 ½d 
bright-blue, showing the broken “N”, and two examples of 25c on 2d brown-purple, one showing the 
small “I” and the other the broken “N”, very clear examples of the overprint errors; a fine mounted mint 
set (S.G. £700).

150 - 200

60659 C DCE S   
1889-96 Spanish Currency 5c to 5p set of 12 (incl. both 20c) with SPECIMEN hs diagonally applied in 
Gibraltar, part og to large part o.g. except 5p with no gum, some small imperfections, a very rare set, ex 
Kayfetz and “Tatiana”. Note: see the London Philatelist 1990 pp.131-132.

500 - 700

60660 C   S.G. 108
1925-32 £5 violet and black mint o.g., slightly toned gum, fresh colour, hinge remains, signed A. Diena 
and E. Diena, cert. Raybaudi (1982) (S.G. £1’600).

300 - 400
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60661 H   S.G. 115a
1935 Silver Jubilee 3d with variety “extra flagstaff”, used with slogan cancel, small perf faults at right 
otherwise fine (S.G. £375).

100 - 150

60662 No lot.

60663 CC C J  /  View the images online. S.G. 122/129
1938-51 Group incl. 5s Black & Carmine perf.14 mint block of four, yellowish gum, only one stamp 
hinged, very fine multiple (SG £440+); 1s black & green perf.13 ½in mint top right corner marginal block 
of four with sheet number “010”, one stamp hinged, very fine (SG £300+); and 1d perf.14, 6d perf.14, 
and 2s perf.13 in mint n.h. lower marginal pairs with complete De La Rue printer’s imprint, slightly 
yellowish gum, very fine (SG £392+), a nice group (S.G. £1’132+).

150 - 200

60664 CC J   S.G. 128a
1938-51 2s Black & Brown perf.13 ½mint n.h. left marginal block of four, very fine multiple (SG £520+).

100 - 150

Gold Coast

60665 H M  /  View the images online. 
1899-1902, Selection of Judicial revenue ovpts on QV & KEVII values up to 20s (25), Court fiscal cancels 
on 21 values up to 20s, Telegraph cancels on 4 values incl. 20s, and manuscript fiscal cancels on 16 
values up to 10s; a useful lot for the revenue collector.

100 - 150
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Grenada

60666 F   
1785 (Mar 19) Entire letter to Glasgow rated 1/2 and 1/-, showing on reverse fine “GRENADA” second 
type handstamp along with London and two Scottish red Bishop marks, the obverse with “DEAL / SHIP 
LRE” handstamp (crossed by filing crease), the letter includes a Bill of Lading for sugar and makes 
reference to slaves being inoculated and recovered from smallpox, a very important and exceptionally 
rare letter being the only example of the straight-line handstamp, cert. RPS (2003), ex W. Danforth 
Walker (2003) and Joseph Hackmey.

3’600 - 4’000

60667 DFE  /  168 Z4
1856 6d lilac, neatly tied by “A15” barred oval of St.George’s, on cover front and part flap showing 
Greneda bs, fine and scarce, cert. Holcombe (1989)

100 - 150

60668
60669

60668 P   
1861-62 1d black die proof on card (39x44mm), no wmk, very fine, rare example of this iconic Chalon 
head proof.

800 - 1’000

60669 P   
1861-62 6d orange-red, imperforate plate proof, no wmk, block of four, printed on horizontal laid paper, 
fresh colour, most attractive, margins all around, close at base, fine, scarce example.

200 - 250
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60670 60672 60673

60670 H   S.G. 1
1861-62 1d blue-green, no wmk, rough perf 14 to 16, three used examples, cancelled by the A15, bright 
colour, nicely centred, a fine selection (S.G. £975).

250 - 300

60671 60676

60671 CC   S.G. 2
1862 1d green, no wmk, rough perf 14 to 16, mint n.h. (mounted in margin), block of four, very fresh and 
clean mint example of this iconic Chalon head design.

150 - 200

60672 C   S.G. 3
1861-62 6d rose, no wmk, rough perf 14 to 16, mint, regummed, slight toning to base at back, otherwise 
a fine example of this scarce stamp in unused condition. (S.G. £900).

150 - 200

60673 C   S.G. 3a
1861-62 6d vermilion-lake, no wmk, trail perf 11 to 12 ½, printed on laid paper, sheet marginal, mint, no 
gum, slight toning to base at back, otherwise a fine example of this scarce stamp in unused condition. 
(S.G. £1200); ex. Urwick, Messenger, Hackmey, Freeland.

300 - 400

60674 C   S.G. 4-7, 9
1863 Album page study of mint S.G. 4-7 and S.G. 9, includes a pair of 1d greens, two singles, one in 
green and one in yellow-green shade, three examples of the 6d shade in rose, orange-red and vermilion, 
also a marginal piece of watermarked small star paper with eight impressions, very attractive group, in 
fine condition; a perfect page for further expansion (S.G. £2’440).

350 - 400

60675 F  /  168 S.G. 6
1865 (Feb 8) Cover sent to London, franked with horizontal pair of 6d rose, wmk small star, endorsed 
“per steamer”, date-slug error to Grenada cds on reverse - 64 instead of 65, London arrival in red to 
front dated FE 28, ironed out horizontal filing crease through top part of stamps which is now almost 
undetectable, clean cover, part of the Duncan correspondence, pencil note on back “Ex Shepherd”, 
scarce use of this early issue.

300 - 350

60676 C J   S.G. 10
1873 1d deep-green, clean cut perf 15, wmk small star sideways, block of four, mint, vibrant colour, 
well positioned for this issue, hinge remains, horizontal crease to top right stamp, tone spot to top left, 
otherwise very fine and scarce.

150 - 200
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60677 60679 60680 60682

60677 C   S.G. 12
1873 6d orange-vermilion, intermediate perf 15, wmk large star, mint, slight gum creasing, attractive 
and scarce stamp un unused condition (S.G. £750).

150 - 180

60678

60681

60678 P   
1875 Chalon Fiscal Head stamp plate proof in black, printed on stout wove paper, a marginal block of 
six, four margins, some minor spots, otherwise very fresh and attractive.

200 - 250

60679 C   S.G. 13
1875 1s deep-mauve, perf 14, wmk large star, mint, double perforation variety at base, damage “G” of 
Grenada, beautiful colour, large part of gum, fine and rare stamp; cert. A.P.S. (1990).

250 - 300

60680 A S   
1881 1d rose and 1d mauve De La Rue definitive issue essays, with Grenada and One Penny, overprinted 
Specimen, the rose clearly damaged top left and has thins and pin hole, the mauve has a thin, scarce 
examples of this important transition in the postage.

250 - 300

60681 C J   S.G. 22a
1881 2 ½d rose-lake, revenue stamps surcharged issue, wmk large star, variety imperforate block of 
four, mint, part original gum, attractive, certificate states pinhole which looks more like a thin; a rare 
multiple of this error of perforation, cert. B.P.A. (2007).

300 - 350

60682 C   S.G. 22a
1881 2 ½d rose-lake, revenue stamps surcharged issue, wmk large star, variety imperforate marginal 
pair, mint, attractive and rare example of this perforation error (S.G. £650); ex. Dr RP Towers.

200 - 250
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60683

60684 60686

60683 C J   S.G. 23
1881 4d blue revenue stamps surcharged issue, wmk large star, perf 14 ½, mint, marginal block of four, 
good colour, well position, minor tone spots to back of lower left stamp, otherwise a fine and scarce 
multiple.

250 - 300

60684 C   S.G. 28a
1883 Half on 1d orange, revenue stamps handstamped “Postage” twice diagonally, unsevered pair, 
mint, fine example (S.G. £3500); the certificate is signed by Sir John Wilson (keeper of the Royal 
Philatelic Collection 1938 to 1969); cert. RPSL (1957); ex. GL Pilkington, and L. Gilbert Lodge.

1’200 - 1’500

60685 H G  /  View the images online. S.G. 29, 29a
1883 Selection of four 1d orange revenue stamps handstamped “POSTAGE” twice diagonally, including 
two unsevered pairs, lightly struck by inland post cancel, both with defects, also two singles used with 
blue cds, one the handstamp is reading from lower right to upper left, tied to small piece, a scarce 
group (S.G. £1120).

150 - 200

60686 C S   S.G. 30, 33
1883 ½d dull-green and 4d greyish slate, De La Rue definitive issue Specimens, perf 14, wmk crown CA 
inverted, some toning to the 4d, otherwise a fine couple.

250 - 300

60687 F  /  168 S.G. 4,13, 31, 33
1877-84 Two covers mounted to an album page, including an 1877 (July 9) large part entire (trimmed 
at foot), to London franked with 1s deep-mauve and 1d green perf 14, tied by inland post “D” cancel, 
Grenada dispatch cds on back, with London paid cds in red to front, unusual combination being charged 
1d for the inland rate between Grenville and St Georges, also included is an 1884 (Feb 27) cover to 
London franked with 1d carmine and 4d greyish-slate, tied by inland post “D”, London hooded circle 
arrival on back, dated MR 15, backflap missing, interesting pair both from the Duncan correspondence; 
ex. Messenger and Hackmey. 

500 - 600

60688 C J   S.G. 37, 38
1886 1d on 1 ½d orange and 1d on 1s orange, revenue stamps surcharged, mint, blocks of four, fine 
examples, fresh colour, nicely positioned.

150 - 200
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60689 C J  /  168 S.G. 38
1886 1d on 1s orange, revenue stamps surcharged, mint, block of thirty, the top row with 2 ½mm 
between “1” and “POSTAGE”, the other rows with 3 ½mm separation, the lower right horizontal pair with 
wide spacing between “ONE” and “SHILLING”, large part original gum, centre three rows unmounted, 
a few small tone marks and the variety pair with some split perfs, a rare and important multiple, ex. G 
Lodge and Dr RP Towers (S.G. £1’500).

800 - 1’000

60690 C J S  /  View the images online. S.G. 40
1887 A collection of mint 1d carmines set out on three album pages, including the upper and lower 
right panes of sixty with a few varieties, a block of twenty four and two blocks of four, contained 
numerous Tête-bêche pairs (very visually appealing), two singles, one with inverted watermark, the 
short “P” of POSTAGE, as well as overprinted Specimens; an assemblage worthy of further study and 
careful viewing.

100 - 120

60691 60692

60693

60694

60691 C S   S.G. 40s
1887 1d carmine, perf 14, wmk crown CA inverted, overprinted Specimen diagonally, crisp colour, well 
centred, a fine mint example, very few recorded.

100 - 120

60692 C   S.G. 44c
1890 1d on 2s orange, surcharged revenue stamps. inverted “S” variety, mint, no gum, attractive 
example of this scarce error of overprint (S.G. £700).

180 - 200

60693 C H J   S.G. 45
1888-91 A study of the 1d on 2s orange surcharge issue, mint and used, including a mint block of four 
with large part of original gum, four unused singles with small part gum (one browned), one with the 
‘wide space’ variety, and two used singles, a fine selection.

300 - 400

60694 C   S.G. 163b
1938-50 10s slate-blue & bright carmine, perf. 14, mint, fresh and very fine (SG £300).

80 - 120

60695 F  /  168 S.G. 153, 156
1942 (Feb 14) Cover to Wednesbury, England, franked with George VI ½d green and 2d black and 
orange, tied by St Georges cds, with “Grenada/For Victory” red and blue label lower left front, some 
tone spots, but otherwise fine and very rare.

700 - 800

Hong Kong

60696 F  /  176 
1846 (Nov 28) Entire from Huguan, China, sent to Italy “via Overland, Southampton, France” with Hong 
Kong double arc and London transit bs, obverse “Colonies / & c. Art.13” Anglo-French accountancy hs 
and Calais transit, “1/10” rate margin and “15” decime hs, very fine.

200 - 300
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60697 F   S.G. CC2
1847 (Sep 17) Entire from Manilla, Philippines, sent to Cadiz care of an agent in Gibraltar, with very good 
strike of the Hong Kong crowned circle hs (medium type), with ms “1/10” rate adjacent, Hong Kong 
double-arc ds on reverse, very fine.

900 - 1’000

60698 F   S.G. CC1
1847 (Sep 24) Wrapper to England with fine strike of the Hong Kong crowned circle hs (larger type), 
sent to the Society for the Propagation of the Gospel in Foreign Parts, with ms rate and London arrival 
adjacent, Hong Kong double-arc ds on reverse, very fine, ex Gordon-Smith.

360 - 440

60699 F  /  176 
1850 (Jun 21) Entire from Canton, China, to England, sent via Hong Kong “SHIP LETTER / VICTORIA 
HONG KONG” hs at top left (according Webb, applied on letters received by the GPO in Hong Kong 
from private carriers for onward despatch to or through England), rated “4/9”, reverse with British P.O. 
Hong Kong double arc transit, London cds and Chichester arrival, very fine and scarce “pre-paquebot” 
marking.

300 - 400

60700 F  /  176 
1852 (Jul 20) Entire from Huguang, China, to France, with letter in Italian regarding Roman Catholic 
missionary work in China, sent via Hong Kong with British P.O. double arc transit on reverse along with 
London and Paris cds, obverse with “Colonies / & c. Art.13” Anglo-French accountancy hs with Calais 
transit and rate margins, very fine.

400 - 600
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60701 F  /  176 
1853 (Sep 25) Entire from Canton to India, with “CANTON / PAID” undated circle (Webb type 1), reverse 
with British P.O. Canton and Hong Kong transit, rate markings “1/4” and “4/-” on obverse, fine and 
scarce, ex Lim Siu-Bee.

600 - 800

60701A F  /  176 S.G. CC3
1856 (Nov 14) Entire from Hong Kong to France with "PAID / AT / HONG KONG" single-ring crowned 
circle, despatch bs, Marseille arrival cds on obverse, very fine (S.G. £475).

300 - 400

60701B F  /  176 
1857 (Feb 12) Entire letter from written in Macao and sent to France, sent via Hong Kong with "Vaucher 
Freres" Hong Kong forwarding agent cachet at lower left, Hong Kong B.P.O. transit on reverse along 
with Marseille arrival, "8" decime hs, very fine.

440 - 500

60702 F  /  176 
1858 (Jun 23) Entire from Macao to England, sent via Hong Kong showing framed “P.Paid” hs (Webb 
type 7b) with handstruck “6” in red denoting the postage to the UK, “via Southampton” hs at top left, 
reverse with Hong Kong double-arc ds, London arrival on obverse, very fine and scarce mail from Macao.

700 - 1’000
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60702A F  /  176 
1859 (Nov 14) Entire from Hong Kong to forwarding agent in GIBRALTAR and then on to Cadiz, Spain, 
with "PAID" cds (Webb type 14) on obverse, reverse with despatch cds (Webb type 13), sent by 
Packet Cadiz (from Hong Kong), Packet Colombo (at Galle) and finally Packet Delta (at Alexandria), 
prepaid manuscript 1/10, an interesting commercial letter referring to a delivery in Macau to be further 
dispatched to Manila (Philippines), very fine and unusual entire.

200 - 300

60703 F  /  176 S.G. CC2
1860 (Jan 14) Entire from Hong Kong to Cadiz care of an agent in Gibraltar, with Hong Kong “PAID” cds 
on obverse and blue despatch cds on reverse (earlier than recorded by Proud), with ms “1/10” rate and 
blue Gibraltar arrival adjacent, fine, ex Eddie Lawrence.

200 - 300

60704 60705

60704 DCE   S.G. 4
1862-63 18c lilac unused, very fresh and fine (S.G. £650).

80 - 100

60705 C   S.G. 9, 9b, 9c
1863-71 4c grey, 4c slate and 4c deep slate, mint large part original gum; one with streaky slightly toned 
gum, a fine trio (S.G. £450).

80 - 100

60706 60707 60709

60706 DCE   S.G. 15
1863-71 30c vermilion unused in four different shades, good to fine with large part original gum, one 
example with cut perfs at left.

500 - 600

60707 DCE   S.G. 24
1880 5c on 18c lilac unused, fresh colour, scarce (S.G. £1’000).

120 - 150

60708 F  /  176 S.G. 40
1890 (Feb 19) Envelope to Paris franked 1885 20c on 30c cancelled ‘B62’ obliterator, French octagonal 
ds alongside.

100 - 150

60709 C   S.G. 55b
1898 10c on 30c grey-green mint showing variety figure 10 widely spaced, large part original gum; fresh 
and attractive (S.G. £700).

100 - 150
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60710 C   S.G. 72
1903 $1 purple and sage-green, mint with just the merest trace of mounting, fine (S.G. £130).

30 - 40

60711 F  /  180 
1909 (Jul 22) 10c Registered envelope sent to Shanghai uprated with KEVII 4c pair tied by “REGISTERED 
/ G.P.O. HONG KONG” double circle ds with boxed registration cachet adjacent, reverse with Shanghai 
B.P.O registered oval arrival, very fine.

200 - 300

60712 F  /  180 
1912 (Mar 13) Envelope sent locally with two KEVII 2c green tied by Hong Kong University Post Office 
hatched circle ds, very fine.

200 - 300

60713 C  /  View the images online. S.G. 140-159
1938-52 set of values to $5 dull lilac & scarlet, mint with large part original gum, some light toning 
though not affecting the fresh appearance.

80 - 100

60714 C   S.G. 160a
1946 King George VI $5 yellowish green and violet, mint h.r., well centred, very fine (SG £600).

120 - 200

60715 F  /  180 S.G. 169-170
1946 (Aug 29) Victory set of two tied to illustrated first day cover by Registered / G.P.O. Hong Kong 
double cds; fine and rare, plus 1937 Coronation illustrated FDC with set and 1941 illustrated FDC with 
set.

700 - 1’000

60716 F collection  /  View the images online. 
Postcards: Group of 16 picture postcards of Hong Kong Treaty Ports, mostly used with KEVII HK 
frankings incl. Tienstin Br.P.O., Shanghai Br.P.O., Liu Kung Tao, Chefoo double circle, Foochow, Amoy, 
etc., a very fine group.

100 - 150

British Post Offices in China

60717 H   S.G. Z444
1880 10c on 12c blue and 1882-96 10c dull mauve with “D29” numerals of Hankow, the 10c on 12c with 
corner crease otherwise fine and scarce (S.G. £405).

60 - 80
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India
1854 Lithographs

60718 J DCE P   
½a black and 1a black se-tenant in complete sheet with strips of six of both, large hinge remnants along 
top and bottom on reverse, very fine and extremely rare, with only five sheets known and this being the 
only example in private hands, ex Wilmot Corfield (Spence 75 & 34).

2’600 - 3’000

You can view our catalogues and bid during the auction
via our website, davidfeldman.com
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60719 J DCE P   
½a se-tenant with 1a on yellowish wove paper in three complete panes, in vermilion, blue and black, 
some heavy foxing and some creasing in the margins, a very rare trio (Spence 86-88 & 38-40).

2’600 - 3’000

60720 DCE P   
½a black on lighter yellowish wove paper, pos.4, light horizontal crease otherwise fine (Spence 89).

40 - 50

60721 DCE P   
½a black on white wove paper strip of eight, pos.9-16, with reverse showing a light impression of the 
4a Queen’s head reprint, very fine and very rare (Spence 113).

400 - 500
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60722 60723

60722 DCE P   
½a brownish red on yellowish paper, pos.11 and pos.59(?) singles, pos.59 with faults (Spence 128).

70 - 80

60723 DCE P   
½a brownish red on yellowish unwatermarked paper in pair, pos.69-70, with “E C” of “SPECIMEN” on 
reverse, fine (Spence 129).

70 - 80

60724 J DCE P   
1a orange-red on white to yellowish pelure paper in pane of 14, margins reduced, slight hinge stains on 
two stamps, fine (Spence 54).

500 - 600

60725 J DCE P  /  184 
1a black on white wove paper in complete sheet of 14, with reverse showing faint impression of the 4a 
head only defaced sheet, very fine and extremely rare of which this is the only example in private hands 
(the other four are in institutional collections), ex Wilmot Corfield (Spence 59).

2’600 - 3’000

60726 DCE P   
4a aniline red and blue on yellowish wove paper in pair, pos.11-12, heavy hinge, designs just cut into 
at foot (Spence 23).

70 - 80

60727 J DCE P  /  184 
4a aniline red and blue on yellowish wove paper in complete sheet of 24, with 24th stamp showing 
INVERTED HEAD, with “Reprint, S. I. O., Calcutta, March 1891” inscription at lower left, several small 
holes otherwise fine and rare (Spence 25/26).

1’400 - 1’800
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60728
60733

60728 DCE P   
4a brown red and dark blue on yellowish paper, pos.19, partial “Arms of Great Britain” watermark, light 
horizontal bend (Spence 35).

90 - 120

60729 J DCE P  /  184 
4a vermilion and pale blue on thin yellowish (almost pelure) paper in sheet of 24, margins reduced, 
showing near complete “J. WHATMAN (1874)” watermark, vert. fold, fine and scarce (Spence 39).

700 - 900

60730 J DCE P  /  184 
Heads only in black on yellowish wove paper in complete sheet of 24 with marginal inscriptions and 
ornamentation, large hinge remnant along top on reverse, fine and rare, cert. RPS (1996) (which 
incorrectly states Spence 48) (Spence 43).

2’000 - 2’600

60731 60732

60731 DCE P   
4a red and pale blue on medium white wove paper, pos.1, faint vertical crease and minor tone spots 
(Spence 51).

110 - 140

60732 DCE P   
4a red and blue on medium white wove paper in pair, pos.1 top marginal, with “head upright” and 
“SPECIMEN” printed on the reverse, very fine (Spence 60).

110 - 140

60733 DCE P   
4a brown red and dark blue on yellowish paper in pair, pos.7-8, showing “Arms of Great Britain” 
watermark, with complete central and right wavy lines, light horizontal bend at top, toned, fine and 
scarce with only 10 sheets states to have been printed on this paper (Spence 62).

140 - 180
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60734 J DCE P  /  184 
4a vermilion and pale blue on yellowish wove unwatermarked paper in complete sheet of 12, slightly 
reduced margins, horizontal fold below row 1, fine and scarce (Spence 64).

900 - 1’200

60735 DCE P   
4a vermilion and pale blue on thin yellowish (almost pelure) paper, pos.6 and pos.10 singles, with 
pos.10 showing partial “J. WHATMAN 1874” watermark and frame lines on three sides (toned and 
creased), and pos.3 fine (Spence 67)

60 - 80

60736 J DCE P   
4a frames only in black on white wove paper in complete sheet of 12, large hinge remnant along top 
on reverse, very fine and extremely rare, unique in private hands, ex Wilmot Corfield, cert. RPS (1996) 
(incorrectly as 1905 impression) (Spence 75).

2’600 - 3’000
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60737 J P   
4a Heads only in black on white wove paper with wavy lines and rosettes in complete sheet of 12, 
horizontal fold along lower row, fine and unique in private hands, ex Wilmot Corfield (Spence 76).

2’600 - 3’000

60738 DCE P   
4a blue and red on yellowish paper with “Coat of Arms” sideways watermark, Head die III, Frame die II, 
some toning, fine and unique example, a rarity of the 1854 essays and reprints, not recorded in any 
literature and therefore a must-have for an 1854 exhibition collection, cert. BPA (2012) which states 
that it is “related to Spence 4 (incorrectly dated by Spence as 1854) and Spence 33 of 1891”.

2’400 - 3’000
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60739 DCE P   
2a Octagonal design in deep red on yellowish paper in a complete row of four, faint vertical bends in 
between stamps, minor tone spots, very scarce (Spence 20).

600 - 700

60740 DCE P   
1a square design (Spence 2a), 4a with wavy lines and rosettes (Spence 6a), 2a octagonal design 
(Spence 3a) and 4a head only (Spence 50b) se-tenant in row of four in black, each impression defaced 
by 20-30mm line, very fine and extremely rare, not mentioned by Spence, an exhibition showpiece of 
the 1854 essays and reprints and a spectacular frontispiece for any India collection.

2’600 - 3’000

David Feldman is also your partner 
in Numismatics
Buy & Sell coins from the same trusted team via our partnership with Numisor SA. 
From single rare coins, to complete collections and investment gold; Numisor offers 
both an auction route managed by David Feldman, or direct purchase.

Please contact us at info@davidfeldman.com
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60741 DCE P   
8a frame only and head only, each in rows of six, in black in complete sheet, faults caused by heavy 
hinges along top and bottom with tear to lower left die, thought to be unique in private hands, from the 
1916 impressions from the stone used for the 1890 printings, printed by Perkins Bacon & Co. prior to 
the defacement of the stone, ex Wilmot Corfield, cert. RPS (1996) (Spence 6-7).

2’600 - 3’000

60742 F   
1856 (Aug 20) Mourning envelope from Calcutta to New South Wales, Australia, franked with 1854 1a 
(closely cut to frameline) tied by “B/1” numeral, paying the 1a rate for private ship letter with ms “3” 
adjacent, endorsed “Per S. Blair”, reverse with despatch ds and Ship Letter Sydney arrival, fine and 
rare franking to Australia.

1’500 - 2’000
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Used Abroad

Aden

60743 F   
1893 (May 5) 1 ½a blue postcard addressed to Berlin cancelled by large ADEN CAMP squared circle, 
which had a very short working life of just 19 months (3rd May 1893 to 31st December 1894), thought to 
be the second earliest known usage of this cancel.

70 - 90

60744 F   
1894 (Jan 3) Soldier’s and Seamen’s 9p red concessionary rate postal stationery envelope addressed 
to Birmingham, correctly endorsed by the sender Boy J. Martin Band of the 2nd Battalion Gloucester 
Regiment and endorsed by the regiments commander Lt. Col. F.J. Curtin, cancelled by large Aden 
Camp squared circle, arrival bs, slight peripheral soiling nonetheless a very scarce item.

120 - 150

1855-1946 De La Rue and later Crown Colony Issues

60745 F   
1864 (Jun 20) Soldier’s concessionary rare cover from a member of the Royal Fusiliers to Victoria, 
Australia, franked with 1860 8pi vertical pair tied by Ferozepur cds, with “India Paid” hs, countersigned 
at lower left corner, with Bombay despatch, London and Melbourne transits and South Yarra arrival, 
some minor imperfections, rare mail to Australia.

1’500 - 2’000

Through our different partnerships, we can also assist you to sell and buy 

Other Collectibles
If you or someone you know wish to sell coins and banknotes, old books 
and manuscripts, Olympic memorabilia, watches and jewellery, classic 
cars, etc., please contact us at info@davidfeldman.com
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60746 F   S.G. 215, 217, 219, 251, 257, 260
1939 (Dec 22) Parcel tag sent by registered airmail from the National Bank of India in Madras to their 
London branch, franked on both sides with 1911-23 KGV 25R pair, four 10R, 1937-40 2R pair, 8a, 2a 
and 1a (the 1a, 2a and 8a with “N B / I” perfins) tied by Madras registered cds, some creasing not 
detracting from this stunning usage of these KGV high value stamps, an exhibition showpiece.

6’000 - 8’000

Dominion

60747 H   S.G. 305-308
1948 Three used sets of the Gandhi four values 1 ½a to 10a, fine selection.

180 - 220

Indian States
Indore

60748 M collection  /  View the images online. 
1937-50 Selection of 13 court documents of mostly DEWAS State (also one Piploda) with Indore 
postage frankings additionally, also 1 Specimen page, etc., viewing recommended, ideal for specialists.

200 - 300

Jammu & Kashmir

60749 G   
1891 Cover to Dina Nasar with ½a vermilion tied by Jammu and Kashmir cds, with Gurdaspur and 
Gharuta marks on the reverse, full of character, some aging and soiling with damage to front but an 
interesting early cover.

100 - 150

Jind (Convention State)

60750 C   S.G. O3a
1885 Official 2a dull blue showing variety “JHIND STATE” overprint inverted in mint l.h. se-tenant pair 
with normal, well centred, very fine and fresh, possibly unique se-tenant with normal (S.G. £1’600++).

3’000 - 4’000
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60750A

60751

Marwar

60750A P   K&M 252 proof
1930 Marwar (Jodhpur region) state Revenue 1a red, die proof showing rare "PAPER" wmk, very fine and scarce die 
proof of this first Marwar Revenue stamp.

200 - 300

Nawanagar

60751 J DCE K   S.G. 1a
1877 1doc blue on vertically laid paper in unused complete sheet of 32 from setting “J”, showing 
tête-bêche cliché at position 10, light horizontal folds, hinge along lower edge causing some minor 
transparency, fine; extremely rare in sheet form (S.G. £3’000 for tête-bêche pair).

3’000 - 4’000
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Ireland

60752 F   
1834 Swedish Board of Trade Notice of Cholera outbreak in Ireland: Two documents in the Swedish 
language, dated 19 August and 26 August, unusual and important historical items

80 - 120

60753 F  /  192 
1888-1897 Lartigue Monorail: Attractively presented collection on 5 specially prepared and 
knowledgeable written up album pages, showing a fine assembly of 1904-14 early unused and used 
postcards of the unique Monorail experiment, a wonderful group (13)

80 - 120

60754 CC  /  View the images online. Hib. T66-68
1925 Narrow Date 2s6d to 10s complete mint n.h. set of three, fresh, fine & scarce (Hib. €550).

60 - 80

60755 CC C J   Hib. T72c; S.G. 86c
1925-28 2s6d chocolate-brown mint bottom left corner marginal block of four, showing position R9/2 
with FLAT ACCENT, only one stamp with hinge remnant, a few tone spots, fresh, very fine and scarce 
variety in a positional block (Hib. €675, S.G. £700+).

150 - 200

60756 C J   Hib. T76; S.G. 100
1935 Waterlow Re-Engraved 5s red mint left sheet marginal block of four, light hinge remnants on all 
stamps, fresh & very fine, signed MacDonnell AIEP (Hib. €700+, S.G. £360+).

80 - 120

60757 F  /  View the images online. Hib. C15-C16, C41-C44
1939-53, Group of 16 FDCs with sets of 1939 US Constitution (3), 1953 An Tostal (3) and 1953 Robert 
Emmet (5), all but one on airmail or plain envelopes, very fine.

200 - 300
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Airmails

60758 G F  /  192 
1908-1938 Various Airmail Services: Attractively presented collection on 80 specially prepared and 
knowledgeable written up album pages, showing Airmail labels and booklet panes, British Airmail Route 
maps, photographs, Imperial Airways tickets, airmails flights with a fine range of over 40 flights to a 
host of different destination including Belgium, Vatican City, Italy, Germany, Sweden, Corsica, Tunis, 
Czechoslovakia, Switzerland etc., a wonderful assembly

1’000 - 1’500

60759 G F  /  194 
1915-1918 The Correspondence of Corporal R.N. “Dick” Runham, Air Mechanic, No. 25072 Royal 
Flying Corps, and his (future) wife, Corporal Runham being trained at Royal Flying Corps facilities at 
Curragh Camp, Co. Kildare: Attractively presented on 38 specially prepared and knowledgeable written 
up album pages, plus additional documents and photographs et., a wonderful assembly

300 - 500

60760 G F  /  194 
1918-1933 Airmail Transatlantic Services: Attractively presented collection on 34 specially prepared 
and knowledgeable written up album pages, showing a fine assembly of 27 flights and airmail usages, 
photographs & postcards, a wonderful assembly

500 - 800

60761 F  /  180 
1922 Envelope franked ovptd 2d orange tied by early aviation pmk “THE PIGEONS / ATHLONE / 
20.MAY.22” cds, fine and scarce

80 - 120

60762 F  /  180 S.G. 67a, 68a, 69a
1923 (Jul 2) Irish Acceptance for Instone Air Line London-Brussels-Cologne, cover with Harrison Coil 
½d pair, 1d pair and 1 ½d vert. pair all with one stamp showing the “long 1 in 1922” variety, tied by 
Maryborough cds, “Mit Luftpost befördert / Köln 1.” hs adjacent, central vert. fold clear of stamps, fine 
and scarce cover with these varieties.

150 - 200

60763 F  /  180 
1924 MALTA: Irish Acceptance for Early Airmail Services London-Malta: Two items magnificently 
mounted and written up on one album page, showing two flights to Malta, one with a fine overprint 
franking, an attractive pair.

100 - 150

60764 F  /  180 
1924-25 FRANCE: Irish Acceptance for Early Airmail Services London to Paris: Selection magnificently 
mounted and written up on 9 album pages, showing thirteen flights or airmail usages, seven with 
overprint frankings, an attractive group (13 items).

300 - 400

60765 F  /  View the images online. 
1924 (Apr 30) Irish Acceptance: Dublin, London, Paris to Degersheim, Switzerland flight, 4 ½d registered 
envelope, franked 3-Line ovpts and definitives, paying the 12 ½d registered rate, all tied ‘BAILE ATHA 
CLIATH/30.AP.24’ cds with blue airmail and registered labels alongside, very fine and scarce

80 - 100

60766 F  /  180 
1925 Irish Acceptances for last temporary Airmail Service in South Africa: Envelope franked 2d orange 
and 6d claret, both overprinted values have been previously used, cover with RETURN TO SENDER 
cachets, unusual and a scarce usage

150 - 200

60767 G F  /  196 
1928-1929 Flight Service Liverpool to Belfast: Attractively presented collection on 42 specially prepared 
and knowledgeable written up album pages, showing an extensive a wonderful assembly of 64 flights, 
plus flight leaflets, a wonderful assembly

500 - 1’000
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60768 G F  /  194 
1929 First Experimental Flight Service - Galway - Dublin - London:: Attractively presented collection on 
40 specially prepared and knowledgeable written up album pages, showing a fine assembly of 60 flights 
almost all bearing the oval red “FIRST AIR MAIL / 26th AUG 1929 / GALWAY-LONDON”, many franked 
with the Daniel O’Connell Issue, plus a small selection with overprinted values, many registered, plus 
some pilot signatures including that of Charles Russell and flying officer J.P.Summers etc., a wonderful 
assembly.

1’000 - 1’500

60769 G F  /  198 
1929 First Transatlantic Flight from Newfoundland to Ireland: Attractively presented collection on 13 
specially prepared and knowledgeable written up album pages, showing a fine assembly of 34 flights, 
envelope, printed envelope, picture postcards, including four flights at Dum Dum Airport, two signed by 
the pilots, a wonderful assembly.

300 - 500

60770 F  /  View the images online. 
1912 First Flight Across the Irish Sea by Vivian Hewitt, a charming specialised collection showing the 
Vivian Hewitt Correspondence 1925-1953, with a fine array of early real photo cards of the flight, plus 
some publicity cards, plus an extensive array of covers from around the world all addressed to Hewitt, 
magnificently mounted and written up on 54 album pages and housed in one black Lighthouse album, 
showing 100 covers with a fine array of different origins and frankings, plus a real photo card signed 
by Hewitt, plus additional documentation and newspaper clippings, an excellent basis for study and 
expansion, a wonderful assembly (100+ covers).

500 - 700

60771 G F  /  198 
1930-32 Transatlantic Flights: Attractively presented collection on 44 specially prepared and 
knowledgeable written up album pages, showing a fine assembly of 37 flights, envelopes, printed 
envelope, picture postcards, pilot signatures, plus some leaflets and press cuttings, a fine array of the 
documents and photography pertaining to Ruth Nichols attempted Transatlantic crossing, plus three 
Newfoundland Flights all franking by the Airmail $1 blue and the $1 on $1 blue values etc., a wonderful 
assembly.

1’000 - 1’500

60772 F  /  View the images online. 
1932 Experimental Flight Service by Col. Charles F. Russel, Galway - Dublin - Berlin, a charming 
specialised collection magnificently mounted and written up on 35 album pages and housed in one 
black Lighthouse album, showing 32 covers with a fine array of different frankings, some with overprint 
usages, some signed Russel & Armstrong, plus additional documentation and signed photo of Russel, 
an excellent basis for study and expansion, a wonderful assembly (32+ covers).

500 - 800

60773 G F  /  View the images online. 
1933-1934 Airmail Services from Ireland across the channel: Attractively presented collection on 38 
specially prepared and knowledgeable written up album pages, showing some photographs incl. Hillman 
Airways and the Sir Alan Cobham’s display, printed programmes including the Sir Alan Cobham’s Air 
Display, Sir Alan Cobham’s ticket valid for one flight, airmails flights, newspapers, a wonderful assembly

400 - 700

60774 G F  /  198 
1935-1936 Airmails Flight Services between Belfast and Glasgow: Attractively presented collection on 
49 specially prepared and knowledgeable written up album pages, showing a fine assembly of 63 flights 
with some pilot signatures, plus a fine array of photos, airmail timetables. air display programmes etc., 
a wonderful assembly

500 - 800

60775 G F  /  200 
1935-1939 Airmail Services to the various destination including Isle of Man, Lundy: Attractively 
presented collection on 39 specially prepared and knowledgeable written up album pages, showing a 
fine assembly of flights and airmail usages, photographs, Railway Air Service Transport Labels, Tickets 
to a Flying Display, Time Tables, four examples of the “Aviation” the national air magazine of Ireland 
etc., a wonderful assembly

300 - 500
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60776 G F  /  200 
1937-1939 Airmail Transatlantic Services: Attractively presented collection on 49 specially prepared 
and knowledgeable written up album pages, showing a fine assembly of 53 flights and airmail usages, 
photographs some showing flying-boats, Imperial Airways Gazette, Pan American Airways brochure 
etc., a wonderful assembly

300 - 500

60777 G F  /  200 
1936-1939 Irish Acceptance for Airmail Services to Europe: Attractively presented collection on 59 
specially prepared and knowledgeable written up album pages, showing a fine assembly of 35 flights 
to and from an array of different destination including Belgium, Bulgaria, Finland, France, Hungary, 
Germany, Malta, Spain, Sweden etc., plus a fine array of photos, airmail label booklets and booklet 
panes, airmail timetables etc., a wonderful assembly

500 - 800

60778 G F  /  200 
1932-1939 Irish Acceptance for Airmail Services to Europe: Attractively presented collection on 29 
specially prepared and knowledgeable written up album pages, showing a fine assembly of 16 flights 
to and from an array of different destination including Germany, Greece, Holland, Hungary, Palestine, 
Sweden etc., plus a fine array of photos, airmail label booklets and booklet panes, airmail routes and 
rates etc., a wonderful assembly

300 - 500

60779 C G F  /  202 
1939-1946 Wartime Airmail Services by Railway Air Service: Attractively presented collection on 30 
specially prepared and knowledgeable written up album pages, showing early postcards of Aldergrove, 
1940 Identification of Aircraft booklet, printed Wartime Railway Timetable, newspaper clippings, series 
of Aerial photographs and 22 flights, a wonderful group

80 - 120

60780 F  /  View the images online. 
1939-40 PORTUGAL: Wartime Irish Acceptance for Airmail Service from Portugal to Ireland: Selection 
magnificently mounted and written up on 6 album pages, showing nine flights or airmail usages, an 
attractive group (9 items).

70 - 100

60781 F   
1942 Vatican Red Cross Message Scheme: Two Red Cross messages from the posted from the 
sender March 30th and April 28th, 1942, forwarded to London for censoring to Florence, via Lisbon and 
the Vatican, both with Vatican cachets and envelopes from the Sanitaire department of the Vatican 
addressed to Florence, neatly mounted and beautifully written up and presented on 4 album pages, an 
unusual and historical lot.

50 - 70

60782 C G F  /  202 
1944-45 Irish Red Cross “By Air Mail” Message Scheme: Attractively presented collection on 20 
specially prepared and knowledgeable written up album pages, showing ten Irish Red Cross Society 
documents, plus a few ancillary items, a wonderful group.

200 - 300

60783 CC C G F  /  View the images online. 
1952-1953 Airway Letter Services by BEA: Attractively presented collection on 27 specially prepared 
and knowledgeable written up album pages, showing a fine group of usages with the BEA vignettes, 
plus some other interesting items including Model Aero Club photographs & postcards, a wonderful 
assembly

200 - 400

60784 G F  /  View the images online. 
1933-1938 Airmail Transatlantic Services: Attractively presented collection on 15 specially prepared 
and knowledgeable written up album pages, showing some photographs, postcards, airmails flights, a 
wonderful assembly

200 - 300
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60785 G F  /  202 
1953-1965 Airmail Transatlantic Services: Attractively presented collection on 48 specially prepared 
and knowledgeable written up album pages, showing a fine assembly of 74 flights and airmail usages, 
newspaper clippings, plus hardbound booklet “The Story of The First East-West Atlantic Flight” etc., a 
wonderful assembly

400 - 600

60786 G F  /  204 
1956-1960 Transatlantic Flights: Attractively presented collection on 51 specially prepared and 
knowledgeable written up album pages, showing a fine assembly of 68 flights, envelope, printed 
envelope, picture postcards, plus some leaflets, a fine array of the 1919-1959 Alcock & Brown blue 
vignettes in complete sheets and on a series of eight covers, a wonderful assembly

400 - 600

60787 View the images online.
1970-2000 Aer Lingus & other Air Lines Ephemera: Collection of mostly safely instruction cards for a 
wide range of different aircraft mostly from Aer Lingus, plus some Aer Arann, Aer Turas, Ryanair, neatly 
mounted and beautifully written up and presented on 100’s of album pages being housed in 4 green 
lighthouse albums, an unusual lot.

150 - 200

60788 G F  /  View the images online. 
1986 50 Years of Aviation Communications Services at Cork, Dublin, Ennis, Limerick and Shannon: 
Attractively presented on 24 specially prepared and knowledgeable written up album pages, some 
covers with special cancels, plus additional timetables and other aviation publications, a wonderful 
assembly

80 - 120

Collections

60789 F  /  View the images online. 
1753-1831, Collection of 21 items with mostly IRELAND in red postmarks, also KINSALE, COUNTRY 
etc., neatly written up on exhibition pages with details on the various postmarks, most items are pre-
1900, mixed condition, plus 1791 “Act for managing the Stamp Duties”, pages 409 to 491

100 - 200

60790 G F   
1919-1928 Early Airmail Services: Attractively presented collection on 26 specially prepared and 
knowledgeable written up album pages, showing a fine assembly of early airmail photographs, signature 
of Lady Mary Bailey of Rossmore Castle, Co. Monaghan the Aviatrix, plus other early flights and leaflets 
etc., a wonderful group

300 - 500

Jamaica

60791 F  /  View the images online. 
1910-26 Three covers sent from Jamaica, sent to Switzerland, each underpaid, charged on arrival and 
with Swiss postage dues applied, includes, 1910 envelope, franked with 1d carmine, tied by Ramble 
cds, T in circle mark in black, and 30 centimes violet circle alongside, with 10c and 20c postage due 
stamps tied by Horgen cds, and attractive South Camp Road Hotel advertising envelope franked with 
George V 1 ½d green with 25c postage due to front, tied by Lucerne cds, and picture postcard (care 
worn edges) from Kingston, charged 20c on arrival, a fine selection, scarce combinations.

120 - 150

Additional images from larger lots
may be available at davidfeldman.com
If a lot of your interest is not pictured in our website, you may request images at info@davidfeldman.com





Kenya, Uganda 
and Tanganyika

A portion of the "Overstrand" collection

The following section of British East Africa from the 
"Overstrand" collection of East Africa features over 
170 lots, with essays, proofs, varieties and usages 
including rare cancellations, with items coming from 
the eminent collections of East Africa such as Danson, 
Rossiter, "Shivani" and Minns. The section begins with 
the overprinted stamps of GB with a very rare mint block 
of four of the 1a on 2d Jubilee, and continues with the 
1890-95 issue which includes many of the imperforate 
and imperf. between varieties. There is a strong 
selection of the rare handstamped and manuscript 
provisional surcharges. The "On India" issues include 
the only known used example of the "B" of British" 
inserted by hand. The postal history throughout  
includes rare usages and cancellations with 
predominantly non-philatelic covers.
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Kenya, Uganda and Tanganyika
British East Africa

60792 C   S.G. 1-3
1890 Overprinted GB ½a on 1d, 1a on 2d and 4a on 5d mint set of 3, the ½a on 1d with tone spots, 
other two values very fine (S.G. £1’400).

300 - 400

60793 H G   S.G. 1-3
1890 Overprinted GB ½a on 1d, 1a on 2d and 4a on 5d used set of 3, the ½a on 1d with light wrinkle, 
the 2d on piece (hence fresh colour) with partial Mombasa squared and the 4a on 5d very fine with 
Lamu cds (S.G. £900).

200 - 300

60794 CC C J   S.G. 2
1890 Overprinted GB 1a on 2d mint block of four, h.r. at top, lower pair mint n.h., very fine and fresh, 
a rare multiple with only four blocks recorded by Minns of which one is in the Royal collection 
(S.G. £2’000).

2’600 - 3’000

You may bid LIVE by Internet at davidfeldman.com
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60795 60796

60795 P   
1890 Bradbury Wilkinson die proof for the low values with blank tablet on thick paper, in dull brown 
(close to the issued colour of the ½a), very fine and extremely rare, ex Minns and Danson. 
Note: Illustrated in “British East Africa: The Stamps and Postal Stationery” by Minns, photo plate 2, and 
mentioned on p.15.

600 - 800

60796 P   
1890 Bradbury Wilkinson die proof for the low values with blank tablet on thick paper, in blue-green 
(close to the issued colour of the 1a), very fine and extremely rare, ex Minns and Danson. 
Note: Illustrated in “British East Africa: The Stamps and Postal Stationery” by Minns, photo plate 2, and 
mentioned on p.15.

600 - 800

60797 60798

60797 P   
1890 Bradbury Wilkinson die proof for the low values with blank tablet on thick paper, in yellow-brown 
(close to the issued colour of the 4a), very fine and extremely rare, ex Minns and Danson. 
Note: Illustrated in “British East Africa: The Stamps and Postal Stationery” by Minns, photo plate 2, and 
mentioned on p.15.

600 - 800

60798 P   
1890 Bradbury Wilkinson die proof for the low values with blank tablet on stout card, in carmine (close 
to the issued colour of the 1R), very fine and extremely rare, ex Minns and Danson. 
Note: Illustrated in “British East Africa: The Stamps and Postal Stationery” by Minns, photo plate 2, and 
mentioned on p.15.

600 - 800

60799 CC C H DCE   S.G. 4-9, 11-19
1890-95 ½a to 5R mint and used collection written up on 12 pages, with the complete set mint and 
used (not including 4a grey), with 8a grey mint h.r. and two used, 1R grey mint & used (thinned), many 
values with different shades from the different printings, some mint multiples of the low values, a most 
attractive selection (141) (S.G. £1’700+).

300 - 500
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60800 60801 60802

60800 H   S.G. 4a
1890-95 ½a dull brown imperforate used single, fine to large margins, light corner bend, partial Lamu 
squared circle ds, fine (S.G. £700 for pair).

100 - 150

60801 H   S.G. 4ba
1890-95 ½a deep brown imperforate pair used, good to large margins, with two neat strikes of the 
Mombasa cds, very fine (S.G. £375).

100 - 150

60802 G   S.G. 4ba
1890-95 ½a deep brown imperforate pair used on piece, good to huge margins, with two crisp strikes 
of the Mombasa squared circle ds, very fine (S.G. £375).

100 - 150

60803

60804

60805

60803 H   S.G. 4bb
1890-95 ½a deep brown imperforate between horizontal pair, used with Mombasa squared circle ds, 
very fine, cert. Holcombe (1989) (S.G. £650).

200 - 300

60804 G   S.G. 4bc
1890-95 ½a deep brown imperforate between vertical pair, used on piece with Mombasa squared circle 
ds, very fine (S.G. £500).

150 - 200

60805 H   S.G. 5a
1890-95 1a blue-green imperforate pair used, fine to good margins, Mombasa squared circle ds, light 
horizontal bend otherwise fine (S.G. £1’300).

300 - 400
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60806 60807 60808 60809

60806 H   S.G. 5aa
1890-95 1a blue-green with “ANL” for “AND” variety, Mombasa 30 SP 94 cds, fine and very scarce 
(S.G. £1’100).

400 - 600

60807 H   S.G. 6a
1890-95 2a vermilion imperforate pair used, good to large margins, Mombasa squared circle ds, very 
fine (S.G. £1’400).

400 - 600

60808 H   S.G. 7c var
1890-95 2 ½a black on bright yellow with “INLAND / REVENUE” overprint, neatly cancelled by Mombasa 
cds, some red ink discolouration, fine and rare. Note: see “British East Africa: The Stamps and Postal 
Stationery” by Minns, p.31.

100 - 150

60809 C   S.G. 7cb
1890-95 2 ½a black on bright yellow mint o.g. imperforate pair, slightly heavy hinge remnant otherwise 
very fine (S.G. £1’200).

400 - 600

60810
60811

60812

60810 G   S.G. 7cb
1890-95 2 ½a black on bright yellow imperforate pair used on piece, good to large margins, Mombasa 
squared circle ds, very fine (S.G. £500).

150 - 200

60811 H   S.G. 7cc
1890-95 2 ½a black on bright yellow imperforate between horizontal pair, used with Mombasa squared 
circle ds, very fine (S.G. £450).

150 - 200

60812 H   S.G. 7cd
1890-95 2 ½a black on bright yellow imperforate between vertical pair, used with Mombasa squared 
circle ds, very fine (S.G. £600).

200 - 300
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60813 60814 60815

60813 C   S.G. 8ab
1890-95 3a black on bright red mint h.r. imperforate pair, matt gum, vertical crease and corner crease 
on left stamp, fine appearance and scarce (S.G. £1’200).

150 - 200

60814 H   S.G. 8ab
1890-95 3a black on bright red imperforate pair used, good to very large margins, Mombasa squared 
circle ds, very fine (S.G. £450).

150 - 200

60815 H   S.G. 8ac
1890-95 3a black on bright red imperforate between horizontal pair, used on small piece with Mombasa 
squared circle ds, very fine (S.G. £425).

150 - 200

60816

60817 60818 60819

60816 G   S.G. 8ad
1890-95 3a black on bright red imperforate between vertical pair, used on piece with Mombasa squared 
circle ds, very fine (S.G. £400).

120 - 150

60817 DCE   S.G. 10
1890-95 4a grey imperf. unused with trace of o.g., good margins, showing paper maker’s wmk, slight 
central discolouration on reverse, fine and scarce (S.G. £1’200).

300 - 400

60818 H   S.G. 10
1890-95 4a grey imperf. used with partial Mombasa OC 19 94 cds and partial London hooded registered 
ds in red, good margins, very fine and scarce (S.G. £1’400).

400 - 600

60819 C   S.G. 11ab
1890-95 4 ½a brown-purple mint imperforate pair, missing gum from removal of hinge remnant, fine 
and scarce (S.G. £2’000).

400 - 600
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60820
60821

60822

60820 G   S.G. 11ab
1890-95 4 ½a brown-purple imperforate pair used on piece, good margins, neat Mombasa squared 
circle ds, very fine (S.G. £450).

150 - 200

60821 H   S.G. 11ac
1890-95 4 ½a brown-purple imperforate between horizontal pair, used with Mombasa squared circle 
ds, light creasing, fine, cert. Brandon (1993) (S.G. £1’000).

200 - 300

60822 H   S.G. 11ad
1890-95 4 ½a brown-purple imperforate between vertical pair, used with Mombasa squared circle ds, 
some violet discolouration at lower left from annotation on reverse, otherwise fine (S.G. £500).

80 - 100

60823 60824

60823 H   S.G. 12a
1890-95 8a blue imperforate pair used, good margins, neat Mombasa squared circle ds, very fine (S.G. 
£1’500).

500 - 700

60824 H   S.G. 14a
1890-95 1R carmine imperforate pair used, just cut into at top right, neat Mombasa cds, faint horizontal 
crease otherwise fine (S.G. £1’700).

150 - 200

60825 F  /  184 S.G. 7
1892 (Jan 4) Envelope from Lamu to Germany (Denhardt correspondence), with 1890-95 2 ½a paying 
single Europe rate, tied by Lamu code A cds, reverse with his company cachet and paper seal along 
with Aden and Jlmenau arrival cds, very fine

300 - 400

60826 F  /  204 S.G. 4-5
1893 (Apr 28) Envelope to Zanzibar with 1890-95 1a vert. pair and ½a on reverse tied by Mombasa 
squared circle ds, some toning, fine.

100 - 150
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60827 F  /  204 S.G. 7
1893 (Aug 27) Envelope from the British East Africa Co. to their HQ in London, with 1890-95 2 ½a tied 
by Mombasa squared circle ds, reverse with embossed logo on backflap along with Aden, Zanzibar and 
London cds, some vertical creases, fine.

200 - 300

60828 H F  /  204 
1894 ½a postal stationery card from Wasin cancelled with squared circle ds, addressed to Münster, 
Germany, and changed to Mombasa, no text on reverse, crease, fine and very scarce, plus ½a strip of 
three and 4a with Wasin squared circle cancels.
Note: Wasin, otherwise known as Wasini Islands, was a small coastal settlement on the border with 
German East Africa. Establishing a presence gave no commercial advantage to the BEA Company, 
however Wasin was a notorious staging post for Arab slave raiders and a presence there was politically 
essential to stamp out the traffic.

400 - 600

60829 F  /  204 S.G. 5-6
1894 (Feb 20) Envelope to India with 1890-95 2a and ½a tied by Mombasa squared circle ds, reverse 
with Bombay and Tardev arrival cds, slightly reduced at left, fine.

150 - 200

60830 F  /  204 S.G. 5-6
1894 (Mar 28) Printed envelope to India with 1890-95 2a ½a tied by Lamu squared circle ds, reverse 
with Mombasa, Zanzibar, Sea Post Office “B” and Bombay arrival cds, fine, ex Pennycuick.
Note: The Sea Post Office cds indicates that the cover was carried by P.S.O. SS Thomas between Aden 
and Bombay.

200 - 300

60831 F  /  204 
1894 (Aug 10) 2a Registered envelope from Mombasa to a stamp dealer in Australia with 1890-95 ½a 
strip of four, 2a and 2 ½a all tied by Mombasa code A cds, reverse with Zanzibar, French paquebot 
“Ligne T” octagonal and Aden transits, Sydney arrival, very fine and attractive philatelic franking.

300 - 400

60832 F  /  204 S.G. 4, 6
1895 (Jun 22) Envelope from Lamu to Germany (Denhardt correspondence), with 1890-95 ½a dull brown 
and 2a vermilion paying single Europe rate, tied by Lamu code A cds, French paquebot octagonal ds 
below, reverse with Mombasa, Zanzibar and Aden transits, Zeitz arrival, fine.

240 - 300

60833 60834 60835

60833 H   S.G. 20
1891 Mombasa Provisional ½a on 2a used with central Mombasa MR 2 91 cds, initialled “A.D.” (Andrew 
Dick), light corner crease at top right, fine and scarce (S.G. £1’100).

300 - 400

60834 H   S.G. 20b
1891 Mombasa Provisional ½a on 2a with variety “original face value not obliterated”, used with 
Mombasa MY 27 cds, initialled “A.D.” (Andrew Dick), fine and rare, cert. BPA (1993, which doesn’t 
mention the variety) (S.G. £3’750).

1’500 - 2’000

60835 H   S.G. 21
1891 Mombasa Provisional 1a on 4a used with MR 4 91 cds, initialled “A.B.” (Archibald Brown), very 
fine and scarce, ex “Shivani”, cert. RPS (1963) and Friedl (1983) (S.G. £2’250).

700 - 900
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60836 H   S.G. 22
1891 Mombasa Provisional manuscript ½a on 2a used, initialled “A.D.” (Andrew Dick), Mombasa FE 
2 91 cds (earliest known date according to Minns), light corner crease, fine and rare (S.G. £4’750).

1’500 - 2’000

60837 H   S.G. 22 var
1891 Mombasa Provisional manuscript ½a on 2a with variety double surcharge, with the initial 
surcharge obviously too weak and re-done, initialled “A.D.” (Andrew Dick), partial SE(?) 91 cds and 
crayon mark, very fine and extremely rare as such (S.G. £4’750+).

3’000 - 4’000

60838 60839 60840 60841

60838 H   S.G. 23
1891 “Lamu Provisional” heavy manuscript ½a on 2a used with Lamu AP 26 91 cds, initialled “A.B.” 
(Archibald Brown), very fine and scarce, cert. RPS (1963) and Friedl (1983) (S.G. £1’100+).
Note: See SG footnote under S.G.26: Nos 23 and 26 exist with manuscript surcharges in different 
hands. Examples with a heavy surcharge applied with a thick nib (as this stamp is) were mainly used 
at Lamu. Most of the surviving unused examples show this style, but used examples are worth a 
premium over the price quoted.

500 - 700

60839 H   S.G. 23
1891 Mombasa Provisional manuscript ½a on 2a used, initialled “A.B.” (Archibald Brown), Mombasa 
MR 2 91 cds, crease at right and corner, fine and scarce, cert. RPS (1984) (S.G. £1’100).

200 - 300

60840 H   S.G. 23a
1891 Mombasa Provisional manuscript ½a on 2a used with variety “Annas”, initialled “A.B.” (Archibald 
Brown), Mombasa MR 10 91 cds, light corner crease, fine and scarce, cert. BPA (1995) (S.G. £1’600).

400 - 600

60841 H   S.G. 24
1891 Mombasa Provisional manuscript ½a on 3a used, initialled “A.B.” (Archibald Brown), Mombasa 
MY 27 91 cds, light corner crease, natural paper impurity below “½”, fine and scarce, cert. BPA (1966) 
(S.G. £2’250).

800 - 1’200
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60842 60843 60844ex

60842 H   S.G. 25
1891 Mombasa Provisional manuscript 1a on 3a used, initialled “V.H.M” (Victor H. Mackenzie), 
Mombasa FE 21 91 cds, very fine and scarce (S.G. £1’750).

700 - 900

60843 H   S.G. 26
1891 Mombasa Provisional manuscript 1a on 4a used, initialled “A.B.” (Archibald Brown), Mombasa 
cds, small pinhole caused by the pen writing the surcharge and a light crease, scarce (S.G. £2’250).

300 - 400

60844 C G S  /  View the images online. S.G. 27-28
1894 Provisional Surcharge 5a on 8a and 7 ½a on 1R group, with mint set plus extra 7 ½a, used set on 
two pieces and Specimen set, fine to very fine (SG £525).

120 - 150

60845 C H DCE P S   S.G. 29-30
1895 New Values group incl. 7 ½a imperf. plate proof pair, vertical crease on left stamp otherwise fine 
and scarce (only one sheet of 60 printed), “SPECIMEN” set, several mint and three used, a fine group.

100 - 150

60846 C H   S.G. 31
1895 “T.E.C.R” Provisional manuscript ½a on 3a mint and three used/CTO, fine to very fine (S.G. £765).

200 - 300

60847 C   S.G. 32
1895 “T.E.C.R” Provisional manuscript 1a on 3a mint with part o.g., very fine, a rarity of these Provisional 
issues with only four unused examples recorded, cert. BPA (1999) (S.G. £10’000).

6’000 - 8’000
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60848 C L   S.G. 33-47
1895 British Administration ½a to 5R mint set of 15 plus 3 extra shades, the 5R signed Richter and 
Pfenninger, one extra 8a with tone spots, fine to very fine, plus four forgeries (S.G. £3’170).

700 - 900

60849 H   S.G. 33-47
1895 British Administration ½a to 5R used set of 15 plus extra shades/examples incl. extra 2R and 4R, 
fine to very fine (S.G. £2’465).

600 - 800

60850 60851 60852 60853 60854

60850 C   S.G. 34a
1895 British Administration 1a blue-green with double overprint variety, mint o.g., very fine (S.G. £750).

200 - 300

60851 H   S.G. 34a
1895 British Administration 1a blue-green with double overprint variety, used on piece with squared 
circle ds, very fine (S.G. £500).

150 - 200

60852 C   S.G. 39b
1895 British Administration 4 ½a brown-purple mint part o.g., very fine and scarce shade, cert. RPS 
(1968) (S.G. £1’200).

300 - 500

60853 H   S.G. 39b
1895 British Administration 4 ½a brown-purple used, crisp partial Mombasa squared circle ds, very fine 
and scarce shade (S.G. £1’000).

300 - 500

60854 C   S.G. 43a
1895 British Administration 1R carmine with double overprint variety, mint o.g., faint vertical crease, fine 
appearance (S.G. £750).

100 - 150
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60855 F  /  218 S.G. 40
1895 (Aug 30) 2a registered envelope (size F) to England with 1895 5a pair tied by Mombasa squared 
circle ds, paying quadruple rate, with London arrival ds below, addressee partly erased, fine and very 
rare, one of very few known handstamped registered envelopes (only 125 were made) and the 
largest recorded used multiple of the 5a, ex Rossiter, signed Houtzamer.
Note: The front and back are illustrated in “British East Africa: The Stamps and Postal Stationery” by 
Minns, pp.108-109.

500 - 700

60856 F  /  218 S.G. 40
1895 (Aug 4) envelope to England with 1895 ½a and 1a pair tied by Mombasa squared circle ds, reverse 
with London arrival bs, some minor cover creasing, fine and scarce, ex Rossiter and “Shivani”, signed 
A. Diena.
Note: Some 32 commercial covers bearing this issue are recorded.

300 - 500

60857 F  /  218 S.G. 33
1895 (Oct 27) Envelope from missionary Mary Rachel Gedge (then based at Freretown), sent to the 
sister of another missionary in England with five 1895 ½a tied by Mombasa code A squared circle 
ds, reverse with Ull arrival and redirected to Winchester with further despatch and arrival ds, fine, ex 
Rossiter and “Shivani”.

500 - 700

60858 F  /  218 S.G. 39
1895 (Nov) Envelope from Mombasa to a stamp dealer in Australia with 1895 4 ½a tied by Mombasa 
code A squared circle ds, reverse with Aden transit and Sydney arrival, paying the correct rate, minor 
foxing, fine.

300 - 400

60859 F  /  218 
1895 (Nov 21) British Administration 2 ½a postal stationery envelope from GEA missionary station at 
Kilimanjaro to Reval, Russia (modern day Talinn, Latvia), endorsed on the reverse by the sender, taken 
by runner and cancelled in Mombasa with squared circle, reverse with Aden transit and Russia arrival, 
very fine, plus unoverprinted 2 ½a postal stationery envelope from Mombasa to Germany.
Note: At the handover from the BEA Company, there were 1’400 2 ½a stationery envelopes in stock 
that received the overprint.

200 - 300

60860 F  /  218 
1895 (Dec 23) British Administration 1a postal stationery card from Mombasa to Zanzibar, cancelled by 
Mombasa squared circle with arrival cds adjacent, very fine.
Note: At the handover from the BEA Company, there were 1’500 1a stationery cards in stock that 
received the overprint.

100 - 150

60861 F  /  218 
1896 (Mar 29) Envelope sent registered to the manager of stamp dealers Whitfield King with 1895 
British Administration 3a, 4a, 8a and 1R, each tied neatly by Mombasa squared circle ds, with London 
registered oval ds below, reverse with Ipswich arrival, quite possibly containing new issues from BEA 
with franking paying the double 2 ½a rate, 2a registration and 3x8a for insurance up to 100R, very fine, 
plus piece with 4a and ½a tied by Mombasa squared circle.

300 - 500

60862 C H   S.G. 48
1895 “Zanzibar Gazette” 2 ½a on 4 ½a mint and used, the used showing part of paper maker’s 
watermark, very fine (S.G. £350).

80 - 100
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60863 F   S.G. 48
1895 (Oct 18) Envelope from Mombasa to England with 1895 “Zanzibar Gazette” 2 ½a on 4 ½a tied 
by Mombasa squared circle ds, reverse with Zanzibar and Aden transits, London arrival, two punch 
holes at lower left and small portion of backflap missing, fine and rare franking, only thought to be six 
commercial frankings of this issue, ex Pennycuick and “Shivani”.

800 - 1’200

60864 F  /  218 S.G. 49-50, 52-53
1895 (Nov 11) First day of issue “Powter” envelope sent locally in Mombasa on the first day after the 
transfer of control of the Indian PO in Zanzibar, franked with the four values issued on that day; 1895-96 
“On India” ½a, 1a, 2a and 2a6p, each tied by Mombasa code A squared circle ds with cds struck on 
reverse, very fine and rare, one of only six “first day” covers recorded by Minns (Supplement p.12).
Note: Gilbert Edward Powter was treasurer to the I. B. E. A Company and became treasurer to the East 
Africa Protectorate.

400 - 600

60865 CC C H F J   S.G. 49-63
1895-96 “On India” ½a to 5R study written up on 16 album pages, with mint set, used set, shades, 
multiples, minor varieties and two philatelic covers, with varieties incl. “dropped t”, “inverted s”, 
“inverted V for A”, “small t in East”, etc., two “Powter” covers with 6a and 8a single frankings, a great 
lot for the specialist or someone looking to expand into this interesting issue (S.G. £3’800+).

1’000 - 1’500

60866 C  /  View the images online. S.G. 49/54
1895-96 “On India” ½a, 1a6p, 2a, 2a6p, 3a, 4a, 8a and 12a showing “raised t in East” variety from 
pos.108, all except 2a in matching mint pairs, very fine and attractive group for the specialist, ex Vialou.

70 - 100
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60867 C  /  View the images online. S.G. 49/54
1895-96 “On India” ½a, 1a, 1a6p, 2a and 3a showing “small thick t in East” and “slightly raised a in 
Africa” variety from pos.17-18 in matching mint pairs, very fine and attractive group for the specialist, 
ex Vialou.

50 - 70

60868 C  /  View the images online. S.G. 49/57
1895-96 “On India” ½a, 1a, 1a6p, 2a, 2a6p, 3a, 4a and 8a showing “dropped B in British” variety from 
pos.1 in matching mint pairs, very fine and attractive group for the specialist, ex Vialou.

100 - 150

60869 C  /  View the images online. S.G. 49/60
1895-96 “On India” ½a, 1a, 1a6p, 2a, 2a6p, 3a, 4a, 6a, 8a, 12a and 1R green & carmine showing 
“inverted V for A in Africa” variety from pos.79, the ½a to 8a in matching mint pairs, single 12a and 1R 
in block of four, on an album page with notations in pencil underneath of the two different states, very 
fine and attractive group for the specialist, ex Vialou.

150 - 200

60870 60871

60870 CC C   S.G. 49
1895-96 “On India” ½a mint vertical strip of four (pos.12/48) showing overprint varieties on each stamp; 
“Ea st”, “dropped ‘t’ and ‘a’”, “slanting ‘t’ in East” and “raised ‘t’ in East”, very fine and a great item for 
the specialist, ex Vialou, Danson & Minns.
Note: The unlocking of the frame of type to correct the “Brit1sh” error caused type movement in the 
outer column. The following three lots show the setting characteristics before the “t” dropped out.

200 - 300

60871 CC C   S.G. 49
1895-96 “On India” ½a mint vertical strip of four (pos.24/60) showing overprint varieties on each stamp; 
“dropped ‘t’ and ‘a’”, “slanting ‘t’ in East”, “raised ‘t’ in East” and “inverted ‘s’ in British”, very fine and 
a great item for the specialist, ex Vialou, Danson & Minns.

200 - 300
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60872

60873

60874

60875

60872 CC C   S.G. 49
1895-96 “On India” ½a mint vertical strip of three (pos.24/48) showing the “Eas” for “East” variety at 
top and “slanting ‘t’ in East” and “raised ‘t’ in East” varieties on the two stamps below, hinged on top 
stamp only, very fine and a great item for the specialist, ex Vialou, Danson & Minns, cert. RPS (1930).
Note: Illustrated in “British East Africa: The Stamps and Postal Stationery” by Minns, photo plate 3.

200 - 300

60873 CC C   S.G. 50
1895-96 “On India” 1a mint vertical strip of five (pos.12/60) showing overprint varieties on each stamp; 
“Ea st”, “dropped ‘t’ and ‘a’”, “slanting ‘t’ in East”, “raised ‘t’ in East” and “inverted ‘s’ in British”, light 
gum bend on one stamp, very fine and a great item for the specialist, ex Vialou, Danson & Minns.

200 - 300

60874 C   S.G. 51a
1895-96 “On India” 1a6p with variety “1 for i in British”, mint o.g. with large hinge remnant, very fine 
(S.G. £750).

200 - 300

60875 C J   S.G. 54
1895-96 “On India” 3a mint block of 9 (3x3), showing variety “broken top to A”, tropicalised gum, a little 
perf. separation otherwise fine, the largest recorded multiple according to Minns (p.77) (S.G. £243+).

150 - 200
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60876

60877

60876 CC C F   S.G. 55b
1895-96 “On India” 4a slate-green mint block of 12 (4x3), lower marginal (pos.86/113) and showing 
varieties “no hook to r in Africa” (pos.88) and “inverted V for A in Africa” (pos.101), tropicalised gum 
otherwise very fine, the largest recorded multiple according to Minns (p.77) (S.G. £384+).

300 - 400

60877 CC J   S.G. 57c
1895-96 “On India” 8a magenta mint n.h. block of six, slightly toned gum, with top right stamp showing 
constant variety “broken foot of A”, very fine (S.G. £228+).

150 - 200

60878 C   S.G. 60d
1895-96 “On India” 1R green and analine carmine mint h.r. with variety overprint double, one sideways, 
very fine (S.G. £425).

150 - 200

60879 C S   S.G. 61s-63s
1895-96 “On India” 2R, 3R and 5R specimen issue made for the UPU with smaller lettering than the 
issued overprint, 2R with light horizontal crease otherwise very fine (S.G. £500).

150 - 200
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60880 H   S.G. 62a
1895-96 “On India” 3R with variety “B” of “British” inserted by hand, used with Mombasa squared circle 
ds leaving variety clear, very fine and extremely rare variety, this being the unique used example (S.G. 
£8’500).

4’000 - 6’000

60881 CC C   S.G. 63a
1895-96 “On India” 5R with double overprint, mint o.g., very fine and fresh, a rare variety, ex Minns, 
cert. BPA (1945) (S.G. £3’500).

200 - 300

60882 F  /  224 S.G. 53
1896 Envelope from a missionary in Uganda, initialled at lower left by Reverend Martin Hall (then at 
Ngogwe) to England, carried by runner to Mombasa and franked with 1895-96 “On India” 2a6p tied by 
Mombasa code A squared circle, Birmingham arrival bs, addressee erased (Augustus Clegg) and some 
minor cover toning, scarce mail from a missionary in Uganda.
Note: Prior to 1897, external mail from Uganda was not stamped locally. Letters were carried by runner 
to Mombasa where the appropriate BEA stamps were added. The early Uganda missionaries identified 
their mail by putting their initials in the bottom left hand corner. The costs were then debited to the 
sender’s account.

400 - 600

60883 F  /  224 S.G. 53
1896 (Jan 21) Envelope from Lamu to England with 1895-96 “On India” 2a6p tied by crisp Lamu code 
A squared circle, reverse with Mombasa, Zanzibar and Aden transits and Northampton arrival, a fine 
and early use from Lamu.

300 - 400

60884 F  /  224 S.G. 50
1896 (Jun 24) “On India” 2a registered envelope (size F, Minns type RE5 11.5mm ovpt with stop) sent 
locally in Mombasa with 1895-96 “On India” 1a plum tied by Mombasa squared circle ds, very fine and 
scarce use of this postal stationery. 
Note: The addressee, R. Helm, was an agent for Hansing & Co. in Mombasa.

600 - 800

60885 F  /  224 S.G. 53
1896 (Aug 18) Envelope to Portugal with 1895-96 2a6p tied by crisp Lamu squared circle ds, endorsed 
“per Canara via Aden”, with Lisbon arrival cds below, a few minor tone spots, very fine and unusual 
destination, ex Minns.

300 - 400
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60886 F   S.G. 53
1897 (Jan 13) “Dewjee Jamall” cover with 1895-96 2a6p irregular block of 25 tied to envelope by 
Mombasa (no code letter) cds, very fine and spectacular philatelic franking.

80 - 100

60887 F  /  224 S.G. 52, 71
1897 (Mar 25) Envelope from Mombasa to England with three 1895-96 “On India” 2a with 1896-1901 
De La Rue 4 ½a, tied by Mombasa code A squared circle ds, reverse with Tunbridge and Penhurst 
arrivals, redirected with Hastings Station Office ad St. Leonards-on-Sea arrival, very fine mixed issue 
franking, ex “Shivani”.

300 - 400

60888 DFE  /  224 
1897 (May 21) Envelope front sent registered from Mombasa to England with 1895-96 “On India” ½a, 
1a, 1a6p, 2a, 2a6p, 3a, 4a and 8a, each tied by Mombasa code A cds, London arrival ds below, fine 
and attractive front.

100 - 150

60889 F  /  224 S.G. 51-52
1896 (Jun 4) Envelope sent registered to England (Cartor correspondence) with 1895-96 “On India” 
1a6p (2) and 2a) tied by Mombasa cds, endorsed at lower left “Missed the mail by the...”, sent via Aden 
with bs and India registration oval, then London and Tonbridge arrival, redirected in the UK, very fine 
and unusual usage, ex “Shivani”.

300 - 400

60890 CC C H   S.G. 64
1895 2 ½a Provisional on 1a6p mint block of four, hinged at top with some perf. separation, a few minor 
tone spots on the gum, fine and attractive multiple, plus used single (creased) (S.G. £535+).

200 - 300

60891 60892

60891 C   S.G. 64b
1895 2 ½a Provisional on 1a6p showing variety “1 for i in British”, mint h.r., tiny scuff spot at top right 
otherwise fine and very scarce variety (S.G. £1’800).

200 - 300

60892 C   S.G. 64c
1895 2 ½a Provisional on 1a6p showing variety “1 for i in Africa”, mint l.h., very fine and very scarce 
variety (S.G. £1’800).

500 - 700
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60893 C S   S.G. 64s
1895 2 ½a Provisional on 1a6p with overprint types 12, 13, and 14 which were never issued but were 
sent to the UPU in Bern as specimens, mint h.r., with type 13 showing the variety “1 for i in British” 
which has some tone spots on the gum as well as some minor adhesion, type 12 with some a couple 
of faint tone spots and type 14 very fine (S.G. £485 for normal set of 3).

500 - 700

60894 60895 60896

60894 C P   
1896 De La Rue small format definitive imperf. colour trial with blank value tablet in black on wove 
paper, gummed (toned and patchy), very fine, ex Hunt and “Shivani”.

200 - 300

60895 DCE P   
1896 De La Rue small format definitive imperf. colour trial with blank value tablet in rose-red on wove 
paper, ungummed top left corner marginal, very fine, ex “Shivani”.

300 - 400

60896 C P   
1896 De La Rue small format definitive imperf. colour trial with blank value tablet in pale dull blue on 
wove paper, gummed top left corner marginal, very fine, ex “Shivani”.

300 - 400

60897 60898 60899

60897 DCE P   
1896 De La Rue small format definitive imperf. colour trial with blank value tablet in chocolate (colour of 
issued 2a) on wove paper, ungummed, very fine, ex Hunt and “Shivani”.

200 - 300

60898 DCE P   
1896 De La Rue small format definitive imperf. colour trial with blank value tablet in olive on wove paper, 
ungummed, very fine.

200 - 300

60899 DCE P   
1896 De La Rue small format definitive imperf. colour trial with blank value tablet in deep purple on 
wove paper, ungummed, some light creasing, fine appearance.

150 - 200
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On the 14th November 1895 De La Rue sent the Foreign Office a proposed colour scheme for the stamps and postal stationery, made up 
from a set of the colour trials with the duties handpainted. Therese were passed to the GPO on the 18th, and two similar sets were produced.

60900 60901 60902 60903

60900 C P   
1896 De La Rue small format definitive imperf. colour trial with handpainted “FOUR ANNAS” value 
tablet in deep green (issued colour) on wove paper, gummed, very fine and scarce.

300 - 400

60901 C P   
1896 De La Rue small format definitive imperf. colour trial with handpainted “7 ½ANNAS” value tablet in 
mauve (issued colour) on wove paper, gummed (part o.g. remaining), very fine and scarce.

300 - 400

60902 C P   
1896 De La Rue small format definitive imperf. colour trial with handpainted “TWO RUPEES” value 
tablet in orange (issued colour) on wove paper, gummed, very fine and scarce.

300 - 400

60903 C P   
1896 De La Rue small format definitive imperf. colour trial with handpainted “FOUR RUPEES” value 
tablet in carmine-lake (issued colour) on wove paper, gummed (part o.g. remaining), very fine and scarce.

300 - 400

60904 F A   
1896 De La Rue small format definitive postal stationery essay by De La Rue, with pale blue die on 
envelope with handpainted “2 ½a ANNAS”, reduced at left and fault on reverse at right side from being 
stuck down, and extremely attractive essay.
Note: The proposed scheme was approved by the GPO on 9th December 1895 with the proviso that the 
light blue of the 1 ½a stamp and postal stationery envelope be transposed with the dark blue of the 1R 
to conform with UPU colour regulations for the ½ooz letter rate.

500 - 700

60905 C J  /  View the images online. S.G. 65-79
1896 De La Rue small format mint set with extra shades incl. 1R ultramarine, fine to very fine (S.G. 
£847+) (41).

200 - 300
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60906 H J  /  View the images online. S.G. 65-79
1896 De La Rue small format used set with extras incl. shades and 2 ½a with “inverted S” variety, 2R 
with a striking central blue Mombasa cds, fine to very fine (S.G. £460+) (41).

200 - 300

60907 C P  /  View the images online. S.G. 65s-79s
1896 De La Rue small format definitive “SPECIMEN” set, mint h.r., fine to very fine (S.G. £350).

70 - 100

60908 C H  /  View the images online. S.G. 66x, 69x, etc.
1896 De La Rue small format page of watermark varieties incl. 1a and 3a used with wmk reversed (both 
with imperfections, S.G. £225 & £250 respectively), and eight stamps (4 mint, 4 used) showing wmk 
lines and letters from the edges of the misplaced sheets (letters from “CROWN AGENTS FOR THE 
COLONIES”)

70 - 100

60909 F   S.G. 68b
1896 De La Rue small format 2 ½a with “inverted S in ANNAS” variety, tied to reverse of 2a registered 
envelope by Lamu code A SP 12 97 cds, sent to India with Sea Post Office transit, remains of registered 
waybill at top left, very fine and scarce usage of this variety, ex Minns.

100 - 150

60910 60913

60910 C   S.G. 79a
1896 De La Rue small format 5R sepia with variety “thin U in RUPEES”, mint h.r, light gum wrinkle, 
fine and scarce variety (S.G. £1’800).

400 - 600

60911 F  /  230 S.G. 65
Deutsche Seepost: 1903 (Jul 8) Picture postcard of Mombasa coast with 1896-1901 1/a pair tied by 
German Seapost “DEUTSCHE SEEPOST / OST- / AFRIKANISCHE / HAUPTLINE” cds, with Germany 
arrival cds adjacent, fine.

200 - 300

60912 H F  /  230 
Escarpment: 1901 (Feb 25) Envelope to Jhelum (modern day Pakistan) franked on reverse with 1896-
1901 1a tied by ESCARPMENT squared circle ds, with Mombasa and Sea Post Office transits, Jhelum 
City arrival, very fine and scarce mail from this short-lived office, ex Rossiter, plus two used singles with 
one noted as the last recorded date.

400 - 600

60913 H   S.G. 71, 93
Fort Ternan: 1896-1901 4 ½a cancelled by “FORT TERNAN” cds, very fine with a light strike but showing 
“ORT TERNAN” quite clearly, from the post office at mile 537 on the Uganda Railway which was only 
open for a short period in late 1902 to early 1903, thought to be the unique, plus 2R with “RAILHEAD” 
squared circle cancels (creased).

200 - 300

60914 H F  /  230 
Kikuyu (Kikurugu): 1898 (May 2) Envelope to England with 1896-1901 5a tied by “KIKURUGU” squared 
circle ds (wrongly inscribed for Kikuyu), paying double rate reverse with Mombasa and London arrival 
cds, minor envelope imperfections, fine, ex Rossiter and “Shivani”, plus 2a with same cancel.

100 - 150

60915 F  /  230 S.G. 66
Kikuyu (Kikurugu): 1899 (Feb 14) Envelope to England franked on reverse with 1896-1901 1a tied by 
nice strike of the “KIKURUGU” squared circle ds (wrongly inscribed for Kikuyu), with Mombasa transit 
adjacent, some minor foxing, fine, ex Dunstan and Minns.

150 - 200
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60916 F  /  230 
Kikuyu: 1903 (Jan 20) “Marshall” envelope with 1896-1901 ½a to 8a (9 values) tied by “KIKUYU / E.A. 
PROTECTORATE” hatched circle ds, creased, attractive philatelic franking.

70 - 100

60917 F  /  230 S.G. 66
Kilindini: 1899 (Nov 27) 2a registered envelope (size H2) to the Court in Mombasa with 1896-1901 1a 
pair tied by “KILINDINI / MOMBASA” squared circle ds, arrival bs, creases and some minor foxing, plus 
a loose ½a pair with the same cancel, a scarce cancellation.

200 - 300

60918 F  /  230 
Kilindini: 1901 (Jun 4) Envelope to India with 1896-1901 1a tied to reverse by “KILINDINI / E.A. 
PROTECTORATE” hatched circle ds, with Mombasa, Bombay and Kala arrival cds adjacent, minor 
foxing, fine, ex Dunstan and Minns.

100 - 150

60919 H G F  /  232 
Kismayu: 1901 (Feb 24) Envelope to India with 1896-1901 1a tied by “KISMAYU / E.A. PROTECTORATE” 
hatched circle ds, reverse with Bombay and Poona arrival ds, minor foxing, fine, plus piece and a loose 
1a cancelled by the same Kisumu cancel.

100 - 150

60920 F  /  232 
Kisumu: 1902 (Oct 11) Envelope to Charles Lathrop Pack, the famous philatelist in the USA, with 1896-
1901 2a and ½a tied by Kisumu double circle ds, reverse with Mombasa transit and Cleveland arrival, 
fine.

80 - 100

60921 G F  /  232 
Kisumu: 1902 (Dec 17) Envelope sent registered to England with 1896-1901 3a tied by Kisumu double 
circle ds, paying single 1a rate and 2a registration, with Kisumu registration cachet and Huddersfield 
arrival adjacent, reverse with Mombasa Foreign Registration Department and London transits, a little 
oxidising affecting the colour of the stamp, fine, plus piece with 1a & ½a tied by the same Kisumu cancel.

150 - 200

60922 H F  /  232 S.G. 66
Kiu: 1901 (Jan 12) Envelope from a worker on the Uganda Railway with 1896-1901 1a tied by Kiu 
squared circle ds, sent to India with Mombasa, Sea Post Office and Dinga bs, fine, plus single 1a with 
central strike of the same cancel.

200 - 300

60923 F  /  232 
Lamu: 1901 (Sep 19) “Denhardt” envelope endorsed on reverse as being sent from Ras Ngomeni 
with the instruction “Post Malindi”, carried by runner to Lamu and sent to Germany with 1896-1901 
1a pair and ½a tied by Lamu hatched circle ds with “DEUTSCHE SEEPOST / OST- / AFRIKANISCHE / 
HAUPTLINE” packet ship adjacent, Zeitz arrival bs, fine.

200 - 300

60924 F  /  232 
Lamu: 1902 (May 9) “Station of the Neukirchen Missionary Society” picture postcard sent to Germany 
(Denhardt correspondence) with 1896-1901 1a tied by hatched circle ds with “DEUTSCHE SEEPOST / 
OST- / AFRIKANISCHE / HAUPTLINE” packet ship transit and Stadtsulza arrival, fine.

80 - 100

60925 F  /  232 
Lamu: 1898-1900 trio of covers/cards incl. 1898 “Denhardt” cover at triple rate to Germany with 1896-
1901 5a and 2 ½a tied by Lamu cds, sent via Aden and then by French paquebot SS “Iraonaddy” 
with octagonal LV. No 4 ds, Stadt Sulza arrival bs, ex Rossiter and “Shivani”; and 1898 (Nov 6) picture 
postcard of Zanzibar railway sent to Germany with 1a tied by Lamu cds via Aden, Hamburg, arriving 
in Hutzfeld (second latest recorded use of cancel); and 1900 (Dec 5) reply portion of postcard sent to 
Germany and cancelled by “LAMU / E.A. PROTECTORATE” hatched circle ds (plus two single 1a with 
same cancel).

100 - 150

60926 F  /  232 
Machakos: 1897 (Jul 16) Envelope to England with 1896-1901 2 ½a tied by Machakos squared circle 
ds, reverse with Mombasa, Zanzibar and Birmingham arrival cds, minor imperfections, fine.

80 - 100
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60927 F  /  234 
Machakos: 1901 (Jan 23) ½a Newspaper wrapper to England cancelled by Machakos squared circle 
ds, reverse with Mombasa transit, fine, apparently the latest recorded date of use of this cancel.

80 - 100

60928 F  /  234 S.G. 65, 67
Makindu: 1900 (Oct 17) Envelope from the von Schwartz correspondence to Germany with 1896-
1901 ½a & 2a tied by “MAKINDU / E.A. PROTECTORATE” hatched circle ds, reverse with Mombasa 
despatch and Leipzig arrival, slightly roughly open at foot otherwise fine, the earliest recorded cover 
from this office.

100 - 150

60929 F  /  234 
Melindi: 1897 (Nov 23) 1a postal stationery card sent to India, cancelled by a characteristically watery 
strike of the Melindi squared circle ds, with Zanzibar, Sea Post Office and Cochin arrival cds adjacent, 
minor imperfections, fine.

100 - 150

60930 F  /  234 S.G. 50, 65
Melindi: 1898 (Jan 13) Envelope sent to the C.M.S. headquarters in London with combination franking 
of 1895-96 “On India” 1a vertical pair and 1896-1901 ½a tied by Melindi squared circle ds, reverse with 
light Mombasa and Zanzibar transits, a fine and unusual mixed issue franking, ex Minns.

200 - 300

60931 F  /  234 
Mombasa: 1896 (Jul 27) 2 ½a postal stationery envelope sent by a soldier in the Indian Army back 
to India, cancelled by crisp Mombasa squared circle ds, reverse with Zanzibar, Sea Post Office and 
Ferozepore arrival cds, minor imperfections, a scarce usage.

100 - 150

60932 F  /  234 S.G. 73
Mombasa: 1897 (Nov 22) 2a registered envelope (size H2) uprated with 1896-1901 1 ½a tied by 
Mombasa cds, sent to England paying triple rate, with Zanzibar and London transits and Birmingham 
arrival ds, fine.

100 - 150

60933 F   S.G. 65/70
Mombasa: 1898 (Jul 7) Long envelope sent registered and insured to a fruit merchants in Transvaal, 
franked with six ½a, six 1a, five 2a, five 2 ½a, five 4a and four 3R (seemingly missing a 2a, 2 ½a and 
4a), which is thought to be paying a 15R12arate for 24x2 ½a rate and 24x 8a registration and insurance, 
each tied by Mombasa cds, reverse with Zanzibar, Burban (Natal) and Johannesburg (Z.A.R.) ds, cover 
imperfections, a spectacular franking and the highest value commercial cover from this period.

1’000 - 1’500
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60934 F  /  236 S.G. 66
Mombasa: 1899 (Dec 1) Envelope to England with 1896-1901 1a tied by large single circle Mombasa 
cds, with Tunbirdge (Christmas day) transit and Penhurst arrival, redirected to London with arrival bs, 
fine and very scarce usage of this cancel which was mostly frequently used as a transit ds or for 
registered mail, this also being the earliest recorded use of this cancel.

100 - 150

60935 F  /  236 S.G. 75
Mombasa: 1901 (Nov 3) 2a registered envelope (size H2) uprated with 1896-1901 1R pale dull blue tied 
by large single circle Mombasa cds, sent to Vienna via Italian ship with “PIROSCAFI / ESTERI” maritime 
hs alongside, Wien arrival bs, very fine and scarce usage of this cancel which was mostly frequently 
used as a transit ds.

200 - 300

60936 F  /  236 
Mombasa Registration Dept: 1903 (Feb 20) 2a Registered envelope to England with 1896-1901 1a tied 
by “FOREIGN REGISTRATION DEPARTMENT” cds, reverse with further strikes incl. cancellation of the 
registration die and Leicester arrival, fine.

100 - 150

60937 F  /  View the images online. 
Mombasa: 1898 Group of four covers at different rates incl. 1898 (Dec 26) cover to England with 2 
½a overpaying the 1a uniform penny postage rate the day after the change along with a matching 
cover from the Castor correspondence with 1a paying the correct rate, 1898 (Dec 20) OHMS envelope 
to Switzerland from Henry Holt the Mombasa Postmaster with 2 ½a and 4 ½a paying double rate 
and registration fee, and 1898 (Mar 27) cover to England with 2a & 8a tied by squared circle paying 
quadruple rate.

100 - 150

60938 F  /  View the images online. 
Mombasa: 1897-1900, Group of 5 covers incl. 2 ½a franking to India tied by Mombasa cds, two 
matching “Cator” covers at single 1a rate and at double rate tied by squared circles and the same 
cancelled by hatched circle ds, a fine group.

100 - 150

60939 F  /  View the images online. 
Mombasa: 1897-1900, Group of 4 covers incl. two 2 ½a frankings on “von Schwartz” cover to Germany 
(one tied by Mombasa cds and one by hatched circle ds) and two “Cator” covers at single 1a rate (one 
tied by Mombasa squared circle ds and one by hatched circle ds), a fine group.

80 - 100

60940 H G   
Mumias: 1896-1901 1a tied to small piece by “MUMIAS / E.A.P.” 15 JA 04 fleuron cds, very fine and 
scarce.

50 - 70

60941 F  /  236 
Nairobi: 1901 (Jan 7) Envelope from a worker on the Uganda railway to India with 1896-1901 1a tied 
by “NAIROBI / E.A. PROTECTORATE” hatched circle ds, reverse with Mombasa, Sea Post Office and 
Jhelum City arrival, slightly reduced at left, minor foxing, fine.

150 - 200

60942 F  /  236 
Nairobi: 1901 (Jan 7) Envelope from a worker on the Uganda railway to India with 1896-1901 1a tied 
by “NAIROBI / E.A. PROTECTORATE” hatched circle ds, reverse with Mombasa, Sea Post Office and 
Dina arrival, minor foxing, fine.

150 - 200
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60943 F  /  236 
Nairobi: 1901 (Mar 13) Envelope to Scotland with 1896-1901 1a tied by “NAIROBI / E.A. PROTECTORATE” 
hatched circle ds with further strike adjacent, Lochwinnoch arrival bs, fine and clean cover.

150 - 200

60944 60950

60944 H   
Nakuru: 1896-1901 ½a cancelled by “NAKURU / E.A.P.” fleuron cds, fine and scarce.

50 - 70

60945 F  /  238 
Rabai: 1900 (Aug 27) Long envelope sent registered to Germany (von Schwartz correspondence) with 
1896-1901 2a and three 2 ½a, three cancelled by Rabai hatched cds and one in Mombasa (possibly 
added in transit as it was underpaid), paying the triple rate plus registration fee, with “R / RABAI” reg’n 
hs adjacent, arrival bs, some minor creasing, fine, thought to be the earliest recorded registered cover 
from Rabai.

200 - 300

60946 H F  /  236 S.G. 66/78
Railhead: 1901 (Feb 24) Envelope to India from a worker on the Uganda Railway with 1896-1901 1a 
top marginal tied by a weak strike of the rare “RAILHEAD / MOMBASA” squared circle ds (stamp still 
with some of the pink interleaving paper used to stop sheets sticking together in the humidity), reverse 
with Mombasa despatch and Jhelum arrivals, plus single stamps incl. 4R with squared circle and two 
1a with Railhead cds as well as seven single stamps with the “EXPERIMENTAL P.O. / E.A.P” cds (one 
noted as earliest recorded date).

200 - 300

60947 F  /  238 
Taveta: 1901 (Aug 21) “von Schwartz” envelope to Germany with 1896-1901 ½a and two 1a tied by 
hatched circle ds, reverse with Mombasa transit and Leipzig arrival, very fine.

100 - 150

60948 H F  /  238 
TPO: 1901 (Feb 8) Envelope to India with 1896-1901 ½a pair tied by “T.P.O. IN / SET No2” cds, with 
Mombasa and Sea Post Office transits, Dina arrival, slightly reduced as usual, sent by an Indian worker 
on the Uganda Railway, very fine and scarce, plus a used single.

400 - 600

60949 F  /  238 
Voi: 1901 (Mar 11) Envelope to India with 1896-1901 1a tied by crisp “VOI / E.A. PROTECTORATE” 
hatched cds, with Mombasa and Sea Post Office transits, Jhelum City arrival, slightly reduced at right 
as usual, sent by an Indian worker on the Uganda Railway, very fine and scarce.

400 - 600

60950 C H   S.G. 80-85
1897 “On Zanzibar” ½a to 7 ½a mint and used sets, plus 1a mint marginal with misplaced ovpt (margin 
reattached, only one sheet known), a couple showing minor varieties “dropped B” and “short i in 
British”, fine to very fine (S.G. £625+).

100 - 150

60951 C S  /  View the images online. S.G. 82/89
1897 “On Zanzibar” and 2 ½a Provisionals UPU specimen group with full stop after “Africa”, incl. “On 
Zanzibar” set with the 5a and 7 ½a part gum, the 7 ½a with small tear at top, and 2 ½a Provisionals with 
type 14 on 1a and type 13 on 3a (horizontal crease), fine to very fine unless otherwise stated (S.G. £500).

100 - 150
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60952 F  /  View the images online. S.G. 82/89
1897 “On Zanzibar” group of three philatelic covers sent locally in Mombasa incl. 1897 (Jan 12) “Jamall” 
cover with 5a strip of strip of six; 1897 (Jan 13) envelope (addressee removed) with 2a, 4 ½a, 5a and 7a 
as well as Provisional 2 ½a on 1a type 12 and 2 ½a on 3a type 12; and 1898 (Jan 3) envelope (missing 
portion of backflap) with 4 1/a, 5a and 7 ½a, a fine group.

100 - 150

60953 CC C J   S.G. 86-88
1897 2 ½a Provisional on 1a mint lower marginal block of 12 showing all three overprint types, 
pos.40/60, one stamp thinned at top and a tone spot on the gum, a rare multiple especially showing 
all three types as it was only possible from one position in the pane of 60 (pos.53/59) and the largest 
recorded multiple of this value, ex Danson and Minns (S.G. £1’935+).

1’000 - 1’500

60954 C H G   S.G. 86-88
1897 2 ½a Provisional on 1a with overprint types 12, 13, and 14, group incl. the three types both mint 
and used, plus piece with strip of six (toning) with one stamp showing “1 in fraction” almost completely 
omitted (just a tiny trace of red ink), fie to very fine group (S.G. £1’305).

300 - 500

60955 F  /  238 S.G. 88
1897 Envelope from a missionary in Uganda, initialled at lower left by Reverend Martin Hall on the 
Sessels in Lake Victoria, sent to England and carried by runner to Mombasa and franked with 1895-96 
“On Zanzibar” 2 ½a on 1a tied by Mombasa code A JA 29 97 squared circle, with Birmingham arrival 
bs, small part of address erased, fine and scarce.
Note: Prior to 1897, external mail from Uganda was not stamped locally. Letters were carried by runner 
to Mombasa where the appropriate BEA stamps were added. The early Uganda missionaries identified 
their mail by putting their initials in the bottom left hand corner. The costs were then debited to the 
sender’s account.

500 - 700
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60956 C H G DCE   S.G. 89-91
1897 2 ½a Provisional on 3a with overprint types 12, 13 and 14, group with both mint and used of all 
three types, the scarcer type 13 with no gum, also extra type 13 used and a piece with types 13 & 14 in 
pair tied by Mombasa squared circle, fine to very fine (S.G. £1’165+).

240 - 300

60957 F   S.G. 90
1897 (Jan 18) Commercial envelope from Mombasa to Zanzibar with 1897 2 ½a Provisional on 3a with 
overprint type 13, tied by Mombasa code A cds, reverse with company cachet and Zanzibar arrival, 
very fine and very rare, one of only six recorded commercial covers with this provisional issue and 
unique with type 13.

1’000 - 1’500

60958 C P   
1897-1903 De La Rue large format perforated proof in dark blue with handpainted “FIFTY RUPEES” in 
value tablet, gummed, slightly trimmed perfs at top, very scarce, ex Danson and Minns.

400 - 600
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60959 C P   
1897-1903 De La Rue large format 3R imperf. proof in issued colour on gummed Crown CC wmk paper, 
lower marginal, very fine and extremely rare with only two examples in private hands, ex Hind, Danson 
and Minns.

800 - 1’200

60960ex 60962 60963

60960 C S   S.G. 92s-99s
1897-1903 De La Rue large format 1R to 50R “SPECIMEN” set of 8, the 20R & 50R with the odd lightly 
toned perf., 2R slightly oxidised colour, otherwise very fine (S.G. £915).

240 - 300

60961 C   S.G. 92-97
1897-1903 De La Rue large format 1R to 10R mint short set incl. 1R grey-blue, 1R dull blue (2), 1R bright 
ultramarine (S.G. £550), 2R, 3R (2, different shades), 4R, 5R (some light gum toning) and 10R, fine to 
very fine (S.G. £2’875).

700 - 900

60962 H    S.G. 92-96
1897-1903 De La Rue large format used selection incl. 1R grey-blue, 1R dull blue (2), 1R bright 
ultramarine (small tear at top), 2R, 3R (2) and 5R, fine to very fine (S.G. £1’695).

400 - 600

60963 C   S.G. 98
1897-1903 De La Rue large format 20R mint o.g., very fine and fresh, signed A. Diena (S.G. £1’200).

400 - 600
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60964 C   S.G. 99
1897-1903 De La Rue large format 50R mint o.g., light horizontal bend and gum wrinkle, fine and fresh 
appearance, signed A. Diena, cert. BPA (2002) (S.G. £2’500).

400 - 600

Kenya, Uganda and Tanganyika

60965
60966

60965 P   S.G. 2 var
1903 1a De La Rue die proof of the frame in black on glazed card, dated “10 APR 03” and endorsed 
“BEFORE HARDENING”, very fine.

200 - 300

60966 G M   S.G. 95, 94
1922-27 10s and £1 neatly tied to document piece by “KENYA / REVENUE” embossed datestamp 
(10.10.28), a fine and attractive multiple franking.

300 - 400

60967 C S   S.G. 97s
1922-27 £3 purple and yellow, overprinted “SPECIMEN”, large part original gum; fine (S.G. £475).

100 - 150
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60968
60973

60968 G M   S.G. 100, 95, 87
1922-27 5s, £1 and £10, tied to document piece by “KENYA / REVENUE” embossed datestamp 
(10.10.28), a fine and attractive multiple franking, rare.

600 - 800

60969 CC   S.G. 131ab, 131ac
1938-54 1c mint n.h. group of varieties with four damaged left value tablet and two with watermark 
variety “A” of “CA” missing, very fine (S.G. £750).

100 - 150

60970 CC   S.G. 131ab, 131ac, 131ad, 131ae
1938-54 1c mint n.h. group of 5 with varieties showing four different listed varieties incl. two damaged 
left value tablet, very fine (S.G. £505).

100 - 150

60971 CC J   S.G. 146a
1938-57 2s lake-brown and brown-purple, perf. 14, in mint n.h top marginal block of four, very fine 
(S.G. £380+).

80 - 100

Kuwait

60972 CC J   S.G. 107a-109a
1957 2r to 10r (surch type II) set of three in mint n.h. blocks of four, 10R on 10s with perf. fault at top of 
one stamp (S.G. £1’400+).

100 - 150

Leeward Islands

60973 C   S.G. 114ae
1938-51 £1 brown-purple & black on red mint showing variety broken lower right scroll, fine and scarce 
(S.G. £2’000).

600 - 800

60974 C   S.G. 112ba
1938-51 5s green & red on yellow on ordinary paper, mint l.h., showing variety broken “E”, very fine 
(SG £1’200).

200 - 300
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Malaysia
Straits Settlements

60975 C   S.G. 1-6, 8-9
1867 Surcharge mint group incl. 1 ½c on ½a (2), 2c on 1a, 3c on 1a, 3c. on 1a, 4c on 1a, 6c on 2a (2), 
8c on 2a, 24c on 8a and 32c on 2a, all mint with mainly large part original gum, cert. Ceremuga for 32 
cents, very much above average condition (S.G. £4’750).

750 - 1’500

60976 C S   S.G. 11-19, 48-49
1867-992 Mint selection incl. 1867-1872 2c brown (2), 2c yellow brown (3), 4c rose (2), 4c deep rose, 
6c dull lilac, 6c bright lilac, 8c orange, 12c blue, 24c blue green, 24c yellow green, 30c claret, 32c pale 
red, 96c grey; 1882 5c purple-brown normal and Specimen and 10c slate, 1892-99 5c brown, a fine/
very fine assembly (S.G. £4’239).

600 - 1’200

60977 F  /  238 
1891-1902 Selection of eight covers originating from Singapore, including four registered envelopes, 
two with overprint multiples (13 cents rate), one with set of one cent overprints as well as a 3c on 32c 
magenta, destinations include; Paris, London, Vienna, Kanadukathan, Bochum and Saigon, a scarce 
and interesting lot.

300 - 400

60978 F  /  View the images online. 
1937 (Apr 24) K.L.M. Royal Airlines airmail from Singapore to Switzerland franked with FMS Negri 
Sembilan 1935-1941 Coat of Arms 1c, 4c, 6c, 8c, 10c, 12c, 25c (until the mid-1930s stamps of FMS 
were not accepted for use in Straits Settlements, and vice versa, except train mail), very fine and scarce.

50 - 100

60979 CC J  /  View the images online. S.G. 278-298
1937-41 KGVI die I & die II mint n.h. set incl. listed and unlisted shades plus two unissued 8c, very fine 
(S.G. £1’181) (55).

200 - 400

60980 CC C  /  View the images online. S.G. 278-298
1937-41 1c to 5s complete set KGVI definitives incl. die I + II and diverse shades, mostly fine mint n.h. 
(S.G. £590).

100 - 150

60981 F  /  View the images online. 
1940 (Mar 5). Air mail envelope to England bearing KGVI 1937-41 4c, 5c, 6c, 8c, 10c (2) and 12 c tied 
by “FIELD POST OFFICE / S.P.501” double circle ds, with framed “FROM H.M. SHIP / PASSED BY 
CENSOR” hs in blue adjacent, paying the 55 cents commercial Air Mail rate, very fine.

40 - 80
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60982 F  /  238 
1941 Air Mail cover sent via Pan American Clipper to Los Angeles, USA, franked with $1 black and 
red and 50c black and emerald, with patriotic label “He Will Thank You Malaya Patriotic Fund” tied by 
Singapore cds 28 AU, also “Passed by Censor 37” mark in purple to both front and back, censor tape 
to right side and over part of label, a fine and scarce cover.

200 - 250

60983 F  /  View the images online. 
1942 Prisoner of War card with message from Lt. D. Davies, written at the beginning of October 
1942 whilst in transit in Singapore at Changi before being shipped to Kuching on the 9th October, 
handstamped MARAI (Malaya) in violet, octagonal UK censor mark handstamp, fine.

40 - 80

Malaya British Military Administration

60984 F   
1948 (Apr 30) Souvenir Letter Card endorsed “Air Mail Forces Mail” from Kuala Lumpur to England with 
BMA 10c tied by Singapore cds, with full contents incl. 6 photographic pictures inside (one with paper 
adherence), fine.

75 - 150

Malayan Federation

60985 CC  /  View the images online. S.G. 1-4
1957 (May 5) Selection of 21 mint n.h. stamps from the first Federation of Malaya issue 6c to 30c 
including variety offset printed on gum side on the 30c, three blocks of four (6c, 12c and 25c), a fine 
and interesting selection.

60 - 80

60986 F  /  246 S.G. 1-4
1957 First day souvenir cover for the first Malayan national issue sent to Jahore franked with the four 
values issued from 6c to 30c, tied by Singapore cds dated 8 May 57, two vertical filing creases and 
some soiling; covers from Singapore are scarce.

300 - 350

60987 F  /  246 S.G. 1-2
1963 (Sept 16) First day cover for the 10c and 12c tied by a Singapore cds to a souvenir envelope with 
an image of the Prime Minister of Malaysia, sent to London, endorsed “surface mail”.

250 - 300

Malaysian States - Japanese Occupation

60988 F  /  View the images online. 
1942 Two stationery cards used during the Japanese Occupation of Singapore, a Malaya 2c orange 
post card overprinted “Dai Nippon 2602 Malaya” sent to Kuala Lumpa, and 4c deep-carmine advertising 
card sent to Syonan, with India Bank cachet in purple to front, the back “Save More Win the War” 
advert, has vertical and horizontal filing creases and soiled but both scarce.

150 - 200

60989 View the images online. 
1942 Fall of Singapore lot including an original Japanese Occupation (JO) leaflet which was issued by 
the Batu Pahat War Action Committee as a form for safe surrender and used as a conduct pass, in very 
fine condition, also included are three original photographs from the Selarang incident, endorsed and 
numbered on the reverse “Selarang Incident/Sept 1942”, one is creased and reduced at side the other 
two are in fine condition, a scarce lot from this historical incident.

80 - 100

60990 F  /  246 S.G. J311-317
1944 (Dec 16) Registered cover sent to Singapore bearing Red Cross overprint set of seven, tied by 
Singapore cds dated Dec 16, with matching Syonan registered label, boxed violet censor mark and 
arrival to reverse, fine and scarce cover; the stamps were withdrawn from sale after one day.

150 - 200
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Malta

60991 F  /  246 Sassone 14
1889 (Mar 20) Cover to Leghorn franked with a horizontal pair of Italy 2c orange-brown “Estero” 
overprints, tied by the “A25” cancel of Malta, dispatch cds on reverse, transit marks on the reverse, 
vertical filing crease and some imperfections, but a scarce “Estero” cover, probably originating from 
Tunisia or Libya.

240 - 300

60992ex

60993

60992 C H   S.G. 139
1922 £1 black and bright carmine-red, wmk sideways, used (thin) and mint (small surface mask).

150 - 200

60993 CC   S.G. 140
1925 £1 black and bright carmine, wmk upright, top corner marginal, mint n.h., superb example.

75 - 100

60994 CC C H   S.G. 210c, 211a, 213a
1935 Silver Jubilee group of three with varieties incl. 1s mint and 2 ½d mint n.h. with extra flagstaff, an 
½d used with lightning conductor variety, fine to very fine (S.G. £630).

80 - 120

60995 C J  /  248 S.G. 213a
1935 Silver Jubilee 1s slate and purple showing the ‘extra flagstaff’ variety on top left stamp in mint 
corner marginal block of four, all stamps with hinge traces, fine (SG £425+).

120 - 200

Mauritius

60996 F  /  View the images online. 
1852 (Apr 8) Cover sent to Hérault with red oval “Packet Letter Mauritius”, sent via Marseille and 
Bordeaux, some soiling, scarce cover.

150 - 200

60997 F  /  246 
1855 (May 11) “Pipon Bell” incoming entire from Melbourne, Australia, endorsed “pr Reliance” with neat 
crowned GPO cds and “Late Received” hs, very fine.

240 - 300
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60998 60999 61002

60998 C DCE   S.G. 29, 28
1858-62 (9d) magenta, two shades, one mint o.g. other regummed, plus (6d) vermilion unused, all four 
margined and very fine (S.G. £1’870).

300 - 400

60999 DCE   S.G. 34
1859-61 Britannia 1s vermilion, fine to good margins, unused (looks regummed), very fine and very 
scarce (S.G. £3’250).

300 - 400

61000 F  /  246 
1861-79 Group of 8 covers addressed to France, 18614d wing margin pair (1 defective), on reverse 
boxed FLACQ, 1873 entires franked 6d green strip of 4 and 4d rose + 6d green (2) respectively, 1875 
entire with 4d rose + 1s orange, others franked 4d + 1s blue (1873), 17c on 4d (1879), 25c on 6d single 
franking (1878) & pair on 1879 envelope, generally fine.

700 - 800

61001 F  /  246 
1868 (Feb 2) Incoming entire from Réunion to Port Louis with Colonies Eagle 10c pair and single, fine 
to good margins, single with corner crease, tied by blue lozenge cancels with matching despatch and 
paquebot ds adjacent along with “AFFRANCHISSEMENT / INSUFFISANT” hs, with “8d / TO PAY” on 
arrival in blue with matching arrival bs, fine and attractive.

300 - 400

61002 C   S.G. 259ba
1938 25c brown-purple right margin example showing plate error ‘IJ’ instead of U in Mauritius, mint light 
hinge trace, very fine (S.G. £300).

80 - 100

Morocco Agencies (British Post Offices)

61003 F  /  246 
1925 (Oct 14) Envelope addressed to USA franked GB 1924 Wembley set + KGV ½d all tied by B.P.O. 
MOGADOR cds, reverse with Casablanca and Tangiers transits, very fine.

100 - 150

Nauru

61004 F  /  248 S.G. 19
1916 (Dec 23) Envelope sent registered to Australia with 1916-23 De La Rue 2s6d sepia-brown Seahorse 
tied by Pleasant Island cds, registered cachet and CENSORED hs adjacent, Sydney bs, some foxing 
around the stamp, a rare usage of this shade, cert. BPA (1964) (SG £1’600 for used single).

300 - 500

New Foundland (see also lot 21070 in "Italy and Italian Postal History Abroad.  
The Valter Astolfi Collection")
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New Hebrides

61005 F  /  248 
1921 (Nov 3) “Ackland” cover sent registered from Vila to Melbourne, bearing 1920-21 2d on 40c red on 
yellow wmk RF (2) and French issue 1920-21 20c on 30c brown/yellow wmk RF (two vertical pairs), tied 
or centrally cancelled (both pairs) by light strikes of Vila cds with another fine strike and small framed 
“R” at foot, one 2d on 40c with slight toning but most attractive, only 1200 issued of the 2d on 40c with 
the vast majority being mint, cert. BPA (2006).

600 - 800

New Zealand

61006 F   
1845 (Sep. 4) letter written from Wellington New Zealand and sent registered to Devonport with 
endorsement in letter via Sydney. New Zealand marks of origin are not evident so the letter was possibly 
carried privately to Sydney where the postmaster applied the rare two-line “Registered/SYDNEY”. 
handstamp (White Type R2) in red at right for local 6d. registration payable in cash (the signature in red of 
H.W. Petre is possibly that of the Sydney Postal Official confirming prepayment of registration) and 2/4 
payable by the recipient as 1s.4d. double private ship letter rate + 1s. registration fee endorsed at origin 
6 in red denoting prepayment of double overseas ship letter. The White Type R2 registered handstamp 
was probably only used August to October 1845 with only two previously recorded examples in private 
hands - this possibly being unrecorded; ex Alan Holyoake RDP FRPSL.

1’000 - 1’500

61007 C   S.G. 270
1899 5s vermilion Mount Cook, no wmk, perf 11, mint, fresh colour, nicely centred, hinge remains and 
gum crease top, cert. RPS (1981) (S.G. £300).

60 - 80

61008 C J   S.G. 557 var
1935-36 1d scarlet mint block of four hand-perforated roughly 12 at right due to a corner fold occurring 
during printing which left the right hand margin imperforate, so the selvedge was cut off and the part 
perforate stamp was perforated (not perf.13 as usually stated for the variety), naturally creased, fine and 
very rare, cert. RPSNZ (2021) (CP L2d(T) $9000).

1’200 - 1’600
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61009 61010

61009 H J   S.G. 557b
1935-36 1d scarlet, perf.13.5x14, in used plate “B2” block of four with selvedge only at foot, fine (CP L2B).

260 - 280

61010 C J   S.G. 568c
1935-36 2s olive-green perf.13.5x14 in mint plate block of four, fine.

260 - 280

61011 CC C J   S.G. 569ay
1935-36 3s chocolate and yellow-brown, perf.13.5x14, experimental wet printing in mint block of four 
with watermark inverted and reversed, two stamps mint n.h., fine (S.G. £2’000+).

500 - 600

61012 C J   S.G. 577 var
1936-42 ½d bright green in mint lower right corner block of four from a sheet issued at Methven, 
showing part double horizontal perfs at right, some black adhesions on reverse, fine (CP L1b(Z)).

240 - 280

61013 CC C J   S.G. 584ca
1936-42 5d ultramarine, perf.13.75x13.5, block of four with variety double print one albino, only one 
stamp mounted (heavy with a tiny thin), very rare, cert. RPSNZ (2021) (S.G. £3’600).

1’000 - 1’500
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61014 C J   S.G. 589d
1936-42 2s olive-green perf.12.5 on fine paper, marginal block of six (3x2) from the top of the sheet with 
top row of perfs doubled, some minor toning, though very rare (CP L13e(Y) $6300+).

460 - 500

61015

61016

61015 C J   S.G. 589e
1936-42 2s olive-green perf.13.75x13.5, on coarse paper, mint pl.2 block of four from the foot of the 
sheet (R. 9-10/5-6) showing variety double print one albino, fine, cert. RPSNZ (2021) (CP L13g(Q) 
$8’000).

750 - 950

61016 CC C J   S.G. 590aw
1936-41 3s chocolate and yellow-brown perf.14-13 x 13.5, mint block of four with variety watermark 
inverted, lower pair mint n.h., fine (S.G. £800+).

240 - 280

Nigeria
Lagos

61017 C   S.G. 30-41
1887-1902 Mint set of twelve values 2d to 10s, with additional two shades on the 2 ½d (S.G. 31b) and 
6d (S.G. 31b), and the 1s being the blue-green shade (S.G. 38a), some hinge remains, in the main lightly 
mounted, fresh colour (S.G. £323).

50 - 60
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Niger Coast Protectorate

61018 C   S.G. 41
1893 Old Calabar provisional surcharge 10s on 5d dull purple and blue, type 12 in vermilion, mint large 
part o.g., very fine and rare, cert BPA (2000) (S.G. £6’500.).

3’000 - 4’000

North Borneo

61019

61021

61019 P   
1897-1902 24c (without “POSTAGE & REVENUE”), completed die proof in black and brown-red on thick 
wove paper, 95x71mm, showing guide lines and scratched annotations “24 CENTS” (reversed) at right 
and number “106” (inverted and reversed) above, fine and rare.

300 - 400

Northern Rhodesia

61020 H   S.G. 29b
1938-52 Pictorials 1 ½d carmine with “tick bird” flaw, used, a few toned perfs, fine variety (S.G. £450).

80 - 100

61021 CC J   S.G. 30a
1938-52 Pictorials 1 ½d yellow-brown with “tick bird” flaw in mint n.h. left marginal block of 4, fine 
variety (S.G. £200+).

80 - 100
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61022

61024

61022 CC   S.G. 88a, 79a
1963 Arms 20s blue with value omitted variety, mint n.h. top marginal, tiny surface scuff left of shield 
otherwise very fine and scarce error (S.G. £1’300), plus 4d green mint n.h. with value omitted (S.G. £140).

260 - 300

61022A C S   D1s-D4s
1929-52 Postage Due 1d to 4d with "SPECIMEN" perfins in mint lower marginal pairs, some minor tone 
spots, fine (S.G. £380).

100 - 150

61022B C S   D3ac
1929-52 Postage Due 3d showing wmk error St. Edward's Crown in mint n.h. pair with normal, a few 
toned perfs otherwise fine (S.G. £425).

100 - 150

Rhodesia

61023 F  /  248 S.G. 31
1920 (Jun 24) YMCA printed envelope sent registered to dealer Oswald Marsh in England with two 
1896-97 3d (with two different shades of blue), each tied by “MONGU LEALUI / NTH RHODESIA” 
double circle ds, very fine and attractive.

80 - 100

61024 C   S.G. 145a
1910-13 Double Heads 6d bright Chestnut and mauve, perf. 14, mint l.h., very fine, cert. Brandon (1985) 
(S.G. £700).

200 - 300

61025 C   
1913-19 Set of King George VI Admirals, perf 14, no wmk, set of 21 values ½d to £1, mint, some hinge 
remains, in the main very fine set.

300 - 400

61026 C  /  View the images online. S.G. 312-317
1923 King George VI Admirals, perf 15, on white paper, 2d to 1s values, mint, some hinge remains, very 
fine part set.

60 - 80

61027 CC   S.G. 358a
1965 Independence 2s6d mint n.h. imperforate pair, very fine (S.G. £900).

200 - 300

61028 CC C  /  View the images online. S.G. 358a
1965 Independence 2s6d mint n.h. imperforate vertical pair, some gum disturbance, fine, incl. normal 
vert. pair (S.G. £900).

100 - 150
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61029 61034 61035 61036

61029 CC   S.G. 358a
1965 Independence 2s6d mint n.h. imperforate right marginal single, very fine, incl. normal left marginal 
single (S.G. £900 for pair).

70 - 100

Rhodesia and Nyasaland

61030 CC P  /  View the images online. 
1954-56 Group of proofs, imperf. and perf with punch holes, in pairs (8) and blocks of four (6), a couple 
with some creasing and one with some gum loss, otherwise fine to very fine mint n.h., attractive group.

80 - 100

St. Helena

61031 C  /  View the images online. S.G. 93, 95
1922-37 1s6d Grey & Green on blue-green paper and 5s Grey & Green on yellow paper in mint hr lower 
left corner marginal singles NOT SHOWING VARIETY “cleft rock”, very scarce as such, very fine.

70 - 100

St. Lucia

61032 F   S.G. 80
1929 Cover sent to St Gallen, franked with George V 2d grey, tied by very fine Castries cds, with large 
tax mark in black to front, and upon arrival in Switzerland a 25c postage due stamp applied and tied by 
St Gallen cds, a fine item, and most attractive.

80 - 100

61033 CC J  /  248 S.G. 230 var
1967 Statehood 5c with variety overprint omitted on two stamps in a lower right corner marginal block 
of 20 with plate number, with two stamps adjacent showing partial omissions, one tone spot on gum, 
very fine and very rare, not listed by S.G; plus 5c lower left corner marginal block of 12 with overprint 
on the reverse only at an angle.

300 - 500

St. Vincent

61034 C   S.G. 11
1862-68 1s slate-grey, no wmk, perf 11 to 12 ½, mint, vibrant fresh colour, well positioned, original gum, 
hinge remains (S.G. £275).

80 - 100

61035 C   S.G. 13
1869 1s indigo, no wmk, perf 11 to 12 ½, mint, superb colour, nicely positioned, original gum, hinge 
remains, very fine example (S.G. £375).

80 - 100

61036 C   S.G. 14
1869 1s brown, no wmk, perf 11 to 12 ½, mint, strong colour, well centred, original gum, hinge remains, 
fine example (S.G. £500).

120 - 150
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61037 61038

61039 61040

61037 C   S.G. 21
1875 1s claret, wmk small star sideways, perf 11 to 12 ½, mint, well centred, original gum, hinge 
remains and dealer mark back, fine example (S.G. £600).

150 - 180

61038 C   S.G. 28
1880 1d on half 6d deep blue-green, mint, no gum, strong colour, and vibrant overprint, very fine 
appearance (S.G. £550).

120 - 150

61039 C   S.G. 32
1880 5s rose-red, wmk small star sideway, perf 11 to 12 ½, mint o.g., very nicely centred, clean crisp 
printing, slightly oxidised colour, fine example of this scarce stamp (S.G. £1’200).

200 - 300

61040 DCE P   S.G. 32 var
1880 5s perf.12 plate proof in the issued colour on wmk Crown CA paper, no gum, very fine and rare.

800 - 1’000

61041 61042
61043 61044

61041 C   S.G. 33-34
1881 ½d on left half of 6d bright-green and 1d on 6d bright-green unused slight traces of gum, lightly 
hinged, fresh colour and clean fine examples (S.G. £635).

150 - 180

61042 C   S.G. 34
1881 6d bright-green surcharged ONE PENNY, mint part gum with large hinge remainders, fine centring 
and of fresh colour (S.G. £475).

120 - 150

61043 C P   
1882 5s carmine-lake colour trial on wmk CA paper, large part original gum, good colour, small surface 
abrasion above right ornament, fine and rare, ex “Tatiana”, cert. RPS (1937).

300 - 400

61044 C P   
1882 5s carmine-lake colour trial on wmk CA paper, perf 12, part original gum; one short perf at top 
otherwise fine and rare, ex Peter Jaffé and “Tatiana”, cert. BPA (1966).

300 - 500

61045 P  /  View the images online. 
1882 Plate proof 4d black right marginal horizontal strip of three in black on thin card, some faint toning 
on right stamp, fine, ex Jaffé and “Tatiana”.

40 - 60
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61046 DCE P   
1883-84 Colour Trial 1d bistre-brown, unused with part original gum, slightly oxidised colour, fine, ex 
“Tatiana”.

70 - 100

61047 61048

61047 C P   
1885-93 Colour Trial 5s in pale rose, perf 14, large part original gum, corner crease, fine and very scarce, 
ex Jaffé and “Tatiana”.

200 - 300

61048 C P   
1885-93 Colour Trial 5s in pale rose, perf 14, large part original gum, tiny thin at right, some minor 
discolouration, scarce, ex Forsyth, Jaffé and “Tatiana”.

100 - 150

Sarawak

61049 CC J  /  248 S.G. 47
1899-1908 $1 rose-carmine and green mint n.h. block of 12 from the lower two rows of the sheet with 
full margins showing plate numbers “1”, odd minor gum bends, very fine, a rare and attractive positional 
multiple.

400 - 600

Seychelles

61050 61051 61052

61050 C   S.G. 38a
1901 3c on 16 with variety inverted surcharge, mint o.g. (toned and matt), tiny perf. imperfection at left, 
fine (SG £700).

120 - 150

61051 C   S.G. 39a
1901 3c on 36c brown & carmine mint h.r. showing variety surcharge double, toned gum, cert. Brandon 
(2001) (SG £750).

150 - 200

61052 C   S.G. 39a
1901 3c on 36c brown and carmine, surcharge doubled variety, mint, slight toning to gum, hinge 
remains, otherwise a fine example of this locally overprint error (S.G. £750).

100 - 150
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61053 CC   S.G. 171b
1952 5r red in horizontal corner margin strip of 3 showing watermark error ST. EDWARDS CROWN 
under 3rd adhesive, mint n.h., very fine (S.G. £1’140).

150 - 200

Sierra Leone

61054 P   
1872-73 imperforate vertical pairs from the master plate in the near issued colours on white chalk 
surfaced paper, overprinted “CANCELLED” Samuel type D7. One sheet of each value was found in the 
De La Rue Archives and thought to have been used as colour standards. Rare.

400 - 500

61055 P   
1912 9d Die proof of the country name and value tablet in black on glazed card, 99x60mm, endorsed 
“BEFORE HARDENING” in black and dated “30 Jan. 12.” in blue, scarce.

260 - 300
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61056 P   
Fiscals: 1897 die proof of the Fiscal stamp with blank value tablet (1d. overprinted POSTAGE AND 
REVENUE) in black on glazed card 99mm. x 60mm. offered with an issued stamp. Fine and scarce.

260 - 300

Singapore

61057 F  /  View the images online. 
1937-60 Selection of ten covers including six first day covers, one airmail cover with Singapore “City 
Day” cancel, and three picture postcards posted, depicting Singapore river, Raffles Place and Fullerton 
Buildings, an interesting lot.

80 - 100

61058 J  /  248 
1941 Two covers with the rare red eagle “RAF Censor 63” mark in red to the front, both with Singapore 
cds, sent to locations in England, one in addition has the triangle “Passed for Transmission 6” mark in 
purple, the other franked with Straits Settlements 5c and 50c, a rare duo, only three recorded covers 
with the red eagle RAF 63 mark from Singapore in 1940-41.

150 - 200

61059 F   
1948-52 KGVI values from 5c to $1 tied to unaddressed envelope cancelled by favour with violet boxed 
“TIN CAN MAIL / COCOS-KEELING IS”, and violet circular “PER RMS ORION” alongside, very fine, 
cert. Murray Payne (2018).

120 - 200

61060 61061

61060 H L   S.G. 28 var
1948 $1 blue and purple postal forgery, perf 12, used, very fine and scarce, cert. Murray Payne (2017).

150 - 300

61061 H   S.G. 6
1948-52 Postal Forgery $2 green and scarlet, no wmk, used, cancelled by a Singapore cds, rare 
example; cert. A.S.P. (2016), with a used genuine example for comparison.

250 - 300
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61062 C S   S.G. 33-36
1949 Universal Postal Union mint set of four 10c to 50c, overprinted “Specimen” in blue except the 25c 
which is overprinted in red, hinged, rare and unlisted; cert. Murray Payne (2018).

750 - 1’000

61063 J  /  248 
1950 On His Majesty’s Service official cover sent to Cocos Islands, Indian Ocean, with “Director of 
Posts Singapore” violet circular cachet and Singapore dispatch cancel in black to the front dated 16 
Dec 50, on the reverse a violet rectangular “Cocos - 5 Jan 51” and the very rare frameless circle violet 
“Orion Barrel” only two recorded and possibly unique with the Singapore combination.

1’000 - 1’500

61064 J  /  248 S.G. (283), 19, 20, 21, 22, 23, 24
1950 Registered cover to London with unissued 1941 8c scarlet (inscribed “Straits Settlements” at foot) 
tied by Singapore registered cds 17 Apr 50, together with other values from the 1948 issue (inscribed 
“Singapore” at foot) including two examples of the 8c red issued shade, an attractive and rare example. 
Note: The 8c with “Straits Settlements” was printed in grey. 

450 - 500

61065 P   
1953 Coronation issue archival die proof imperforate pair of the vignette, printed in black on wove 
paper, attractive and scarce; cert. Murray Payne (2018).

250 - 300

61066 F  /  View the images online. 
1954-60 Singapore Islands four covers, one from Christmas Island to Australia, two sent from Pulau 
Bukom - one registered mail to Singapore, the other a post card of Tiger Balm Gardens sent to Denmark 
with cds, also a OHMS card sent from Controller of Supplies Singapore with violet cachet sent to Pulau 
Tekong, all difficult localities to locate covers, fine lot.

250 - 300

61067 CC  /  View the images online. S.G.38-52
1955 Collection of Queen Elizabeth II pictorial definitive mint n.h. stamps (240), 1c to $5, including listed 
and unlisted shades, paper, varieties, positional and control blocks, very fine (S.G. £1’000+).

200 - 300

61068 F  /  View the images online. 
1957-60 Lot of five mixed Malaya and Singapore franking covers, including a registered envelope posted 
out of course, three airmail covers to Germany and an envelope franked at 11c, an interesting lot.

300 - 350

61069 CC   
1969 Anniversary of Singapore mint n.h. miniature sheet (Mi Bl. 1 €750).

150 - 200
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61070 CC C M   
Revenues: 1954 QEII key-type “REVENUE / REVENUE” $25, $100 and $500 in imperforate horizontal 
pairs on wmk paper Multi Script CA, each pair with vertical fold between affecting $25 right hand stamp 
(plus a small paper fault), $100 pair with transparent tape affixed on back with resulting brown stains, 
and the $500 pair with the fold close to touching right hand stamp, rare.

400 - 800

Somaliland Protectorate

61071
61072 61073

61071 C   S.G. 3a
1903 2a pale-violet, overprint error “BRIT SH”, mint, super colour, nicely centred, original gum, lightly 
hinged, very fine example of this overprint error (S.G. £650).

180 - 200

South Africa
Cape of Good Hope

61072 H   S.G. 3
1853 1d brick-red on slightly blued paper in used pair, with close to very good margins, light triangular 
cancel, very fine (S.G. £700+).

150 - 200

61073 H   S.G. 5a
1855-63 1d rose in used pair, with fine to good margins, light triangular cancel, very fine, signed Bolaffi 
and A. Diena (S.G. £600+).

150 - 200
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61074 61075 61078

61074 H   S.G. 7
1855-63 6d pale rose-lilac pair, fine to large margins, light triangular cancel, fine (S.G. £700+).

150 - 200

61075 C   S.G. 8b
1855-63 1s deep dark green pair, mint o.g., with good even margins, some faint toning at right, very 
fine (S.G. £900+).

260 - 300

61076 F  /  262 
1860 (Jan 13) Envelope from Graaf Reinert to the Crown Lands & Survey Office in Melbourne, Australia, 
franked on the front with 1855-63 6d pale rose-lilac (2 margins) tied by barred triangle, and reverse with 
1d rose pair (3 margins) which opens to display at right, reverse with oval despatch along with Cape 
Town cds and Melbourne arrival cds, faults on reverse with some reparations/restorations, a scarce 
destination.

1’500 - 2’000

61077 F  /  262 S.G. 7
1862 (Jan 21) Cover to Ennis, Ireland, franked with 6d pale lilac, fine to large margins, tied by barred 
triangle, with Cape Town despatch on reverse, London transit and Ennis arrival on obverse, uncommon 
destination mail Ireland, cert Bottacchi (2021).

240 - 300

61078 C   S.G. 19
1863-64 4d deep blue pair, mint o.g., with good to large margins, very fine (S.G. £600+).

150 - 200

61079

61080 61081

61079 C   S.G. 21
1863-64 1s bright emerald green pair, mint o.g., with good to large margins, very fine (S.G. £1’300+).

400 - 600

61080 H   S.G. 21
1863-64 1s bright emerald-green, used, four margins, cert. Sorani (1987) (S.G. £750).

180 - 240

61081 H   S.G. 21
1863-64 1s bright emerald-green, imperforate, triangular, used, De La Rue printing on medium wove 
paper, wmk upright anchor, cancelled by Cape of Good Hope postmark, very fine and scarce in this 
condition, cert. Sismondo (2006).

150 - 200
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61082 61083 61084 61085 61088

61082 C   S.G. 31
1871-76 Wmk CC 5s yellow-orange mint part o.g., fine, cert. APS (2020) (S.G. £700).

150 - 200

61083 C   S.G. 45
1882-83 Wmk CA 5s yellow-orange mint o.g., very fine, cert. APS (2020) which incorrectly states 
“disturbed original gum” (S.G. £1’000).

200 - 300

61084 H   S.G. 57c
1893 1d on 2d bistre with double surcharge variety, neatly used with Port Elizabeth squared circle, very 
fine, cert. RPS (1949) (S.G. £600)

200 - 300

Griqualand West

61085 C   S.G. 2
1877 1d carmine-red, wmk CC, perf.14, without frame line, with type 1 “G.W.” overprint, mint large part 
o.g., toned perf. at foot otherwise very fine, cert. BPA (2020) (S.G. £850).

200 - 300

Mafeking

61086 G  /  262 S.G. 2, 18
1900 Cape of Good Hope 1d on ½d “Standing Hope” and 1900 1d deep blue Major Goodyear both tied 
to reverse of Mafeking Bank document piece by AP 13 1900 cds, very fine and unusual (S.G. £495).

200 - 300

61087 C H DCE   S.G. 2-5
1900 Cape of Good Hope 1d on ½d & 3d on 1d “Standing Hope” mint & unused respectively, and 
“Seated Hope” 6d on 3d and 1s on 4d used with neat Mafeking cds, the 1d on ½with vertical gum 
crease otherwise very fine (S.G. £1’900).

400 - 600

61088 DCE   S.G. 7
1900 3d on 1d serif surcharge unused n.g., from pos.1 in the setting, very fine (S.G. £1’000).

100 - 150

Additional images from larger lots
may be available at davidfeldman.com
If a lot of your interest is not pictured in our website, you may request images at info@davidfeldman.com
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61089 G   S.G. 8-9
1900 GB Jubilee 6d on 2d (pos.4 in the setting) and 6d on 3d (pos.6) with serif overprint, tied to 
individual pieces by Mafeking cds, very fine (S.G. £580).

150 - 200

61090 61091
61092

61090 H   S.G. 16
1900 GB Jubilee 2s on 1s green with sans-serif ovpt, used with AP 28 1900 cds, fine (S.G. £650)

150 - 200

61091 C   S.G. 18
1900 Major Goodyear 3d deep blue on blue mint og showing variety broken value tablet at foot, very 
fine (SACC R70’000 for this variety (ca.£3’500), SG £1’200 for normal).

1’200 - 1’500

61092 G   S.G. 21
1900 3d Baden Powell pale blue on blue, 21mm wide, tied to small piece by Mafeking MY 11 1900 cds, 
very fine (S.G. £1’300).

460 - 500

61093 260  /  View the images online. 
Banknotes: 1s “A1378” and 2s “B7727” Siege vouchers stamped by the Chief Paymaster Captain H. 
Greener, usual creases and staining (2).

100 - 150

Natal

61093A F  /  262 
1873 1s brownish purple with overprint 'POSTAGE' as single franking alongside Durban departure cds 
"Durban / Oct 14 / Natal" on cover to Ireland, minor soiling, a scarce stamp on cover.

200 - 300

Orange Free State

61094 CC J  /  View the images online.   S.G. 77-79
1896 ½d on 3d ultramarine in part mint n.h. sheet of 96, from the centre of the sheet with one stamp 
showing “Peuny” variety and one with no stop after “Penny”, two stamps with a stain otherwise very 
fine and fresh, great for the specialist.

100 - 150

61095 CC J  /  View the images online. S.G. 83-83a
1896 2 ½d on 3d ultramarine in mint n.h. lower right corner block of 30, with one stamp showing Roman 
“I” for “1” and antique “2” in fraction (S.G. £180), some surface adhesion to one stamp at top right 
otherwise fine and scarce multiple, great for the specialist.

150 - 200
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61096 CC C J  /  View the images online. S.G. T33
Telegraphs: 1898-99 “TF” on V.R.I. 1d in four large mint blocks, incl. lower right corner plate block of 
30, upper right plate corner block of 48, part sheet of 60 with plate number and block of 48, a great lot 
for the specialist.

100 - 150

Transvaal

61097ex 61101

61097 P   
1871-76 1d, 1s and 5s imperf. plate proofs with “CANCELLED” overprints in pairs on thick, ungummed, 
unwatermarked paper, surface rub on 1d otherwise very fine.

120 - 150

61098 C  /  262 
1885-1901 “Collection de Timbres Transvaal” printed booklet with mint collection, numbered “62 on 
front cover, stamps affixed at top, complete incl. reprint of the 1892 £5, fine.

100 - 150

61099 F  /  262 
1911 (Dec 27) First South African Aerial Post souvenir card with Transvaal 1d tied by Muizenberg special 
cds, with Benoni arrival cds, fine.

100 - 150

Zululand

61100 C   S.G. 1-11
1888-93 ½d to 5s mint set of 11, lower values in average to fine condition, the 5s very fine with cert. 
BPA (1985) (S.G. £1’100).

400 - 500

Union & Republic of South Africa

61101 P   S.G. 31
1926-27 1d Ship imperforate plate proof of the frame and plate proof of the central vignette, both in 
pairs, very fine.

200 - 300

61102 J DCE P  /  262 S.G. 31 var
1926-27 1d Proof of the outer frame only in carmine in top right corner block of 10, on ungummed 
paper with no wmk, from the 1929 rotogravure trials by Goebel A.G. of Darmstadt, Germany, in 1929, 
fine and scarce.

400 - 500
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61103 F  /  262 S.G. 31 var
1929 (Jun 3) Envelope sent locally in Durban with machine coil issue 1926-27 1d significantly 
misperforated by the machine, tied by Durban slogan roller cancel, reverse with message from the 
sender saying “the stamp machine at the Durban Post Office went out of order by issueing 8 penny 
stamps perforated in the centre. Mr Uzell Postal Office attention was drawn to same & he adjusted in 
on the same day. Issued for 5 hours”, cover toned, unusual.

100 - 150

61104 CC  /  View the images online. SACC 362a
1974 & 1977 Flora group of three imperf. varieties incl. 1974 Fauna 4c mint n.h. imperforate right 
marginal pair, showing partial perforation at the edge of the margin, small wrinkle at top, very fine and 
scarce (SACC R6’500), 1977 Flora 2R mint n.h. imperforate pair, diagonal crease affecting one stamp, 
scarce variety (SACC R6’000); and 1977 Flora 4c mint n.h. imperforate pair, very fine and scarce variety 
(SACC R5’000).

150 - 200

South West Africa

61105 61107 61112

61105 C   S.G. 1a, 7 var; SACC 1b, 1d, 7a
1923 ½d and 1s mint se-tenant pairs with “Wes.” for “West” variety, ½d fine and 1s very fine (SACC 
R2’500 for ½d and R12’000 for 1s), plus ½d mint h.r. pair with no stop after “Afrika”, cert. PFoSA (2019).

150 - 200

61106 CC C J   S.G. 2c; SACC 2e
1923 1d with variety “Af.rica” in mint l.h. right marginal block of four, faint diagonal gum bend, a very 
fine positional multiple (S.G. £180+; SACC R5’500).

60 - 80

61107 C   S.G. 7 var; SACC 7c
1923 1s mint h.r. se-tenant pair showing variety hyphen between “South” and “West”, very fine, cert. 
PFoSA (2019) (SACC R7’000).

120 - 150

61108 61109

61108 CC J   S.G. 9 var; SACC 9a
1923 2s6d with variety “Wes” for “West” on two examples in mint n.h. left marginal block of four, faint 
diagonal gum bend, couple of faintly toned perfs, a very fine and scarce positional multiple (SACC 
R40’000).

440 - 500

61109 C   S.G. 133 var; SACC 161a
1945 Victory 3d with inverted overprint in mint n.h. block of four, very fine and scarce (SACC R28’000).

240 - 300
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61110 CC P  /  View the images online. SACC 273-275
1974 Rock Engravings set of three mint n.h. imperf. proofs in pairs, very fine (SACC R3’300).

50 - 70

61111 CC   SACC 274a
1974 Rock Engravings 5c with error black omitted in mint n.h. lower right corner marginal pair, surface 
thin in the margin and adhesion on the other side clear of the stamps from being stuck to another sheet 
which could well have been the cause of this variety, very fine and very rare, among the most valuable 
stamps of SWA (SACC R220’000+).

2’200 - 2’600

Southern Rhodesia

61112 C  /  267 S.G. 2a
1924-29 1d bright rose, mint, imperf. between horizontal pair, vertical crease, fine and rare (SG £2’000).

200 - 300

Surinam (British Occupation)

61113 F   
1813 (Jul 1) Entire from Surinam to a Captain in the 64th regiment in Halifax, Nova Scotia, with a very 
fine strike of the “SURINAM” 9 JY 1816 fleuron ds on reverse from the British Occupation, some internal 
splitting with some archive tape reinforcements, very rare, earlier than the earliest recorded date of July 
23rd 1813 by Riddell.
Note: The 64th Regiment were heavily involved in seizing islands for the British in the West Indies during 
the Napoleonic Wars and captured Surinam in 1804, where they remained until moving to Halifax in 1813.

1’000 - 1’500
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Tanganyika

61114 F  /  270 
1916 (Jan 5) Registered and censored cover sent from the Indian Army Post Office No. 23 (Wilhelmsthal), 
to Kamloops, Canada, franked with a combination of Indian Expeditionary Forces 8A, 3a and 2a6P, a 
rare registered cover with the 8a being particularly scarce on cover.

150 - 200

61115 F  /  270 
1916 (Nov 11) Picture postcard depicting a Tanga scene, endorsed “On Active Service” and sent from 
Indian Army Post Office “F.P.O. No. 304” (Tanga), sent to Worthing, England, very fine.

100 - 150

61116 F  /  270 
1916 (Oct 15) Censored postcard sent from Indian Army Post Office “F.P.O. No. 343” (Dar es Salam), 
sent to a wounded officer in England and redirected, very fine.

100 - 150

61117 DFE  /  270 
1916 (May) Front (with back sideflap) sent from Biseel, Kenya, with “I.E.F.”B” - F.P.O. No. 23 / POSTAGE 
FREE” hs and endorsed “on active service”, with censor marks, sent to Sudan with Shellal Halfa TPO 
cds on portion of backflap.

100 - 150

61118 F  /  270 
1917 (May 8 ) Envelope franked with Nyasaland Protectorate 1916 1s overprinted “N.F.” (Nyasaland-
Rhodesia Field Force) tied by the squared circle of Nyasaland, sent to South Africa with Graskop arrival 
bs, minor envelope imperfections, a scarce usage.

200 - 250

61119 F  /  270 
1917 (Nov 23) Censored postcard sent from Indian Army Post Office “BASE OFFICE / I.E.F.” (Dar es 
Salam) to France as civilian mail at the rate of 2a, very fine.

100 - 150

61120 F  /  270 
1919 (Mar) Envelope from Tabora to Kigoma franked with an Indian Expeditionary Forces 2a6p tied by 
a manuscript “Tabora” (before the new postmark was put into use) in blue crayon, rare use during the 
war in East Africa.

200 - 250

Mafia Island British Occupation

61121 CC   S.G. M5C
1915 (Jan) 20h black & red on yellow with reddish violet handstamp in mint n.h. top marginal pair, very 
fine, signed and cert. Bühler (1970) (S.G. £1’900).

400 - 600

Tonga

61122 F S  /  View the images online. 
1906 Group of five 1d picture postal stationery cards (Ovava tree die, Series A) with SPECIMEN 
overprints, each different and very fine.

200 - 300
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Trinidad and Tobago
Tobago

61123
61124

61125

61123 H   S.G. 5
1879 CC 5s slate, used, fine and scarce (SG £800).

150 - 200

61124 G   S.G. 9a
1880 1d venetian red, two singles and a bisect all tied on small fragment by barred oval “A14”, fine and 
scarce (SG £2’000 on cover).

300 - 400

61125 G   S.G. 9a
1880 1d venetian red, used, bisect tied on small fragment by barred oval “A14”, fine and scarce (SG 
£2’000 on cover).

200 - 300

Turks and Caicos Islands

61126 F  /  270 
1849 (Apr 10) Wrapper (slightly truncated at right) from Turks Island to London via the Bahamas, 
rated “1/4” (1s for the postal charge and 4d for the additional ship letter fee), showing a fine strike of 
“Bahamas / ship letter” handstamp (Type S1), London arrival (22.7.1849) on the reverse, believed to be 
the earliest example, fine and scarce.

500 - 600

61127 CC C   
1881 ½on 1d dull red, mint & mint nh, vertical pair showing two different types of surcharge, light 
creases, fresh & fine

100 - 150

61128 F  /  276 
1901 (Jul 15) Envelope to HUNGARY with 1900-04 1d, 2d and 2 ½d tied by barred ovals, with registered 
despatch ds below along with Liverpool transit, reverse with Budapest arrival and redirected to 
Herkulesfürdö with further bs, very fine and rare destination.

170 - 240





Uganda 
A portion of the "Overstrand" collection

The following section of Uganda from the "Overstrand" 
collection of East Africa features 45 lots, including  
a selection of the famous missionary issues of 1895,  
the typeset issues of 1896 including multiples, covers 
and scarce cancels, and the 1898-1902 De La Rue 
issues with a range of postal history including covers 
from Masindi, Toro, Wadelai and so on.
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Uganda

61129 61130 61131 61132

61129 DCE   S.G. 3
1895 (Mar 20) Wide letters, wide stamps, 30(c) unused, showing partial dividing lines on three sides, 
horizontal crease, 3 pinholes and some minor toning, fine appearance and rare, ex Scott, “Isleham” and 
Hunt (S.G. £2’000).

400 - 500

61130 DCE   S.G. 5
1895 (Mar 20) Wide letters, wide stamps, 50(c) unused, showing partial dividing lines at left, still a good 
sized stamp, some creasing and a pinhole, fine appearance and rare (S.G. £1’400).

300 - 400

61131 DCE   S.G. 6
1895 (Mar 20) Wide letters, wide stamps, 60(c) unused, showing dividing lines on two sides, some light 
creasing, fine and rare, ex Scott and Lilly (S.G. £2’500).

600 - 800

61132 DCE   S.G. 31
1895 (May) Narrow letters, narrow stamps, 30(c) black unused, showing complete dividing line at foot 
and partial at left, some light creasing and small nick at top, fine and rare, ex Dunstan and Vestey, cert. 
BPA (2007) (S.G. £2’250).

300 - 400

61133 61134 61135 61136

61133 DCE   S.G. 36
1895 (Nov) Narrow letters, narrow stamps, 10(c) violet unused, showing dividing lines at foot and at 
right, small thin spot otherwise fine, ex Dunstan and Vestey, cert. BPA (2007) (S.G. £700).

150 - 200

61134 DCE   S.G. 38
1895 (Nov) Narrow letters, narrow stamps, 20(c) violet unused, showing dividing lines at foot and left, 
some creasing, and small thin spot, fine appearance, ex Dunstan and Vestey, cert. BPA (2007) (S.G. 
£550).

100 - 150

61135 DCE   S.G. 43
1895 (Nov) Narrow letters, narrow stamps, 100(c) violet unused, showing dividing lines on three sides, 
some creasing and two pinholes, fine appearance and rare, ex Dunstan and Vestey, cert. RPS (1978) 
(S.G. £2’500).

500 - 700

61136 DCE   S.G. 44
1896 (Jun) 5(c) violet unused, showing dividing line at right, some light creasing and ink corrosion on the 
full stops, fine appearance, ex Dunstan and Vestey, cert. BPA (2007) (S.G. £750).

150 - 200
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61137
61138 61139 61140ex

61137 DCE   S.G. 47
1896 (Jun) 20(c) violet unused, showing dividing line at left and partial at right, ink corrosion on a full 
stop and tiny pinhole, fine appearance, ex Dunstan and Vestey, cert. BPA (2007) (S.G. £400).

70 - 90

61138 DCE   S.G. 48
1896 (Jun) 25(c) violet unused, showing solid line and intervening typing at foot, framelines at both 
sides and partial solid line at top, slightly heavy hinge otherwise fine, ex Dunstan and Vestey, cert. BPA 
(2007) (S.G. £700).

200 - 300

61139 DCE   S.G. 53
1896 (Jun) 100(c) violet unused, showing solid line at foot, slightly heavy hinge otherwise fine, ex 
Dunstan and Vestey, cert. BPA (2007) (S.G. £1’500).

300 - 400

61140 DCE   S.G. 54-61
1896 (Nov) 1a to 5R unused set of 8, a few with some minor toning, 5R with some creasing, many from 
the edge of the sheet and showing dividing lines, fine to very fine (S.G. £673).

150 - 200

61141 J DCE K   S.G. 54/58
1896 (Nov) Group of three unused tête-bêche pairs and a block incl. 1a, first printing, tête-bêche block 
of four (pos.4-3/1-2) with sheet margin at right comprising two vertical interpanneau tête-bêche pairs 
(creasing and one with small thin), 2a and 4a horizontal interpanneau tête-bêche pairs (2a with small 
scissor cut in interpanneau margin), and 4a vertical interpanneau tête-bêche pair, fine, ex Vestey.

300 - 500

61142 CC C J  /  276 S.G. 55
1896 (Nov) 1a black, second printing with thick “1”, in mint pane of 16, pos.3/1 showing small “O” in 
“POSTAGE”, several creases with a small pinhole at centre, small split in left margin and light thins at 
foot, a scarce multiple.

200 - 300
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61143ex 61148

61143 H G   S.G. 55/61
1896 (Nov) 1a to 5R selection of used incl. 1a (thick “1”) with crayon cross and on a piece with Kampala 
cds, piece with two 2a with manuscript Kampala date cancels, 3a on piece in combination with BEA 
1896-1901 2 ½a, 4a pair on piece with red crayon cross, 4a on piece with blue cross, 1R with blue cross 
and 5R with Kampala cds (pinhole, slightly toned), a useful group (S.G. £916).

150 - 200

61144 H J  /  276 S.G. 57
1896 (Nov) 3a block of 24 comprising of a complete pane tête-bêche with a block of eight, all cancelled 
to order by Eldoma MR 12 / 99 cds (12 inverted), with pos.3/1 showing small “O” in “POSTAGE”, light 
vertical creasing and horiz. crease between panes, a very fine multiple.

600 - 800

61145 F  /  276 S.G. 57a
1898 (Nov 26) Envelope sent to Stanley Tomkins in Kampala by Bishop A. R. Tucker with 1896 (Nov) 
3a showing variety small “O” in “POSTAGE”, tied by blue crayon cross and Kampala cds, most of 
addressee’s name excised and cover creasing, a rare cover with this variety.

300 - 500

61146 H J  /  276 S.G. 58
1896 (Nov) 4a pane of 16, all cancelled to order by Eldoma MR 8 / 99 cds, with pos.3/1 showing small 
“O” in “POSTAGE”, some minor creasing, a very fine multiple.

400 - 500

61147 DFE  /  276 S.G. 58a
1898 (Sep 13) Front from Thomas Fletcher to his family in England with 1896 4a showing small “O” in 
“POSTAGE” variety, cancelled by red crayon and pencil crosses, in combination with B.E.A. 1896-1901 
2 ½a tied by blue Mombasa cds, some creasing, fine, ex Dunstan.

100 - 150

61148 H   S.G. 55
Ankole: 1896 (Nov) 1a with thick “1” (2nd printing), right marginal, cancelled-to-order by neat ANKOLE 
NO 20 98 cds, very fine.

50 - 70

61149 H J   S.G. 56, 56a
Eldoma: 1896 (Nov) 2a lower marginal block of eight, with top right stamp showing small “O” in 
“POSTAGE” variety, cancelled-to-order by ELDOMA MR 8 99 cds, vertical cease, fine.

80 - 120
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61150 G   S.G. 55, 58
Kampala: 1896 (Nov) 1a with thick “1” (2nd printing), two examples, plus 4a, all tied to small piece by 
KAMPALA FE 12 99 cds, very fine.

40 - 60

61151ex
61152

61151 H G   S.G. 56/60
Kikurgu: 1896 (Nov) 2a (2), 3a, 4a (2), 8a and 1R cancelled-to-order by KIKURGU squared circle ds 
(misspelling of Kikuyu), one 2a short at top and one 4a and 1R creased, otherwise fine.

100 - 150

61152 G   S.G. 58
Luba’s: 1896 (Nov) 4a tied to small piece by nearly complete LUBA’S DE 30 98 cds, very fine.

50 - 70

61153 61154 61155

61153 H   S.G. 55
Mumias: 1896 (Nov) 1a with thick “1” (2nd printing), cancelled-to-order by MUMIAS 2 JA 99 cds, slight 
imperfections and minor gum staining.

40 - 60

61154 H   S.G. 55
Port Alice: 1896 (Nov) 1a with thick “1” (2nd printing), cancelled-to-order by superb PORT ALICE JA 11 
99 cds (the earliest recorded date), very fine.

80 - 120

61155 H   S.G. 61
Toru: 1896 (Nov) 5R upper right corner marginal cancelled by TORU 30 I 98 cds, very fine.

80 - 120
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61156
61160ex

61156 G   S.G. 59, 60
Vice-Consul: 1896 (Nov) 8a and 1R pair tied to piece by a crisp and complete cachet of the “BRITISH 
VICE-CONSUL / IN THE UGANDA PROTECTORATE / AND THE ADJOINING TERRITORIES” 
surrounding the Royal Coat-of-Arms, very striking.

150 - 200

61157 F  /  276 S.G. 58
1898 (Apr 18) Envelope from Reverend Herbert (initialled top right) sent from Koki with manuscript “Left 
Koki April 18” on backflap, with 1896 4a uncancelled in combination with B.E.A. 1896-1901 2 ½a tied 
by Mombasa squared circle, some minor soiling, fine.
Note: Sent in the period when Archdeacon Walker was in acting charge of postal matters who left the 
Uganda stamps uncancelled.

240 - 300

61158

61159

61158 F   S.G. 55, 57
1898 (Nov 28) Envelope from Reverend Millar with 1896 3a and 1a 2nd ptg in combination with B.E.A. 
1896-1901 5a, all tied by Kampala cds, paying the 1oz foreign letter rate, reverse with Mombasa 
transit and Hampstead arrival, some minor soiling, fine, the earliest recorded usage of the Kampala 
cancellation on cover.

400 - 600

61159 DFE   S.G. 70-71
1896 (Nov) “L” Overprint 1a and 2a on front sent to Richard Leakey, CMS Koki, from John Bremner 
Purvis (a lay missionary based at the time in Gayaza), both cancelled by blue crayon crosses, paying the 
3a interprovincial rate, fine and rare, only 17 fronts or covers are recorded with this issue, ex Dunstan.

400 - 600

61160 C DCE   S.G. 70-75
1896 (Nov) “L” Overprint 1a to 1R unused short set of 6 with extras, incl. two 1a (one foxed), 2a pair 
(crease at top), 3a, 4a (crease and surface scuff), 4a pair with one showing small “O” in “POSTAGE” 
variety (with gum, toned and creased), 8a and 1R, fine unless otherwise stated (S.G. £2’350).

300 - 500
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61161 H G   S.G. 70/75
1896 (Nov) “L” Overprint used group incl. 1a tied by blue crayon on large piece addressed to Rev. 
Leakey in Koki, 2a cancelled on piece, 4a and 1R (heavy hinge), fine (S.G. £1’010).

200 - 300

61162 C H S L  /  View the images online. S.G. 84-91
1898-1902 1a to 5R mint & used group incl. “SPECIMEN” set, mint set incl. extra shades of the 1a, 3a, 
8a (2) and 1R (1R dull blue with tone spots), and used set incl. extra shades of 1a (2), 3a and 1R, and 
1902 mint and used incl. forged double overprint on 2 ½a mint, mostly fine to very fine (S.G. £900+).

150 - 200

61163 F  /  280 
Ankole: 1903 (Apr 12) Envelope to England with 1898-1902 1a tied by Ankole cds, reverse with Kampala, 
Mombasa and Birmingham arrival ds, some foxing, fine.

100 - 150

61164 F  /  280 
Eldama: 1900 (Oct 4) Envelope to France with 1898-1902 2a and 3a tied by Eldama double circle 
ds, paying double the non-Empire rate, reverse with Mombasa and Versailles arrival ds, slight cover 
toning, fine.

100 - 150

61165ex 61172

61165 F   
Entebbe: 1902 Group of three covers incl. 1902 (May 22) Envelope sent registered to England with 1898-
1902 2a and 1902 ½a and 2 ½a mixed issue franking, tied by Entebbe double circle ds, paying triple 
rate, with Mombasa reg’d hs (before Entebbe had one) at top left, reverse with Mombasa, London and 
Paddington arrival ds, some creasing, fine; and two 1a frankings to England tied by double circle ds (3).

100 - 150

61166 F  /  280 
Fort Portal: 1901 (May 1) Envelope to England with 1898-1902 2a tied by Fort Portal double circle ds, 
paying double the Empire rate, with Mengo transit adjacent, reverse with Manchester arrival cds, fine, 
ex Krieger.

100 - 150
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61167 F   
Kamapla: 1902 & 1903 Pair of covers from Rev. Walker incl. 1902 (Dec 17) Envelope to England with 
1902 2 ½a tied by Kampala fleuron cds, fine; and 1903 (Jun 2) envelope with embossed CMS crest on 
reverse with 1898-1902 1a vert. pair tied by fleuron cds, a fine pair.

70 - 100

61168 F  /  280 
Kisumu: 1901 (Mar 10) ½a postal stationery card to Germany uprated with 1898-1902 1a tied by Kisumu 
double circle ds, with Mombasa transit and Blankenurg arrival cds adjacent, fine.

80 - 100

61169 F  /  280 S.G. 84
Luba’s: 1901 (May 15) Envelope incl. original contents datelined “Bukonge Estate, Lubas”, sent to 
someone “enroute to Elgan”, care of the District Collectors in Mumias with 1898-1902 1a tied by Luba’s 
MY 15 cds, with Mengo MY 24 adjacent, with red manuscript “Returned to sender. Mr Kuhlewindt is 
out of reach” and signed and dated 31.5.01 by the clerk, redirected then to Fort Barkeley with Mumias 
JU 11 and JU 17 cds (cancelling stamp again), Entebbe JU 25 and Mengo JY 1, small portion of cover 
missing at lower right, a well travelled and interesting cover.

200 - 300

61170 F  /  280 S.G. 84
Masindi: 1899 (Sep 13) Envelope to someone in the XI Hussars in Meerut, India, with 1898-1902 1a 
tied by clear “MASINDI” cds, endorsed at top “If the Regiment has left India please re-direct to Cairo”, 
hence redirected to Cairo, Egypt, with “REEXPÉDIÉ” hs, reverse with Mombasa, Sea Post Office, 
Meerut, Sea Post Office again, Suez and Cairo ds, minor imperfections to backflap and faint soiling, 
fine and scarce usage, ex Rossiter.

300 - 400

61171 F   
Mengo: 1901 (Nov 27) Envelope from Rev. Millar to Scotland with 1898-1902 1a tied by Mengo double 
circle ds, reverse with Mombasa and Newcastle Sorting Tender cds, fine.

50 - 70

61172 F  /  281 
Port Alice: 1900 (Mar 31) Long envelope to England with 1898-1902 1a tied by “PORT ALICE” cds, 
reverse with Mombasa and Altrincham arrival cds, fine.

100 - 150

61173 F  /  280 
Toro: 1899 (Dec 15) Envelope to England with 1898-1902 1a tied by “TORO” cds, forwarded in England 
and the stamp further cancelled by West Kensington squared circle, reverse with Mombasa, West 
Kensington and Marlbrough arrival cds, fine and very scarce cancellation on cover.

200 - 300

61174 F  /  280 S.G. 84
Wadelai: 1901 (Feb 5) Envelope from Robert Henry Walker (initialled at lower left) to his mother in 
England with 1898-1902 1a tied by clear WADELAI cds, with Mengo MR 1 1901 transit adjacent, 
reverse with Mombasa 25 MA transit and London arrival, fine and scarce cancel.
Note: Wadelai was an outstation on the Nile facing the Lado enclave in the extreme west of Uganda. A 
postal service operated between 1900 and 1906. Mail was sent via Nile steamer and the Sudan, or by 
runner to Kampala for onward transmission.

400 - 600
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in Numismatics
Buy & Sell coins from the same trusted team via our partnership with Numisor SA. 
From single rare coins, to complete collections and investment gold; Numisor offers 
both an auction route managed by David Feldman, or direct purchase.

Please contact us at info@davidfeldman.com.
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Symbols and Condition
Symboles et Condition / Symbole und Erhaltung

Symbols / Symboles / Symbole 

C  mint with original gum 
 neuf avec gomme / ungebraucht mit Falz

CC  mint never hinged 
 neuf avec gomme intacte / postfrisch

DCE  unused, ungummed or regummed 
 neuf sans gomme ou regommé /  
 ungebraucht ohne Gummi oder nachgummiert

H  used 
 oblitéré/ gebraucht

J  block of four or larger 
 multiple / Viererblock

K  tête-bêche pair 
 paire tête-bêche / Kehrdruckpaar

I  fiscal cancel 
 oblitération fiscale / fiskalische Entwertung

G piece or fragment of a cover or document
 fragment / Briefstück

F  cover or postcard incl. postal stationery  
 lettre, carte postale ou entier /  
 Brief, Postkarte oder Ganzsache

E essay
 essai / Entwurf

P proof (incl. die, plate or trial colour)
 épreuve / Probedruck

R revenue or fiscal
 timbre fiscal / Gebührenmarken

S specimen
 spécimen / Specimen

F forgery
 faux / Fälschung

Condition of Covers / Condition des lettres et entiers 
/ Erhaltung von Briefen

Extremely fine / Superbe / Prachterhaltung 

Outstanding, the envelope with only slight wear, fresh stamp and 
cancel. / Qualité irréprochable, l’enveloppe ne présente que de très 
légères traces d’usure, le timbre est frais et l’oblitération est propre. 
/ Herausragende Qualität, Brief mit minimalen Gebrauchsspuren 
(Archivqualität), frische Marken und sehr klarer Stempel.

Very fine / Très beau / Sehr schön 

Choice condition, the envelope shows typical slight soiling or wear from 
usage. / Qualité premier choix, l’enveloppe peu néanmoins présenter 
quelques légères salissures et usures. / 1.Wahl, Brief zeigt nur typische 
leichte Gebrauchsspuren.

Fine to very fine / Beau à très beau / Schön bis sehr schön

Normal condition, the envelope shows a bit heavier wear or soiling. 
/ Qualité standard, les traces d’usures sont un peu plus prononcées. 
/ Gewöhnliche aber noch einwandfreie Erhaltung mit etwas stärkeren 
Gebrauchsspuren (leicht fleckig oder andere leichtere Abnützungen).

Fine / Beau / Schön   

Evident wear or other factors (see description and photo), still a 
presentable example. / Evidentes traces d’usures ainsi que d’autres 
facteurs (voir photo et description) mais exemplaire très présentable. 
/ Offensichtliche Gebrauchsspuren oder andere Mängel (siehe 
Beschreibung und/oder photo bzw. scan) aber noch immer herzeigbare 
und sammelwürdige Qualität bzw. Erhaltung.

Please note: Light edge wear, top backflap faults, slight reductions at 
one side, and file folds are normal for 19th Century covers. Also normal 
are light cleaning or minor stains and small mends along the edges. 
They are to be expected and are not always described, and are not 
grounds for return, nor are factors visible in the illustrations. We will 
gladly provide full-size scans on request.

Prière de noter : De légères traces d’usures, défauts au rabat, de légères 
réductions sur un côté et des plis d’archives sont des caractéristiques 
normales pour des lettres du 19ème siècle. De légères améliorations 
au niveau de la propreté ainsi qu’un éventuel ajout de quelques renforts 
sont également acceptables et ne figurent pas nécessairement dans les 
descriptions. Ces points ainsi que tous les éléments visibles au niveau 
de l’illustration ne peuvent par conséquent pas être sujets à réclamation. 
Des scans supplémentaires d’une pièce peuvent être envoyés sur simple 
demande.

Bitte beachten: Leichte Eckabnützungen, Mängel der Absenderklappe, 
leichte Reduktionen an einer Seite und Archivierungsbüge sind als normal 
für Briefe des 19.Jhdts. anzusehen, ebenso gelten als «normal» leichte 
Reinigung, kleine (minimale) Stockflecken oder Risschen und Büge 
entlang der Briefkanten - diese sind zu erwarten, zu akzeptieren und nicht 
immer beschrieben (zumeist aber am photo und/oder scan ersichtlich) - 
diese stellen daher keine Grundlage für Retournierungen dar, ebenso wie 
auf den photos resp. scans klar ersichtliche Faktoren - Fotos und scans 
sind immer auch Teil der Beschreibung Im Zweifel können Sie von uns 
VOR DER Auktion jederzeit Photokopien oder besser auflösende scans 
verlangen und werden wir Ihnen diese gerne zusenden bzw. mailen.
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Conditions of Sale
The currency of the auction is the British Pound (£)

Participation in any David Feldman S.A. auction means acceptance in full 
of the following conditions as well as any rights and obligations arising 
therefrom. These same conditions also apply to all transactions taking 
place outside the realm of the auctions. DAVID FELDMAN S.A., organiser 
of the auctions, acts as an agent only and is not liable in any way 
whatsoever for any default(s) of purchaser(s) and/or vendor(s).

1. The auction lots are offered

1.1. As presented in the relative auction catalogue and/or through the 
David Feldman S.A. website. Lots are meticulously described and 
with the greatest care, however without responsibility. Photographs 
count as part of the description with regard to the margins, perforation, 
centering, postmarks and all other visible attributes. The descriptions 
of the lots mention if the items are signed by recognised experts and/or 
accompanied by expert certificates.

1.2. As viewed in person: before and during auction sales, persons or 
their agents may  examine lots at our offices or at the auction location, 
and must confirm their auction invitation before viewing. Persons or their 
agents attending a Live Room auction by invitation and/or who have 
viewed lots before an auction are understood to have examined all lots 
which they purchase and accept them as they are at the moment of the 
knocking-down and not necessarily as described.

2. Auction bids

2.1. The auction bid steps for all auctions are as follows: (some auctions 
may be in other currencies than British Pound)

£ 50 - 100:            £ 5  £ 2’000 - 5’000:         £ 200

£ 100 - 200:         £ 10  £ 5’000 - 10’000:       £ 500

£ 200 - 500:         £ 20  £ 10’000 - 20’000:     £ 1’000

£ 500 - 1’000:      £ 50  £ 20’000 - 50’000:     £ 2’000

£ 1’000 - 2’000:   £ 100 £ 50’000 - 100’000:   £ 5’000

Bids between these steps will be adjusted accordingly to the next 
highest bid step. The bidder is bound by his offer until a higher bid has 
been validly accepted.

2.2. DAVID FELDMAN S.A. has full discretion to refuse any bidding, to 
divide any lot or lots, to combine any two or more lots and to withdraw 
any lot or lots from the sale without in any case giving any reason. 
DAVID  FELDMAN S.A. may also bid on behalf of vendors in cases where 
reserve prices have been fixed. In these cases, the vendor is treated as 
a buyer and the auctioneer shall bid on his behalf up to reserve prices. 
If the reserve price fixed by the vendor is not reached, the auctioneer 
passes to the next lot by a simple knock of the hammer.

2.3. Bid orders are only accepted from registered clients of DAVID 
FELDMAN S.A. and/or its associated companies. Live Room bidders 
must confirm their invitation prior to obtaining a bidding number.

2.4. Bid orders received by DAVID FELDMAN S.A. including via its website 
before the relative auctions have priority over room bids in the case of Live 
Room auctions. Clients giving bidding instructions to DAVID FELDMAN 
S.A. may make alternative offers and/or limit the total of their expenditure 
in advance. Bids marked «BUY» are considered as up to ten times the 
quoted estimate price where such exists. Bids made in other currencies 
than the advertised currency of the auction will be converted into that 

 currency at the market rate of the day of receipt by DAVID FELDMAN S.A. 
Bids are standing and hold good for at least 60 days from the auction 
period. DAVID FELDMAN S.A. reserves the right to invoice bidders up to 
the end of the 60 day period, payment being due immediately.

3. The auction

3.1. Unless explicitly stated otherwise, the currency of the auction is 
British Pound. Attendance at the Live Room auction is reserved for 
invited clients and/or their agents.

3.2. Prerogatives of David Feldman S.A.: DAVID FELDMAN S.A. may 
withdraw, group differently, divide or refuse to knock down any lot. 
DAVID FELDMAN S.A. reserves the right to refuse any bid orders and/
or for Live Room auctions, refuse admittance to the auction room, at 
its discretion, to anybody whomsoever. DAVID FELDMAN S.A. cannot 
be held responsible for any physical accident that may occur on the 
premises where auctions take place. In the case a bone fide offer for the 
entire collection presented in this catalog is received at least two weeks 
before the auction date, and would be accepted by the vendor and the 
auctioneer, it maybe withdrawn from sale and the auction offer cancelled.

3.3. Bidders’ representatives and auction agents: any person bidding for 
the account of a third party is fully liable for any obligation arising from 
such bidding. This responsibility is notably applicable for the verification 
of the condition and for the payment of purchased lots.

3.4. Winning Bids: each lot is sold on behalf of the respective owner to 
the highest bidder who becomes the buyer at one bid step over the next 
highest bid step; this is the knock-down price. A buyer’s premium will 
be added to the knock-down price per lot and is payable by the buyer 
as part of the total purchase price. The buyer’s premium is 22% of the 
knock-down price; cost of postage will be invoiced separately from the 
buyer’s premium. On the knock of the hammer, liability for the lots passes 
to the bidder whose bids have been accepted. The lots are delivered to 
the buyer when the total sale price (knock-down price plus all fees) have 
been paid in full.

VAT (Sales Tax) - Notes for guidance concerning auctions for which the 
lots are located in Switzerland: buyers domiciled abroad are not liable 
for this tax once the goods are duly exported from Switzerland. DAVID 
FELDMAN S.A. are pleased to arrange this export; alternatively, clients 
may make their own arrangements and furnish DAVID FELDMAN S.A. with 
proof of export, stamped by Swiss customs. Any purchases by buyers 
who wish to keep their purchases in Switzerland will be liable to VAT 
at 7.7% of the purchase price. It is the buyer’s responsibility to pay any 
relevant duties that may be incurred upon import to other jurisdictions; the 
buyer shall be responsible for all costs of purchases that are returned to 
DAVID FELDMAN S.A. should they refuse to pay import duty.

3.5. Payment: Sale price plus buyer’s premium and additional costs (if 
any) are due for immediate payment as invoiced against delivery of the 
lots. Payment in other currencies is accepted at the rates of exchange 
of the day as quoted by a major Swiss bank. The bidders who are 
 successful with whom it has been expressly agreed that they pay after 
the sale under special conditions, are due to pay the sale price, buyer’s 
premium and any other costs according to those terms. In these cases, 
DAVID FELDMAN S.A. keeps the relevant lots which are delivered to the 
buyers on full settlement of their account. Delivery of the purchased lots 
by post, courier or any other means if instructed by the buyer including 
cost of normal transit insurance cover is at the expense of the buyer.  
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Title or ownership of the purchased lots, delivered or not, remains with 
the auctioneer on behalf of the seller until payment has been made in full.

3.6. Special extended payment facility: upon request prior to the 
auction, DAVID FELDMAN S.A. may offer a special extended payment 
facility for buyers. In these cases, the buyer must  pay a minimum of 
25% of the total invoice immediately, and the balance over a maximum 
period of 4 months, paying an equal instalment at the end of each 
month. Interest charges of 2% of the remaining balance are debited to 
the buyer’s account at the end of each month from the auction date. 
When the special extended payment facility has been granted, the buyer 
understands that any claims regarding his purchases must be made 
within 30 days of the auction sale date, even though the lots may be held 
by DAVID FELDMAN S.A. awaiting full settlement of the account. Until 
delivery, all lots may be examined by their respective buyers at the offices 
of DAVID FELDMAN S.A.

3.7. Pledge: until full settlement of the account, the buyer grants to 
DAVID FELDMAN S.A. a pledge on any and all properties held by DAVID 
FELDMAN S.A., acquired prior to, during and/or after any auction. This 
pledge secures the repayment of any amount due in principals, interests, 
commissions, costs and other possible fees. DAVID FELDMAN S.A. 
is entitled, but not obliged, to realise freely the pledge assets without 
further formalities and without previous notice if the buyer is in default 
with the  payment of his debts or with the fulfilment of any other obligation 
hereunder. For this purpose, DAVID FELDMAN S.A. is not bound to 
comply with the formalities of the Federal Law dealing with actions for 
debt and bankruptcy proceedings; in addition, DAVID FELDMAN S.A. 
may choose to institute or go on with the usual proceedings without 
having beforehand sold the pledged goods and without having moreover 
given them up.

4. Guarantee

4.1. Extent of the guarantee: subject to paragraph 4.3 below, the 
authenticity of all philatelic items sold in the auction is guaranteed for 
a period of 30 days from the auction date, with the express exclusion 
of any other fault(s). Any reclamation regarding authenticity must come 
to the notice of DAVID FELDMAN S.A. on the delivery of the lots but at 
the latest within 30 days from that date. Before delivery, which may take 
place after the 30 days period, the lots purchased may be  examined 
at the Geneva offices of DAVID FELDMAN S.A. The buyer whose 
reclamation is made after 30 days from the auction date loses all rights 
to the guarantee. Such reclamation will not be valid by DAVID FELDMAN 
S.A.. If an extension of the  period is required in order to substantiate 
the claim with an expertise, a request for such extension must be 
made to DAVID FELDMAN S.A. within 30 days of the auction date. No 
request for extension will be considered beyond this 30 days period. An 
extention  will expire 3 months after the date of the auction; the results 
of the expertise for which an extension was agreed must come to the 
notice of DAVID FELDMAN S.A. within that period. No further extension 
of the period will be considered without the express written agreement 
of DAVID FELDMAN S.A. Only claims,  expertise results or other details 
which are made within the agreed periods will be valid.

4.2. Expertise and counter-expertise: should the authenticity of a lot 
be questioned, the buyer is obliged to provide an expertise or counter-
expertise from a prominent expert in the field, justifying the claim. If a 
stamp is found by a  recognised expert,  taking financial responsibility for 
errors, to have been forged, he may mark it accordingly. Consequently, 

the marking «FALSCH» (forged) is not considered an alteration. In the 
case of such reclamation, DAVID FELDMAN S.A. reserves the right 
to request, at its own discretion, one or more further expertise(s). All 
expertise and relative charges accrue to the vendor’s account in the case 
of a justified claim, or to the buyer’s account if the claim is not justified. 
In the case of a justified claim, the lot is taken back and the knock-
down price plus the commission are refunded to the buyer. In the case 
of delayed payment due to expertise agreed by David Feldman S.A., 
interest is charged at 50% of the standard rate for all cleared lots. If David 
Feldman S.A. has not agreed, then full interest is due.

4.3. Exclusions: lots described as collections, accumulations, selections, 
groups and those containing duplicates cannot be the subject of any 
claim. Claims concerning lots described as a set or groups of sets 
containing more than one stamp, can only be considered under the 
terms of paragraph 4.1 above if they relate to more than one third of the 
total value of the lot. Lots which have been examined by the buyer or his 
agent, lots described as having defects or faults cannot be subjected to a 
claim regarding defects or faults. lllustrated lots cannot be subjected to a 
claim because of perforations, centering, margins or other factors shown 
in the illustrations. 

4.4. Late Payment: if payment of the knock-down price plus commission 
due by the buyer is not made within 30 days of the date of the auction, 
DAVID FELDMAN S.A. reserves the right to cancel the sale and 
dispose of the lot(s) elsewhere and/or to make a recourse to any legal 
proceedings in order to obtain payment of the amounts due as well as for 
any incurred damages and losses and any legal expenses. A charge on 
overdue payment of 5% for the first month and 2% per month  afterwards 
plus expenses incurred is chargeable on any outstanding amount after 
30 days of the date of the auction. The buyer who is in default in any way 
whatsoever has no right of claim under any circumstances.

4.5. Exceptionally, the knock-down price will be reduced to the 
lowest winning bid where it is shown that the exact same buyer has 
inadvertently increased the price by using more than one medium of 
bidding on the same lot.

5. Applicable law and jurisdiction

Unless otherwise stated, all auctions as well as any rights and obligations 
arising from them shall be governed exclusively by Swiss law. Any legal 
action or proceeding with respect to the auctions shall be submitted to 
the exclusive jurisdiction of the courts of Geneva, subject to appeal to the 
Swiss Federal Court in Lausanne. In every case, DAVID FELDMAN S.A. 
shall also be entitled, at its discretion, to sue any buyer in default at his 
place of residence; in such case, Swiss law shall remain applicable and 
in the case of issues regarding price value, the British Pound is converted 
at its Swiss Francs value at the time of the auction.

6. All Transactions

These Conditions of Sale apply to all transactions of every kind including 
those outside the auctions, with David Feldman SA.

Note: If these Conditions of sale are translated into one or more other 
languages, the English translation shall be the official version and shall 
prevail over all other translations.

(Version: Private Auction - EN-GBP - Last revision: September 2021)



David Feldman 
International Auctioneers

Route de Chancy 59 
Building D, 3rd floor  
1213 Petit-Lancy, Geneva

Tel +41 22 727 07 77 

davidfeldman.com

The G. B. Horton Collection of King Edward       VII Essays, Proofs and Stamps 1901 to 1911
Available by Private Treaty
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Contact us today  
to find out more details 

info@davidfeldman.com
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Vos contacts / Ihre Kontakte
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Senior Philatelist
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Senior Philatelist

Daniel Flesher
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Guy Croton
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Philatelist

Gabriel Rheinert
Philatelist
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Jean-Jacques Tillard, Pierre Wertheimer

Outside Philatelists and Agents  Philippe Abert, Tony Banwell, 
Darío Díez, Olivier Eeckeman, Rainer Fuchs, Carlos Hernández 
Rocha, Yves Louis, David MacDonnell, Jorge H. Del Mazo,  
Pedro Meri, Bill Schultz, Michael Tseriotis

Administration  Andreia Pereira 

Accounts and Finance  Dimitri Toulemonde 

Client Relations  Eva Mondehard 

Design  Steve Boudenne, Andrea Villa, Georgia Williams

Information Technology  Octoplus Solutions Sàrl 

Marketing and Organisation  Estelle Leclère 
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Download the SBB Mobile app 
on your mobile device to help you 
with tickets and transport options.

Les Esserts
(tram 14)

Cornavin Train Station
(tram 14)

Geneva Airport
(7 km)

Route de Chancy

Route du Pont Butin

Motorway
(2 km)

Les Esserts
(bus 23)

Location
Lieu / Standort

Tram and bus stop: Les Esserts, just in front of the offices.

From Cornavin Train Station: 18 minutes by tram 14  
(direction P+R Bernex, every 5 minutes) 

From Geneva International Airport: 22 minutes by bus 23  
(direction Tours-de-Carouge, every 15 minutes)

David Feldman 
International Auctioneers

Route de Chancy 59 
Building D, 3rd floor  
1213 Petit-Lancy, Geneva 

Tel +41 22 727 07 77 

info@davidfeldman.com
davidfeldman.com
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Geneva Area Hotels
Hôtels à Genève / Hotels in Genf

Hotel Ibis Budget Geneva Petit-Lancy 
Chemin des Olliquettes 6 
1213 Petit-Lancy, Switzerland

Distance: 2-minute walk
Room rates: from CHF 70 

Tel +41 22 709 02 20
all.accor.com/hotel/7291/index.en.shtml

Hotel Ibis Geneva Petit-Lancy 
Chemin des Olliquettes 8 
1213 Petit Lancy, Switzerland

Distance: 2-minute walk
Room rates: from CHF 74

Tel +41 22 709 02 00
all.accor.com/hotel/7289/index.en.shtml

Tiffany Hôtel 
Rue de l’Arquebuse 20
1204 Genève, Switzerland

Distance: 14 minutes by tram 14 (every 5 minutes)
Room rates: from CHF 180

Tel +41 22 708 16 16
hotel-tiffany.ch

Auberge de Confignon 
Place de l’Eglise 6
1232 Confignon, Switzerland

Distance: 15 minutes by tram 14 (every 5 minutes)
Room rates: from CHF 170 

Tel +41 22 757 19 44
auberge-confignon.ch

Hôtel des Horlogers 
Route de Saint-Julien 135 
1228 Plan-les-Ouates, Switzerland

Distance: 16 minutes by bus 23 (every 15 minutes)
Room rates: from CHF 100 

Tel +41 22 884 08 33
sites.google.com/view/des-horlogers-hotel

Four Seasons Hotel des Bergues 
Quai des Bergues 33
1201 Genève, Switzerland

Distance: 17 minutes by tram 14 (every 5 minutes)
Room rates: from CHF 610

Tel +41 22 908 70 00
fourseasons.com/geneva

Hôtel Astoria 
Place Cornavin 6 
1211 Genève, Switzerland

Distance: 18 minutes by tram 14 (every 5 minutes)
Room rates: from CHF 160

Tel +41 22 544 52 52
astoria-geneve.ch

The Ritz-Carlton Hotel de la Paix 
Quai du Mont-Blanc 11 
1201 Genève, Switzerland

Distance: 19 minutes by tram 14 (every 5 minutes)
Room rates: from CHF 450

Tel +41 22 908 60 00
ritzcarlton.com/geneva



Absentee / Telephone Bid Form
Great Britain and British Empire - Geneva - June 17th, 2022

PLEASE WRITE IN BLOCK CAPITALS

First name ...............................................................................................................   Last name ...............................................................................................................

Client n° .......................................................................................................................

Shipping address  ..................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................... 
..................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................... 
.....................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................

Home address, if P.O. Box above  ........................................................................................................................................................................................ 
 ........................................................................................................................................................................................ 
 ........................................................................................................................................................................................

Tel ................................................................................................................   Email .................................................................................................................................................................

Shipping instructions:
    FedEx (no P.O. Box)
    Registered Mail 

(P.O. Box and home 
address)

    Hold for collection
    Other (please specify):  

...................................................................................... 

...................................................................................... 

...................................................................................... 

......................................................................................

Location, date: ................................................................................................................................................. Signature: .................................................................................................................................................

    Bid for me on the lot(s) I have marked above, purchasing for me as much below my limits as possible.

    I fully understand and agree to the "Conditions of Sale" published in this catalogue and on the website. 

    I will bid by telephone and request David Feldman SA to call me at the proper time for the lots listed below.

Lot n° Lot n°Limit in £
(excl. commission)

Limit in £
(excl. commission)

In case of a tied bid, please 
increase my bid(s):
    1 bid step
    10%
    25%

Standard bid steps (£):
£ 50 - 100:                    £ 5
£ 100 - 200:                  £ 10
£ 200 - 500:                  £ 20
£ 500 - 1’000:               £ 50
£ 1’000 - 2’000:            £ 100
£ 2’000 - 5’000:            £ 200
£ 5’000 - 10’000:          £ 500
£ 10’000 - 20’000:        £ 1’000
£ 10’000 - 20’000:        £ 1’000
£ 20’000 - 50’000:        £ 2’000
£ 50’000 - 100’000:      £ 5’000
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